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Abstract 
 

 

The objective of this research is to investigate and optimize the effect of two-phase flow 

cleaning in spiral wound membrane elements to control fouling. It aims at providing a 

fundamental understanding of the underlying mechanisms and the effect of the different 

parameters in order to improve the effectiveness of two-phase flow cleaning applied in spiral-

wound membrane elements and to determine the optimum operating conditions of NF/RO 

systems for water treatment. This chapter provides a brief introduction on the potential of 

two-phase flow cleaning technology to control fouling in spiral-wound membrane elements. 

The scope and outline of the thesis are presented as well.  
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Water is a precious resource and a basic need for mankind. Human beings require water for 

drinking, individual hygiene, sanitation, and food preparation [1]. Clean and safe water is 

essential and its demand rises continuously. In arid regions where physical water scarcity 

exists, the development of methods to provide an alternative fresh water supply from new 

sources, like seawater and brackish water, is extremely important. In areas that are relatively 

water rich, removal of pathogens and emerging contaminants from water resources is a 

crucial aspect. Membrane-based water treatment is a promising technology to meet those 

demands with membranes tailored to separate undesirable substances. It is extensively used 

worldwide for water purification and desalination [2]. 

 

1.1. NF/RO membrane systems 

High-pressure membrane processes like reverse osmosis (RO) and nanofiltration (NF) 

together can separate almost all unwanted contaminants. RO has gained popularity for 

desalting saline water with a 44% share in production capacity worldwide, among other 

membrane processes like NF or electrodialysis (ED) and thermal processes like multi-stage 

flash (MSF) and multi-effect distillation (MED) [3-5]. Nanofiltration (NF), which is operated 

at a lower pressure than RO, offers advantages in term of lower operational and maintenance 

expenditures and a higher flux compared to RO, while still removing microorganisms, 

organics, nanoparticles and multivalent salts [6]. NF however, does not retain monovalent 

ions and is not used for desalination. NF is extensively used to treat surface water, ground 

water and wastewater.  

The most common operational membrane module used in NF/RO processes is the spiral-

wound type of membrane module (Fig. 1.1). Each spiral-wound module contains at least a 

pair of spaced semipermeable membrane sheets, each enclosed in an individual element. In 

each element, every two membrane sheets are glued together at three sides to form an 

envelope that is interposed between porous mesh spacers. These spacers are used to keep the 

membrane sheets apart, both at feed and permeate side. All sheets together are subsequently 

spirally wound around and their open end is connected to a central tube that collects the 

permeate water [7-9].  
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Fig. 1.1. Assembly of a spiral-wound membrane module from a pair of membrane leaves, a 
feed side spacer, a permeate side spacer, rolled around a permeate central tube [9]. 

 

Fig. 1.2. A typical pressure vessel containing several spiral wound membrane elements, 
adapted from [8]. 
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Multiple spiral-wound membrane elements are generally connected in a pressure vessel to 

increase the total water production (increase recovery). A typical configuration of a RO 

membrane system is in tapered stages with 6-8 elements per pressure vessel, connected in 

series and placed in a horizontal position (Fig. 1.2). Yet, the optimum configuration of a 

spiral-wound membrane module installation depends on several factors, such as operating 

conditions (temperature, feed pressure, feed type and concentration), type of membrane 

system (RO or NF membranes, membrane permeability, number of membrane leaves per 

spiral wound element, membrane area, feed and channel height), and permeate stream 

variations (a traditional single-feed stream and two output product streams, i.e. retentate and 

permeate streams, or a split partial second pass design) [10-13]. 

 

1.2. Fouling in spiral-wound membrane modules 

The real challenge of the use of RO/NF spiral-wound membrane modules in water treatment 

is membrane fouling. According to the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry 

(IUPAC), fouling is defined as a ‘process resulting in loss of performance of a membrane due 

to deposition of suspended or dissolved substances on its external surfaces, at its pore 

openings, or within its pores’ [14].  

Fouling in NF/RO is commonly caused by adsorption of organic molecules [15], precipitation 

and crystallization of salts such as CaSO4 or CaCO3 [16], and adhesion of viable organisms 

on the membrane surfaces (see Fig. 1.3) [17, 18].  

While organic and inorganic dissolved particles can be removed by a proper pretreatment, 

biofouling is more difficult to control and easily grows in the membrane feed channel [19]. 

As fouling usually occurs on the nanoscale, combined with the complex geometry of spiral-

wound membrane modules, fouling problems in NF/RO systems are more complicated than 

in low pressure membrane processes, e.g. microfiltration (MF) and ultrafiltration (UF) [20]. 

Especially the presence of feed spacer materials is believed to enhance the development of 

biofouling in spiral-wound membrane elements [21].  
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Fig. 1.3. Fouling evolution in the feed channel of spiral wound membrane elements after 
certain years of operation time (CF=concentration of dissolved and suspended solids in feed, 
CM= concentration of dissolved and suspended solids at the membrane surface, BD= back 
diffusion, ∴= dissolved or suspended solids, and = bacteria), adapted from [18]. 
 

 

1.3. Failure of chemical cleaning 

Reducing membrane fouling is a must during operation of NF/RO membranes in order to 

minimize product loss and operational costs. Periodical cleaning is needed to relieve 

unwanted materials from the membrane surface and the feed channel. Membrane cleaning 

involves physical cleaning (from apparent solid substances), chemical cleaning (from any 

contaminants), and biological cleaning (from attached microorganism) of the membrane 

surface and feed channel [22]. Physical reversible fouling in NF/RO processes is preferably 

prevented by a proper pretreatment (MF/UF/ozonation or activated carbon) and is 

traditionally removed by flushing (backflush, forward flush, reverse flush). Physical 

irreversible fouling (especially biofouling) needs to be tackled by a chemical cleaning [20].  
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Chemical cleaning is carried out by using cleaning agents (alkalines, acids, biocides, enzymes, 

chelating agents, and detergents) that promote a cleaning reaction like hydrolysis, peptization, 

saponification, chelation, sequestering and suspending [22-24].  

Yet, chemical agents are found to be ineffective to control biofouling and many studies 

revealed the survival of microbial cells after chemical cleaning. According to Bridier et al., 

reasons for chemical cleaning being ineffective against biofouling include:  

(a) chemical agents oppose non-specifically against multiple structures or metabolic 

processes in microbial cells;  

(b) in wet environments, microbes live in an extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) matrix 

termed as biofilm. However, these cells embedded in the biofilms, have phenotypes different 

than those of their planktonic counterparts. As a consequence they may have different 

properties, including an increased resistance towards chemical cleaning agents. 

 (c) mature biofilms have multiple layers of cells and EPS that form complex and compact 

structures.  Chemical agents may not be able to diffuse into these structures and reach the 

internal layers. As a consequence, only a low amount of chemical agents are able to interact 

with the deeper regions and biofilms;  

(d) as a direct response to the chemical gradients in the biofilm, the cells physiologically 

adapt (including gene transformations and mutations), causing that cells located at the 

periphery of the three-dimensional structure of the biofilm have access to nutrients and 

oxygen, while colonies buried below them experience low nutrient environments; 

(e) Biofilms consist of mixtures of different species rather than a single model species of 

biostructures [25]. 

A magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) study of biofouling development and removal using 

chemical agents in spiral wound membrane elements revealed insufficient cleaning. The MRI 

measurements were carried out on a customized spiral-wound module like flow cell, used to 

identify biofilm development and removal. Three types of chemical agents were used: (i) 

NaOH at pH 12, (ii) 10 mM SDS, and (iii) 10 mM SDS + NaOH at pH 12. The results were 

presented as 2D structural images (Fig. 1.4) [26].  

As shown in Fig. 1.4, 2D structural MRI images revealed that, although chemical cleaning, 

reduced the amount of biofouling, still a significant amount of the biofilm remained. A higher 

degree of cleaning was visually observed after cleaning with NaOH alone (Fig. 1.4(a)), while 
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a lower cleaning efficiency was noticed for SDS and SDS+NaOH cleaning (Fig. 1.4(b)). 

Despite the variation in chemical cleaning strategies used in this study, none of these were 

successful in removing all biofouling present in the membrane feed channels.   

 

Fig. 1.4. (a) 2D structural MRI images of spacer-filled feed channels: (i) biofouled feed 
channel, and (ii) cleaned feed channel using NaOH (pH 12); (b) 2D structural MRI images of 
spacer-filled feed channels: (i) biofouled feed channel, (ii) cleaned feed channel using SDS, 
and (iii) cleaned feed channel using SDS + NaOH (pH 12) [26]. 

 

A more detailed study employed a combination of molecular (FISH, DGGE, clone libraries 

and sequencing) and microscopic (FESEM, CLSM) analyses, during short and long-term 

operations in a RO water purification plant. The work showed that bacterial colonization of 

the disrupted biofilm layers (by chemical treatment) starts directly after chemical cleaning by 

attachment and growth of primary colonizers from the intake and re-growth of micro-

organisms that survived the chemical cleaning within the collapsed biofilm layer (Fig. 1.5). 

Samples were taken from four high-pressure (12 bar) flow cells connected parallel to a full-

scale RO plant operated for a year. The chemical treatment consisted of sequential cleaning: 
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RO permeate (20-25°C), biocide (30% sodium bisulfite solution, 30-40°C, pH 10-11, during 

2-3 hours) and mixed acid detergent descaler (Divos 2) [27]. 

 

Fig. 1.5. SEM and CLSM images displayed the role of periodical chemical cleaning on the 
biofouling structures adhered on the RO membrane and the feed spacer. Images in subsequent 
vertical columns: non-cleaned, 3 months old and cleaned, 3-6 months old and cleaned; 
images on horizontal rows: SEM and CLSM images of biofilms adhered on the RO 
membrane and feed spacer surfaces [27]. 

 

As shown in Fig. 1.5, SEM and CLSM imaging displayed that chemical cleaning failed to 

remove biofouling from the membrane and feed spacer surfaces. Bacteria counting revealed 

that only small amount of biofouling was removed. The number of bacteria lowered from 6.1 

x 108 to 8.2 x 107 cells/cm2 (3 months old samples) and from 2.1 x 109 to 3.7 x 107 cells/cm2 

(6 months old samples). Removal of (dead) biomass after chemical cleaning turned out to be 

important and was proposed to prevent re-growth of the biofilm [27]. 
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1.4. Two-phase flow cleaning for fouling mitigation 

Technical and economical analyses demonstrated that gas/liquid two-phase flow cleaning is a 

promising technology to keep the membrane resistance at sufficiently low levels and to 

increase the membrane flux for many types of membrane processes: (i) microfiltration (MF), 

(ii) ultrafiltration (UF), (iii) nanofiltration (NF), (iv) reverse osmosis (RO), (v) membrane 

distillation (MD), (vi) electrodialysis (ED), and (vii) membrane bioreactors (MBR) [28]. Also 

it is applicable in a multitude of membrane module types: (i) flat/planar, (ii) tubular/capillary, 

(iii) hollow fiber and (iv) spiral wound membranes [28].  

The research on two-phase flow application in spiral wound membrane elements is limited to 

the first-three types of membrane modules, but the number of research papers and potential 

applications is increasing. Periodic two-phase flow cleaning in vertically positioned spiral-

wound membrane elements, showed promising results for fouling removal [29, 30].  

 

Fig. 1.6. Full scale RO installation with the first spiral wound membrane modules placed 
vertically for two-phase flow cleaning application for fouling removal in Botlek area, 
Rotterdam, the Netherlands (picture courtesy of Logisticon). 

 

The application of two-phase flow cleaning at a full-scale RO installation showed that the 

technology is competitive. In technical terms, two-phase flow cleaning decreased the annual 

average operating feed pressure and combined this with a 95% reduction in chemicals 

consumption used for cleaning. This leads to savings of 5-10% on electricity and a 15-20% 
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increase in membrane life-time. The investment on the other hand, for the installation of the 

two-phase flow equipment with the first spiral wound membrane modules placed vertically 

(Fig. 1.6), was only 1% of the total investment costs for the complete RO plant [28]. 

 

1.5. Problem definition 

A presented above briefly, two-phase flow cleaning has been introduced in membrane 

systems. This gas/liquid flow cleaning is periodically carried out in vertically positioned, 

spiral wound membrane elements to control the effects of biofouling and particulate fouling 

[30, 31]. Especially both the gas and the liquid flow are critical in determining the 

effectiveness of the cleaning.  

Although initial studies showed the effectiveness of the process, many fundamental questions 

still remain unanswered, such as: (i) the mechanical/physical understanding of two-phase 

flow cleaning of spiral-wound membrane elements: What is the effect of bubble size, bubble 

shape, bubble distribution, bubble velocity, channel coverage etc. on the cleaning efficiency; 

(ii) the effectiveness of the two-phase flow cleaning process in relation to feed components, 

feed spacer geometry, feed velocity, gas/liquid ratio, feed spacer orientation, applied pressure 

etc; (iii) the effect of a combination of multiple anti-fouling measures on fouling control, e.g. 

the combination of a modified feed spacer with two-phase flow cleaning; (iv) the key factors 

responsible for maximum two-phase flow cleaning efficiency.  

Answering these research questions will lead to the optimization of this technology in order 

to enhance the productivity and quality of water treatment using high-pressure membrane 

processes (NF/RO) as much as possible and increase its efficiency further. 

 

1.6. Scope and outline of the thesis 

The scope of this thesis is to understand and optimize two-phase flow cleaning in spacer-

filled membrane channels used as a model for spiral-wound membrane elements in relation to 

the following parameters: (i) feed types and concentrations; (ii) feed spacer geometry and 

orientation; (iii) feed pressure and velocity; (iv) gas/liquid ratio; and (v) feed spacer surface 

properties. Different foulant types considered as representatives for typical organic, inorganic 
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and biological foulants are used. This work contributes to provide a better understanding of 

the underlying mechanisms and the role of the different parameters in order to enhance the 

effectiveness of two-phase flow cleaning processes applied in spiral-wound membrane 

elements and suggest the optimum operating conditions for larger scales. Fig. 1.7 summarizes 

the research outline presented in this thesis. 

 

Fig. 1.7. Outline of the research presented in the thesis. 

 

In Chapter 2, a critical and comprehensive literature study on the use of two-phase flow in 

membrane processes is presented. This chapter extensively describes the basic concepts of 

the two-phase flow process, including flow patterns in tubular and in closely spaced 

rectangular channels, the effect of impurities on the motion of bubbles in the membrane feed 

channels. A summary of more than 25 years of application of two-phase flow in membrane 

processes is also presented, followed by an analysis of normalized data from the literature 

database and a discussion of the effect of various variables (gas and liquid velocities, 

gas/liquid ratio, hydraulic diameter, trans-membrane pressure, and feed type) on the 

performance of two-phase flow cleaning processes (flux, pressure drop and rejection 

recoveries). A brief overview of some recent commercial applications of two-phase flow 

membrane processes concludes this chapter. 
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Chapter 3 describes the key factors that control the effectiveness of two-phase flow cleaning, 

i.e. feed spacer geometry, feed type, gas/liquid ratio and liquid superficial velocity. Two 

types of model foulants are used, as representative for organic and rigid particle fouling. 

High-speed camera observation is used to measure bubble shape, distribution and velocity 

during two-phase flow cleaning processes. 

Chapter 4 focuses on the use of two-phase flow cleaning to control biofouling in spiral-

wound membrane elements. In this study, the role of feed spacer geometry, feed pressure, 

gas/liquid ratio, cleaning duration, and liquid velocity are investigated. Optical coherence 

tomography (OCT) is used to investigate the structure of the biofouling and its removal using 

two-phase flow cleaning. 

In Chapter 5, the potential of two-phase flow cleaning to control biofouling is tested using 

modified feed spacers. The effect of a charged coating (positive, negative and neutral) on 

biofouling growth and removal is investigated. This hybrid platform is expected to deliver 

improved biofouling control in spiral-wound membrane elements.  

Chapter 6 presents an optimization study to obtain the most important factor(s) contributing 

to the two-phase flow cleaning efficiency. The application of a design of experiments (DOE) 

approach using a Taguchi method of orthogonal arrays is presented. Five levels of each of the 

four parameters studied (feed spacer geometry, feed types, gas/liquid ratio, feed velocity) are 

investigated and the key factors are presented. 

Finally in Chapter 7, a conclusion of this work is presented. This is followed by an outlook 

in which suggestions for further studies to enhance the performance of two-phase flow 

cleaning in spiral wound membrane elements are given. 
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Abstract 
 

 

Worldwide, the application of a (gas/liquid) two-phase flow in membrane processes has 

received ample scientific deliberation because of its potential to reduce concentration 

polarization and membrane fouling, and therefore enhance membrane flux. Gas/liquid flows 

are now used to promote turbulence and instabilities inside membrane modules in various 

membrane processes such as microfiltration, ultrafiltration, nanofiltration, reverse osmosis, 

membrane distillation, electrodialysis, and membrane bioreactors. This chapter provides a 

comprehensive and critical literature review of the state of the art in this research area. A total 

of 205 scientific papers published in peer-reviewed journals from 1989 to 2013 were 

collected. The data in 195 of these papers (published up to 2011) were compiled and analyzed. 

These data were analyzed and normalized based on gas and liquid superficial velocities, 

gas/liquid ratio and feed types, trans-membrane pressure and membrane module type in order 

to make a fair comparison and identify general characteristics. The objective was to identify 

key factors in the application of two-phase flows in aqueous separation and purification 

processes, deliver new insights in how to optimize operations for implementation of this 

technology in the industry, discuss the importance of energy saving, provide a brief overview 

of current commercial applications and suggest future directions for research.  
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2.1. Introduction 

Demands for sufficient clean water are foreseen to increase rapidly in the coming decades. 

Membrane technology provides robust solutions in the purification and treatment of 

groundwater, wastewater and saline water, such as required for environmental reasons and in 

agriculture [1]. Overarching impacts for maintaining clean water are securing drinking water, 

food, energy and industrial productions [2]. 

Membrane processes in aqueous applications can be grouped according to the applied driving 

forces: (1) pressure-driven processes, namely micro-, ultra-, and nanofiltration as well as 

reverse osmosis, (2) concentration-driven processes, namely dialysis and forward osmosis, (3) 

processes driven by an electrical potential, i.e. electrodialysis, (4) processes driven by partial 

pressure and vapor pressure, namely pervaporation and membrane distillation, and finally (5) 

processes driven by differences in chemical potential, e.g. supported liquid membranes, 

membrane contactors, and membrane reactors. The mechanism of transport through a 

membrane can also be very different. For example for porous membranes, solvent transport 

through the membrane pores occurs under a hydrostatic pressure difference between two 

phases; the solutes that are larger than the pores are rejected (sieving mechanism). Typical 

solute sizes in the feed mixtures handled by pressure-driven membrane processes are 

0.01−0.001 m for nanofiltration, 0.2−0.005 m for ultrafiltration and 10−0.1 m for 

microfiltration. In dense membranes, separation of various components in a mixture is 

determined by their diffusivity and solubility in the membrane matrix as caused by pressure, 

concentration or chemical potential gradients. If the membrane has electrical charges, 

separation is achieved mainly by exclusion of ions of the same charge as the fixed ions of the 

membrane structure [3]. Table 2.1 summarizes common membrane processes in aqueous 

applications with regard to membrane type, driving force, transport mechanism and areas of 

application. 

Table 2.1. Membrane processes in aqueous applications, adapted after [4]. 
Membrane 
process 

Membrane type Driving force Transport 
mechanism 

Applications 

Microfiltration symmetric porous 
membrane, pore 
radius: 0.1–10 μm 

hydrostatic 
pressure, 0.05 –
 0.2 MPa 

sieving (size 
exclusion)  

water purification, 
sterilization, 
concentrating 
process 

Ultrafiltration asymmetric porous 
membranes, pore 
radius: 2 – 10 nm 

hydrostatic 
pressure, 0.1 –
 0.5 MPa 

sieving (size 
exclusion) 

separation of 
molecular mixtures 
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Diafiltration asymmetric porous 
structure, pore 
radius 2 – 10 nm 

hydrostatic 
pressure, 0.1 –
 0.5 MPa 

sieving (size 
exclusion) and 
dialysis 

purification of 
molecular mixtures, 
artificial kidney 

Reverse osmosis asymmetric skin-
type solution-
diffusion 
membrane 

hydrostatic 
pressure, 1 –
 10 MPa 

solution and 
diffusion 

desalination of 
seawater and 
brackish water  

Forward osmosis thin film 
composite 
membrane 

concentration 
gradient 

solution and 
diffusion 

pressure retarded 
osmosis, water 
desalination 

Dialysis symmetric porous 
membrane 

concentration 
gradient 

diffusion artificial kidney 

Electrodialysis symmetric ion-
exchange 
membrane 

electrical 
potential 

Donnan 
exclusion 

acid and base 
production 

Electrodialytic 
water splitting 

bipolar membrane electrical 
potential 

Donnan 
exclusion 

acid and base 
production 

Membrane 
distillation 

symmetric porous 
hydrophobic 
membrane 

vapor pressure diffusion liquid – solid 
separation 

Membrane 
contactors 

symmetric porous 
or liquid 
membrane 

chemical potential diffusion and 
solution 

solvent extraction 

Membrane 
reactor 

homogeneous or 
porous membrane 

chemical potential selective 
sorption and 
diffusion 

wastewater 
treatment, selective 
oxidation 

Liquid membrane porous support 
membrane wetted 
by organic liquid 

chemical potential diffusion and 
reversible 
reaction 

removal and 
recovery of metals 
and antibiotics 

Pervaporation homogeneous 
asymmetric 
membrane 

vapor pressure solution and 
diffusion 

separation of 
azeotropic mixtures 

 

Membrane processes in aqueous applications, especially those in pressure-driven processes, 

suffer from solute buildup on the membrane wall (i.e. concentration polarization) and 

membrane fouling [5]. Concentration polarization is the development of a concentration 

gradient across the boundary layer near the membrane surface [6]. The concentration gradient 

occurs due to a difference in mass transport between bulk solution and membrane. In 

pressure-driven membrane processes, a concentration profile develops because of the 

accumulation of mass at the membrane wall, as the mass transport through the membrane is 

slower than in the bulk. In other membrane processes in which transport across the membrane 

occurs by diffusion rather than by convection, e.g. pervaporation or dialysis, a concentration 

profile develops because of a decrease of mass at the membrane wall because transport 

through the membrane is faster than in the bulk [7]. Another critical issue of membrane 

processes in aqueous applications is membrane fouling, which can be distinguished into 
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inorganic, particulate, microbial and organic fouling [8-10]. Fouling causes deposits on the 

membrane surface or blocks the pores, thereby limiting permeation. Fouling results in an 

increasing pressure drop over the membrane and an uneven flow distribution over the total 

membrane surface; this leads to increased energy consumption, lower production and 

therefore higher operating costs. Fouling also requires the use of chemicals to clean the 

membrane, which in turn deteriorates the membrane and lowers its lifetime. To overcome this 

problem, a great deal of research in membrane process technology took place, next to 

progress in developments in membrane material and membrane surface modifications, e.g. 

tangential-flow instead of dead-end filtration [11, 12], operation below critical flux [13], 

promotion of instabilities in the flow by using a secondary flow or turbulence promoters [14-

16], dynamic filtration by moving parts or by vibrations [17] and inducing multiphase flow 

inside membrane elements. The term multiphase is used to refer to any fluid consisting of two 

or more phases, i.e. solid, liquid, and gas, moving together in a conduit [18]. In membrane 

processes, gas-liquid two-phase flow [19] and gas-liquid-solid three-phase flow are used to 

enhance flux and rejection. However, the use of solid (ion-exchange resin) particles in three-

phase flow is likely to encourage clogging of membrane flow channels, and these particles 

are also difficult to remove from the membrane module [20]. Although the use of granulate 

material to abrade fouling layers appears to be effective as flux enhancer, it also carries a 

high risk of damage to the membrane sheet in e.g. membrane bioreactor (MBR) applications 

[21]. On the other hand, a gas-liquid two-phase flow is easy to discharge at the upstream side, 

and there is less chance of clogging; moreover, the gas bubbles promote secondary flows 

when they are applied in membrane channels.  

In 2003, Cui et al. [22] published a thorough review of the use of gas bubbles to enhance 

membrane processes. Since then, a vast body of literature on the use of two-phase flow in 

membrane processes has appeared. In the last decade, a significant amount of papers on this 

topic has been published as shown in Fig. 2.1, with on average sixteen papers published every 

year.  

Scientists from more than sixteen countries/regions contributed to these peer-reviewed papers, 

as shown in Fig. 2.2. Two-phase flow research is predominantly carried out in the UK, 

France, China (including Taiwan), North America (US and Canada) and the Netherlands. The 

early research on two-phase flow in cross-flow filtration was done in Japan, the UK 

dominated by the research group of Cui at Oxford University, and Cabassud and coworkers at 
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INSA Toulouse, France. These latter two groups share about 25 research papers, covering 

mostly MF and UF processes. However, there is a distinction between their research, with the 

coverage of CFD simulation by Cui’s group [23-25], and the broader scope of application in 

NF and capillary membranes by Cabassud’s group [26-30]. The group of Taiwan’s Tamkang 

University studied the effect of module position (inclination) in two-phase flow MF or UF 

[31-42], and researchers in Mainland China mostly worked on MBR aeration [43-48]. The 

application of two-phase flow in MBR aeration has been extensively reported by the research 

of Judd et al. at Cranfield University in the UK [49-54], by Fane’s group, both formerly at 

UNSW in Australia [55-61] and currently at NTU in Singapore [62-66], by Psoch et al. in the 

USA [67-73], and by Canadian groups [74-79]. The Dutch researchers joined the MBR 

aeration research field with groups in Wageningen [80-86]. At KWR and later also at the 

University of Twente (in the Membrane Science and Technology group) the application of 

two-phase flow in high-pressure membrane processes (nanofiltration and reverse osmosis) 

using spiral-wound membrane modules was investigated [87-93].  

Because of this fast developing field, a new comprehensive and critical review of recent 

developments in the use of two-phase flow in membrane processes is essential.  
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Fig. 2.1. Peer-reviewed papers on the topic of two-phase flow in membrane processes, from 
1989 to 2013 (up to March 2013). 
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Fig. 2.2. Worldwide research on application of two-phase flow in membrane processes up to 
2011; numbers within square brackets show the number of publications from the region/ 
country. 
 

We performed such an extensive literature study and the results are summarized in this 

review chapter. We performed our literature research with the aid of the bibliographic 

software tool EndNote and three science-specific search engines, namely Scifinder, Scopus 

and Scirus. Dominant keywords we used were: air sparging, gas sparging, air flush, air scour, 

two-phase flow, gas-liquid flow, aeration, bubble flow, air/water cleaning (all combined with 

“membrane processes”). We collected 205 scientific papers published in peer-reviewed 

journals between 1989 and 2013 (up to March 2013) and we analyzed the data from 195 of 

these papers (published up to 2011).  

The 25 years’ experience as reported in the literature shows that two-phase flow is widely 

used in both submerged applications, for instance in MBRs (which employ micro- or ultra- 

filtration membranes) and non-submerged membrane processes, for instance in 

microfiltration (MF), ultrafiltration (UF), nanofiltration (NF), reverse osmosis (RO), 

membrane distillation (MD), and electrodialysis (ED). We normalized the data we collected 

in our database on the basis of two aspects: (i) embedded variables (membrane pore size, feed 

type and concentration, gas type); and (ii) process parameters (module position, flow 

direction, gas/liquid ratio, and trans-membrane pressure) as possible factors that enhance 

performance (flux/rejection/selectivity) (see Fig. 2.3).  
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The final aim of our analysis was to identify key factor(s) in two-phase flow in aqueous 

separation and purification, and provide the fundamental understanding of this technology 

required to obtain optimal parameter(s) in two-phase flow of membrane modules.  

 

 

Fig. 2.3. Variables in two-phase flow in membrane processes. 

 

This review chapter consists of six sections, and is organized as follows: 

Section 2.2 focuses on the basic concepts of the two-phase flow process, including flow 

patterns in tubular channels (tubular or hollow-fiber membranes) and in closely spaced 

rectangular channels (applicable for flat-sheet or spiral-wound membranes). This section also 

describes the effect of impurities (particles and dissolved surface active solutes) on the 

motion of gas bubbles in the channels, and on membrane processes. Section 2.3 summarizes 

the application of two-phase flow in various membrane processes in order to enhance process 

outcomes, i.e. flux, rejection, selectivity and minimize pressure drops. A concise list of two-

phase flow techniques collected from the literature is also presented. 

Section 2.4 presents an analysis of normalized data from the database and discusses the effect 

of gas and liquid velocities, gas/liquid ratio, hydraulic diameter, trans-membrane pressure, 

and feed type on flux, pressure drop and rejection. Section 2.5 briefly describes current 

industrial applications of this technology, focused on membrane bioreactors and the drinking 

water industry. Section 2.6 gives a summary of the review and provides a perspective on 

two-phase flow in membrane processes.   
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2.2. Two-phase flow in membrane elements 

2.2.1. Introduction 

Unlike single-phase flow, one of the typical distinctions of two-phase flows is that they often 

create instabilities within the flow. The instabilities that may occur are caused by channel 

geometries, operating conditions (pressure, temperature, flow rate, and flow frequency), and 

boundary conditions (interfacial tension) [94]. 

In membrane processes, gas-liquid two-phase flow is intentionally used to create 

hydrodynamic instabilities in the channels. These instabilities disturb concentration 

polarization, sweep away formed cake and remove biofouling from membrane surfaces or the 

feed spacers in spiral-wound membrane elements. The flow instabilities and gas-liquid 

exchange processes rely on size and spatial distribution of the bubbles [95]. Furthermore, the 

geometric distribution of the phases (flow pattern) is an important consideration that 

determines the efficiency of the two-phase flow. Additionally, as aqueous membrane 

processes are mostly used for the filtration of fluids containing dissolved particles, such as to 

remove various colloidal impurities from regular water or wastewater [96], also the effect of 

dissolved surface-active agents on bubble shape, size and mobility needs to be considered. 

Finally, when gas and liquid are in contact with each other in a two-phase flow, the boundary 

between them is influenced by physical effects, such as inertia, capillary forces or shear [97]. 

 

2.2.2. Two-phase flow patterns  

In two-phase flow, mass, momentum, and energy transfer processes and as such the 

effectiveness of the two-phase flow, are very sensitive to the geometric distribution or 

topology of the components within the flow [98]. The geometric distribution depends on the 

volume fraction of gas and liquid, the velocity differences between the phases, the fluid 

properties, and slip velocity (the velocity of the gas phase relative to that of the liquid phase) 

because of the geometry of the channel [99]; however, it is not merely a matter of laminar or 

turbulent flow [100].  

A specific type of geometric distribution of the phases (gas and liquid) is called a flow pattern. 

The characterization of and transitions between flow patterns are often presented in the form 
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of a flow pattern map using dimensional coordinates (such as superficial gas and liquid 

velocities) or non-dimensional parameters with generalized coordinates [101]. However, such 

generalizations only have a limited value as several transitions are present in most flow 

pattern maps but the corresponding instabilities are governed by different sets of fluid 

properties [98].  

In membrane processes, bubbles form in stagnant liquids (in submerged/airlift membrane 

systems) and in flowing liquids (non-submerged membrane processes). The operational 

modes of the flowing gas/liquid in membrane processes based on the direction of the gas flow, 

as adapted from [102], can be described as follows: 

• Co-current flow: Gas and liquid flow in the same direction. Application: aeration in 

membrane bioreactors [69], air sparging in spiral-wound modules [87, 88], air sparging 

(vertically upward and downward) in flat-sheet or tubular microfiltration (MF) and 

ultrafiltration (UF) [103]. 

• Counter-current flow: Gas flows in the opposite direction as the liquid. Application: 

membrane contactors and membrane distillation [104]. 

 

A very large quantity of literature on experimental and theoretical work has been published 

for co-current flow of gases and liquids in vertical (upward), horizontal, and inclined pipes, 

with relatively little work on countercurrent and co-current vertical downward flows [100, 

101, 105] and also fewer studies of flows in narrow rectangular channels [106, 107]. Table 

2.2 depicts basic models of fully-developed flow patterns in tubular and rectangular narrow 

channels, both in vertical upward flow and horizontal channel orientation. The illustrations 

show different flow patterns as a function of liquid superficial velocities (uL) and gas/liquid 

ratio (
GL

G

uu

u

+
=θ ). Each flow pattern is numbered; its description is included in the table. 

In co-current vertical upward tubular channels, the following flow patterns can be 

distinguished for fully developed gas-liquid flows [101, 105]: 

1. Bubble flow: The gas phase is approximately uniformly distributed as discrete bubbles 

in a continuous liquid phase, but with some tendency to concentrate toward the center 

of the pipe.  
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2. Plug flow: The gas phase occurs in intermittent plugs or pistons with defined phase 

boundaries, sometimes designated as Taylor bubbles. Taylor bubbles are separated by 

slugs of continuous liquid which bridge the tube and contain small gas bubbles. 

3. Slug flow: The gas phase moves as intermittent large bullet-shaped bubbles with less 

clear phase boundaries, with similar conditions as plug flow but with higher flow 

rates. 

4. Churn flow: This is a more chaotic, frothy and disordered slug flow, in which bullet-

shaped Taylor bubbles become narrow and distorted. The continuity of the liquid in 

the slug between successive Taylor bubbles is repeatedly destroyed by a high local 

gas concentration in the slug.  

5. Annular flow: The liquid phase moves as a continuous thick layer along the channel 

walls and the gas phase occupies the core of the channel; some droplets or small 

bubbles may be observed. 

 

Flow patterns for fully developed gas-liquid flows in co-current horizontal tubular channels 

are described as follows [100, 105]: 

6. Stratified smooth flow: The flow rates of the gas and liquid phase are relatively low, 

with the liquid flowing along the bottom of the tube and the gas flowing over a 

smooth liquid/gas interface. 

7. Stratified wavy flow: This is similar to stratified flow, but with an increase of the gas 

flow rate; the liquid/gas interface is rippled or wavy. 

8. Bubble flow: This is prevalent at high ratios of liquid flow rate to gas flow rate. The 

gas is dispersed as bubbles which move at a velocity similar to the liquid and tend to 

concentrate near the top of the tube at lower liquid velocities. 

9. Plug flow: Alternate plugs of gas and liquid move along the upper part of the tube. 

10. Slug flow: This is similar to plug flow, with alternate large bullet-shaped gas bubbles 

moving along the upper part of the tube. This can cause severe vibrations in the tube. 

11. Annular flow: The liquid flows as a thin film along the tube wall and the gas flows in 

the core, while some liquid may be entrained as droplets in the gas core. 
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Table 2.2. Models of basic flow patterns in tubular and rectangular narrow channels. 
Channel geometries Flow pattern model 

Tubular 

Vertical, 
after [101, 
105] 

 

Horizontal, 
after [100, 
105] 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Rectangular 
narrow-
channel 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Vertical, 
after [106, 
107] 
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Rectangular 
narrow-
channel 

Horizontal, 
after [106] 

 

 
 

In co-current vertical upward rectangular narrow channels, the observed flow patterns for 

gas-liquid flow can be described as [106, 107]: 

12. Bubbly flow: Small discrete bubbles are reasonably uniformly distributed in the axial 

direction in a continuous flowing liquid phase.  

13. Cap-bubbly flow: As the gas flow rate increases, the confinement of the walls causes 

the growing bubbles to become flattened and distorted which makes them appear as 

small caps. Coalescence of bubbles may produce larger caps with widths up to 60% of 

the channel width.  

14. Slug flow: Large Taylor bubbles with sizes of more than 75% of the channel width are 

separated by liquid slugs that bridge the channel section and often carry small 

bubbles. 

15. Slug-churn flow: The individual slug bubbles begin to interact with one another, and 

each preceding wake deforms the smooth interface of the next slug. This causes the 

start of a churn-type action, but the individual slugs can still be identified. 

16. Churn turbulent flow: This is similar to slug flow but is much more chaotic, frothy 

and disordered. The bullet-shaped slug bubbles become narrower and distorted until 

they are no longer recognizable.  

17. Annular flow: This comprises a solid gaseous core, continuous in the axial direction, 

with a liquid film surrounding the core. 
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Finally, in co-current horizontal rectangular narrow channels, the following flow patterns can 

be distinguished [106]: 

18. Stratified smooth flow: The liquid flows along the bottom of the channel with a 

continuous gas flow along the top. No stratified wavy patterns visible. 

19. Plug flow: Elongated smooth plugs of gas move along the top part of the channel. 

With greater liquid flows, the long gas slugs become smaller and have a large bulb at 

the front of the plug and a tail at the end. 

20. Slug flow: At higher gas rates, the transition from stratified to slug flow has a more 

chaotic appearance with entrained bubbles mixed with the larger gas slugs. This flow 

is similar to the slug flow seen in vertical flows except that the liquid film on the 

bottom is slightly thicker than the film near the top of the channel. 

21. Dispersed bubbly flow: Once the slug and plug bubbles break apart, they spread 

further throughout the channel section as the liquid flow rate increases. 

22. Wavy annular flow: At very high gas velocities, the liquid film at the bottom of the 

channel section becomes rough and wavy; droplets are entrained in the gaseous core. 

 

Flow patterns produce different bubble shapes as discussed above [108, 109]. Bubble shape, 

along with bubble size and distribution, are influenced by hydrodynamic forces e.g. drag, 

added-mass (the inertial force), buoyancy and shear-induced lift forces [110]. In order to 

enhance the wall shear stress on the membrane surface, slug bubbles are more efficient than 

dispersed bubbles [111]. In submerged membranes, however, bubble flow is more effective 

[112]. Since the flow pattern is related to the gas/liquid ratio, this ratio should be maintained 

such that slug or bubble flow occurs. If this ratio is too high, e.g. the annular flow pattern will 

be the dominant one, which is less effective. 

 

2.2.3. Influence of particles and dissolved surface active solutes  

Membrane processes in aqueous applications are mostly used to separate solid impurities 

(particles, possibly containing surface-active agents) or dissolved components from liquid 

suspensions. In order to enhance hydrodynamic instabilities, gas bubbles are used in the 

upstream side of the system, and experience impurities in the feed solutions as well. The 
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above-described flow patterns are ideal and occur in clean water (Table 2.2.); however, 

liquids often contain dissolved solutes that can affect bubble motion and flow patterns (Fig. 

2.4). Impurities lead to a decrease of the interfacial energy and interfacial tension and the 

bubble interface can become deformed in fluids that contain impurities, i.e. particles or 

surfactants (dissolved surface active solutes).  

 

Fig. 2.4. Interface of rigid bubble formed by surface impurities, adapted from [113]. 

 

When rising in extremely clean fluids, small bubbles have very clean interfaces, and are 

mobile (rotating or circulating during rising). However, ultrapure liquids do not occur in practice 

and one must accept the presence of surface-active contaminants in most systems even though 

the amount of impurities may be so small that there is no measurable change in the bulk liquid 

properties [109]. As shown in Fig. 2.4, when a bubble rises through a stagnant liquid that 

contains impurities, shear forces move these surface impurities to the wake region of the bubble. 

This causes a gradient in the interfacial tension (σ), which opposes the motion of the interface, 

and may slow down and even immobilize the bubble. Bubbles with a small diameter (d) behave 

as rigid spheres when rising in a contaminated environment.  

Bubbles with larger diameters behave differently; they rise faster and form either 

spherical caps or wobbling ellipsoidal shapes, depending on the cleanliness of the liquid bulk. 
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Fig. 2.5 below gives a complete overview of bubble shape, size and behavior during rising, 

based on Hadamard-Rybezinsky theory [114]. 
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Fig. 2.5. Effect of impurities on bubble shape, size and mobility, adapted from [113].  

 

Fig. 2.5. shows the velocity or mass transfer coefficient as a function of bubble diameter. The 

numbers given are all dimensionless and represent a ratio (denoted in %). The dimensionless 

diameter is the ratio of the bubble diameter to a reference diameter; the dimensionless 

velocity is the ratio of the bubble velocity to a reference velocity. The reference value only 

depends on the physical properties of the bubble and the liquid (water), and on the 

gravitational acceleration.  

The reference values for air bubbles dispersed in water are given by [113]:  

• Density of continuous phase (water), 3/997 mkg=ρ  

• Density of dispersed phase (air), 3/19.1 mkgd =ρ  

• Dynamic viscosity of continuous phase (water), sPa4109 −⋅=η  
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• Dynamic viscosity of dispersed phase (air), sPad
5109.1 −⋅=η  

• Interface tension, mN /072.0=σ  

• Reference diameter, 
3/12

Δ
=

ρρ

η

g
dref , approximately mdref μ30≈ , in which η is the 

dynamic viscosity of the gas (Pa s), ρ is the density of the gas (kg/m3), g is acceleration 

due to gravity (m/s2), and Δρ is the modulus of the density difference between the phases 

(kg/m3). 

• Reference velocity, 
3/1

2

Δ
=

ρ

ρηg
vref , with a typical value of smvref /02.0≈ , in which 

η is the dynamic viscosity of the gas (Pa s), ρ is the density of the gas (kg/m3), g is 

acceleration due to gravity (m/s2), and Δρ is the modulus of the density difference 

between the phases (kg/m3). 

• Reference interface tension, 
3/1

2

4Δ
=

ρ

ρη
σ

g
ref , in which η is the dynamic viscosity of 

the gas (Pa s), ρ is the density of the gas (kg/m3), g is acceleration due to gravity (m/s2), 

and Δρ is the modulus of the density difference between the phases (kg/m3). This 

number is a measure of the resistance of the interface against deformation (since the 

interfaces of bubbles are deformed by interfacial tension during movement in the water).  

 

The formulas of the dimensionless numbers are given below [113]: 

• Dimensionless diameter number,  
refd

d
d =%  

• Dimensionless velocity number, 
refv

v
v =%  

• Dimensionless interface number, 
refσ

σ
σ =%  ; approximately 3% 103.3 ⋅=σ for air bubbles 

dispersed in water. 

 

In Fig. 2.5, the dimensionless diameter plotted along the horizontal axis has the range 

3% 101 << d  (approximately 30 μm < d < 30 mm). For non-spherical bubbles, the diameter is 
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that of a sphere with the same volume, 
3/1

3 6
:)( = VdmV

π
. The dimensionless velocity is 

plotted along the vertical axis within the range 10-1 < v% < 102 (approximately 2 x 10-3 m/s < 

d < 2 m/s). The velocity of circulating spherical bubbles (small bubbles with extremely clean 

interfaces) follows the dashed line; however, this line is no more than an upper limit for the 

velocity (based on Hadamard-Rybezinsky theory), and not measurable in practice. On the 

right-hand side, the solid line represents the velocity of rigid spheres, which have a lower 

velocity (bubble with equal diameter) in a liquid with impurities. Between these two lines lies 

the transition region to wobbling ellipsoids; the velocity increases about three times because 

the bubble interface becomes mobile. The transition between mobile and rigid interfaces is 

not sharp, and covers a diameter range of about a factor of three because of the dependency 

on the surface tension of the feed solution. Higher velocities are achieved by bubbles with a 

higher interfacial number (σ%), which are more resistant to interfacial deformation due to 

liquid impurities (for example, it is easier to deform the interface of a bubble with σ% = 300 

than of a bubble with σ% = 10000). In the wobbling ellipsoid and spherical cap regimes, the 

velocity decreases slowly with increasing bubble diameter, and there is no clear transition 

(shown as a bold dashed line) [113]. 

The Bond and Newton approximation roughly predicts the diameter of a bubble [109]:  

• The diameter of a rigid sphere bubble in “dirty” liquids is 
4/1%% 8σ≈d .  

• The transition diameter from rigid to mobile is 
2/1%% 2σ≈d  which predicts a  

 transition diameter of about 1 mm at which a bubble becomes largely mobile.  

 

A general formula to calculate the approximate velocity based on bubble diameter is given by 

Davies and Taylor: %% 711.0 dv = or 
2/1

711.0
Δ

=
ρ

ρdg
v [109]. Based on the defined 

diameter of each bubble size and shape, the velocity of rising bubbles can be calculated. For 

example, in the case of an air bubble rising in stagnant water, the following numbers are 

defined [114]: smvref /101.2 2−⋅= , mdref
5107.4 −⋅= , 3103.3 ⋅=σ , and 5.0% ≤η , which is 

the viscosity ratio between the phases. For different defined diameters as examples, the 

following velocities are obtained:  

• Rigid sphere: md 4105 −⋅=   smv /105.5 2−⋅= ; 
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• Circulating sphere: md 4105 −⋅=   smxv /108 2−= ; 

• Wobbling ellipsoid: md 3105 −⋅=   smv /25.0= ; 

• Spherical cap: md 2105 −⋅=   smv /5.0= . 

From the above calculations, the velocity of wobbling ellipsoids and spherical bubbles rising 

in stagnant water is five to ten times higher than that of rigid spherical bubbles. Due to the 

presence of impurities in the water, theoretically gas tends to form wobbling ellipsoids and 

spherical-cap shapes, consequently rising at a higher velocity. 

When the bubble size is known, it is possible to predict bubble-induced shear stress. Many 

studies also report the occurrence of standing eddies behind ellipsoidal bubbles, and 

instabilities observed in the bubble’s path [110]. Furthermore, bubble surface mobility affects 

bubble oscillation, bubble breakup and coalescence, bubble-bubble or bubble-wall interaction, 

and heat and mass transfer with surrounding liquids. Even though the above-described 

mobility of bubble surfaces is based on bubbles rising in stagnant water, this theory is also 

relevant for optimizing bubble size and distance to the walls to obtain optimal fouling control 

and cleaning [115]. Following the Lockhart-Martinelli paper published in 1949 [116], many 

researchers confirmed bubble-induced local stress and shear-induced stress on the channel 

wall; the average friction coefficient and wall shear stresses and thus the effect on fouling 

(control) are consequently mainly determined by the gas-liquid mass flow ratio, channel 

diameter [117], and liquid velocity [118].  

 

2.3.  Application of two-phase flow in various membrane processes 

The literature reviewed revealed that two-phase flow has been widely used in low-pressure 

membrane processes, i.e. MF and UF, with most applications in MBRs. Few applications in 

high-pressure membrane processes are reported, but this number is increasing. Research on 

two-phase flow in other membrane processes also exists, i.e. membrane contactors (e.g. 

membrane distillation), membrane electrodialysis and ion exchange membranes.  

Most of the literature in our database concerns two-phase flow applied in tubular membranes, 

either with large diameters or capillaries. It is followed by hollow-fiber and flat-sheet 

membrane modules. Less than 5% of the studies concerns work with spiral-wound membrane 

elements (see Fig. 2.6). This can be explained by the fact that the earliest studies were carried 
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out with MF and UF systems, which employed tubular, capillary or hollow-fiber packed 

modules, later followed by other membrane processes, for instance NF and RO which use 

spiral-wound modules. The recent application of two-phase flow in NF and RO systems uses 

mostly spiral-wound membrane elements. 

 

Fig. 2.6. Types of membrane elements used in two-phase flow membrane processes. 

 

The following sub-sections summarize two-phase flow in various membrane processes (MF, 

UF, NF, RO, MD, ED) and modules (flat channel, tubular module, hollow-fiber module, and 

submerged membrane). The mechanisms of fouling formation and development differ for the 

different membrane processes [119]. Fouling caused by particles and organic fouling are 

mostly found in MF/UF, submerged membranes and MD processes, whereas biofouling is the 

prevailing fouling type in NF/RO systems and mineral precipitation (scaling) widely occurs 

in saline feed solutions. Fouling formation in pores and intrusion into pores also differ for the 

different membrane processes. Surface attachment of biological substances and caking of 

small particles are common on membranes surfaces containing smaller pores; however, 

complete pore blocking may occur in membranes with larger pores. This means that the 

action of countermeasures such as using a two-phase flow also differs for different membrane 

processes and membrane module geometries.  

The following summary is categorized on the basis of the aforementioned considerations and 

each sub-section is primarily based on chronologic order of the literature.  
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2.3.1. Microfiltration 

Because of its relatively large pore size, all possible fouling mechanisms may occur in MF 

membranes, from cake formation to pore blocking. For example, during filtration of natural 

waters, two types of materials are commonly found, i.e. particulates (particle size greater than 

0.45 μm) and dissolved components (both colloidal and truly dissolved components, with 

particle sizes smaller than 0.45μm). Particulate matter that is larger than the pores in MF 

(pore radius 0.1-10 μm) and UF (pore radius 2-10 nm) membranes forms a cake at the 

membrane surface. Some of the dissolved matter can enter the pores, clogging pores or 

adsorbing within the pores thereby reducing the pore diameter (pore constriction) [120, 121].  

With respect to two-phase flow cleaning, significant flux enhancements were observed in 

almost all of the published research. Cake layers formed at membrane surfaces were reported 

to be removed by two-phase flow cleaning [40]. However, in cases where internal fouling 

occurred due to the intrusion of particles inside the pores, the gas bubbles were not able to 

remove this [122] and back flushing provided a stronger effect of flux enhancement [38, 123].  

 

2.3.1.1. Tubular membranes 

The first reported attempt of using a two-phase flow in MF was carried out by Imasaka et al. 

in 1989 [124], who studied the effect of two-phase flow in five vertically connected 

membrane modules in which 200 microporous ceramic tubular membranes were bundled. 

The liquid velocity, VL, varied between 0.26 – 2.01 m/s, and the gas flow rate, QG, ranged 

from 7.8⋅10-4 - 7.6⋅10-3 Nm3/s.The highest permeate flux was reached at a gas flow rate of 

7.6⋅10-3 Nm3/s, and the lowest at a gas flow rate of 7.8⋅10-4 Nm3/s; increasing the gas velocity 

enhanced the permeate flux, J , up to 460%.  

Vera et al. [125] tested air sparging injection into a cross-flow stream in order to reduce 

fouling in tubular inorganic membranes with 0.14 μm pore size and an effective filtration 

area of 0.0075 m2. Two suspensions were used, a ferric hydroxide suspension and 

biologically treated wastewater. These authors reported that at 1 bar driving pressure and 1 

m/s liquid cross-flow velocity, VL, air sparging in the vicinity of 1 m/s reduced the resistance 

by a factor of 2 for ferric hydroxide and by a factor of 4 for wastewater. In a subsequent 

paper [126], the same group proposed the use of dimensionless numbers to express the effect 
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of gas sparging in tubular membranes. The dimensionless number approach was aimed at 

generalizing parameters over a wide range of operating conditions. The generalized shear 

stress number, N’s, and the equivalent fluid density, compare the shear stress against the 

membrane wall with the driving pressure. This number is equivalent to the gas/liquid velocity 

ratio and related to bubble shape and size. The second dimensionless number is the resistance 

number, Nf, which compares the convective cross-flow transport with the transport through a 

layer, of which the resistance is the sum of all the resistances that limit mass transport. By 

using these two dimensionless numbers, the authors were able to show that in biologically 

treated wastewater filtration, air sparging completely removed the solid phase, mainly 

containing bacteria, which was collected as a compressible cake on the membrane wall. This 

in contrast to air sparging in the filtration of a ferric hydroxide suspension, where air sparging 

was less effective because of the occurrence of irreversible fouling (pore blockage).  

Mercier-Bonin et al. [127] investigated the effect of gas-liquid flow on the separation of 

casein micelles from soluble proteins in skimmed milk using a multi-channel tubular ceramic 

membrane system under constant trans-membrane pressure (TMP). This membrane had a 0.1 

μm mean pore diameter with a membrane area of 0.0383 m2. Both single-phase and two-

phase flows failed to disrupt the cake of micelles because of densification of the cake 

structure due to the large pressure increase (TMP). In both single-phase and two-phase flow, 

permeate fluxes remained below a critical value of the shear stress, showing that the major 

hydrodynamic parameter involved in the flux improvement was the wall shear stress. The 

same authors conducted further research under constant flux conditions [128], and reported 

irreversible fouling, in the form which led to a more tightly packed and less porous cake 

structure, with gas bubbles not being able to disrupt it. Mercier-Bonin and Fonade [129] also 

investigated the effect of two-phase flow on enzyme filtration through an MF membrane. A 

monotubular membrane with a pore size of 0.2 μm and effective area of 0.0353 m2 was used; 

the solutions were an invertase/yeast mixture and an invertase-only solution. The researchers 

observed that bubble size and shape affected the recovery of enzyme from the enzyme-yeast 

mixtures with an increase in mass flux of 25%, and 13% higher enzyme recovery. Sur and 

Cui [130] reported flux enhancements from 10% to 135% due to continuous two-phase flow 

during yeast filtration using a multi-tubular membrane module. The operational conditions 

were a yeast concentration of 0.01-10 wt%, TMP of 0.5-4.0 bar, a liquid cross-flow velocity 

of 0.36-1.8 m/s, and a gas superficial velocity of 0.18-1.02 m/s.  
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The application of a gas-liquid two-phase flow in microfiltration of dispersed particle 

solutions was investigated by Mikulasek et al. [131] and Pospišil et al. [132] who used a 

titanium dioxide solution. They reported flux enhancements of up to 90%, and demonstrated 

that in cross-flow microfiltration of dispersions, the continuous gas-liquid two-phase flow 

was able to maintain a high and constant permeate flux during the entire experimental run. 

Comparing gas sparging and back flushing, Fadaei et al. [133] concluded that gas sparging is 

the proper choice to disrupt external fouling in microfiltration using tubular modules by 

stripping off the cake layer from the membrane surface. However, when internal fouling 

occurs, gas bubbles do not enter the pores and back flushing results in stronger flux 

enhancements. 

Chiu and James [134] investigated the effect of various superficial gas and liquid velocities in 

multi-channeled star-shaped ceramic membranes. Each membrane had seven star channels 

with an outer diameter of 4.6 mm and an inner diameter of 2.8 mm, a nominal pore diameter 

of 0.2 μm and a membrane filtration area of 0.03 m2. The model suspension contained 

titanium dioxide particles; the average particle size was 3.0 μm. The employed superficial 

liquid velocities were in the range of 0.6-3.4 m/s and the superficial gas velocities were in the 

range of 0.3-3.4 m/s. A maximum flux enhancement of 171% was reached at a superficial gas 

velocity of 1 m/s and a superficial liquid velocity of 0.6 m/s.  

Youravong et al. [122] studied the effect of gas sparging on the permeate flux, fouling and 

quality of clarified pineapple wine. A tubular ceramic membrane with a pore size of 2.0 μm 

and effective area of 75 cm2 was used; the system was operated at a trans-membrane pressure 

of 2 bar and a cross-flow velocity of 2.0 m/s. Compressed nitrogen gas was injected into the 

inlet of the feeding system and varied from 0 to 1.1 m/s to achieve a gas/liquid ratio,θ , of 0-

0.35. It was observed that a relatively low gas sparging (θ = 0.15) increased the permeate flux 

to 138% compared to the system without gas flow (see Fig. 2.7). Gas sparging however, did 

cause a loss of alcohol content in the wine. A gas injection ratio of 0.15 provided a higher 

flux enhancement than a ratio of 0.25 or 0.35. Higher gas injection ratios tend to decrease 

reversible fouling, but not irreversible fouling and the density of the cake layer increased with 

increasing gas injection ratio.  
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Fig. 2.7. Flux enhancement due to gas sparging during microfiltration of pineapple wine ( : 
without gas; : gas injection ratio θ= 0.15; : gas injection ratio θ = 0.25; : gas injection 
ratio θ = 0.35) [122]. 

 

2.3.1.2. Flat-sheet membranes 

The use of two-phase flow in MF membrane processes using flat membrane modules was 

first studied by Mercier-Bonin et al. [135]. They investigated the filtration performance, i.e. 

flux and energy consumption, when air was continuously injected during cross-flow filtration 

of a commercially available baker’s yeast suspension. Horizontally or vertically mounted flat-

sheet ceramic membranes with a pore size of 0.14 μm and filtration area of 0.06 m2 were 

used in the experiments. The liquid superficial velocities were varied from 0.3 to 1.4 m/s and 

the air velocities were within the range of 0 to 0.8 m/s. The maximum flux improvement of 

280% was achieved at a gas/liquid ratio, θ, of 0.5.  

Hwang and Hsu [40] studied the effect of flow patterns on the performance of air-sparged 

cross-flow MF of a yeast suspension. A mixed cellulose ester membrane with a mean pore 

size of 0.1 μm and filtration area of 0.11 m2 was used. The liquid superficial velocities were 

set in the range of 0.1-0.5 m/s and gas superficial velocities were within the range of 0.02 to 

0.08 m/s, corresponding with a gas/liquid ratio, θ, of 0.039 to 0.444. The air flow pattern was 

observed and recorded using a video camera. The authors observed that the filtration 
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performance was affected by the gas/liquid flow pattern (or wall shear stress) rather than by 

fluid velocities; a slug flow pattern was found to be more effective for enhancing the flux 

than a bubbly flow pattern. At the end of the experiment, the dry mass of the cake formed on 

the filter membrane was analyzed by using a moisture titrator. The conclusion was that over 

40% of the cake mass can be reduced by air-sparging at the used operating conditions (see 

Fig. 2.8). 

 

Fig. 2.8. Yeast cake mass under various flow conditions for both liquid and gas [40]. 

 

As shown in Fig. 2.8, an increase in gas velocity led to a decrease in cake mass, attributable 

to the increase in wall shear stress. During filtration at a low suspension (liquid) velocity (uL= 

0.1 m/s), the cake mass decreased continuously with increasing gas velocity; however, at a 

higher liquid velocity (uL= 0.5 m/s), the cake mass decreased until a certain point was 

reached, which was at a lower gas velocity than for the higher liquid flow rate. Clearly, there 

is a limit to the decrease in cake mass obtainable by air sparging; no further efficacy can be 

reached by increasing the air velocity once that limit is reached. The structure of the 

compressed particles becomes more compact due to two-phase flow, and this effect is more 

significant as liquid velocity increased. This implies that a higher wall-shear stress is required 

to reduce the cake mass significantly.  As found for MF tubular modules, the maximum flux 

enhancement with MF flat modules occurred at a gas/liquid ratio of 0.3-0.5 (slug bubbles). 

The cake mass was easily removed, but internal pore clogging was unaffected. 
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In a further study [41], the same group reported that a higher sparged-air velocity led to a 

lighter cake due to higher shear stress acting on the membrane surface. The same group used 

SEM to show the difference in particle-packing structure of the fouling between single-phase 

and two-phase flow [42]. A smaller particle size in the cake was found to cause a higher 

average specific cake filtration resistance and a lower pseudo-steady filtration flux.  

 

2.3.1.3. Submerged membranes 

Shimizu et al. [136] were among the first to report the use of a cross-flow stream over a 

submerged membrane surface by air bubbling, which is generated by a diffuser in the feed 

underneath the membrane. The air bubbles flow upward along the membrane surface together 

with the fluid and induce a moderate shear stress which generates the back-transport of 

filtered colloidal particles from the membrane surface. A tubular alumina membrane with a 

pore size of 0.5 μm was used. The air diffusers were placed in the 0.63 m3 bioreactor vessel 

containing fermented domestic-wastewater-derived activated sludge with a mixed liquor 

suspended solid (MLSS) of 3-20 kg/m3. The bubble strength, Va, i.e. the air bubble flow rate 

per unit projected membrane area for the base, was set between 0 and 300 m3/m2h. The 

relationship between the bubbling strength and the steady state flux, Jss, was observed as 

3.0
ass VJ ∝ . The increase of flux as a function of air-liquid two-phase flow velocity, V*, was 

expressed as 0.1*VJ ss ∝ , meaning that flux enhancement is linear with the two-phase flow 

velocity.  

Chang et al. [56] compared the filtration behavior of 5  dry yeast particles with 0.2 μm 

polypropylene hollow fibers for different fiber orientations. Fibers with a diameter of 0.65 

mm were oriented axially and transversely with the flow direction. As a simulation of 

aeration in a submerged system, the superficial velocity of the air was set to 0.2 m/s. The flux 

enhancements were observed in both orientations, with 13.4% enhancement at axial and 26% 

enhancement at transverse orientation.  

Hwang et al. [38] compared four hydrodynamic methods to mitigate particle fouling and 

enhance flux in a submerged membrane system. The methods were applied by increasing 

filtration pressure, increasing aeration intensity, increasing filtration pressure stepwise, and 

periodic backwashing of the fouled membrane. Increasing the filtration pressure caused the 
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flux to decrease by up to 30% because of more severe membrane blocking. Aeration could 

reduce the particle deposition on the membrane surface by 50%, but had no noticeable effect 

on irreversible membrane fouling. A stepwise increasing pressure could remove as much as 

40% of the membrane’s internal fouling, and a periodic backwash significantly enhanced the 

flux by up to 70%.  

A similar conclusion was reached by Qaisrani and Samhaber [123], who conducted MF of a 

commercial yeast suspension with a concentration of 10 g/L using a submerged flat-sheet 

membrane with a nominal pore size of 0.2 μm. Five filtration methods were employed, i.e. 

dead-end, enhanced cross-flow, air bubbling, backflushing, and a combination of 

backflushing and air bubbling. Each filtration and cleaning experiment consisted of different 

stages, i.e.: initial pure water flux determination, yeast suspension filtration, water rinsing at 

zero TMP to remove lose particle, chemical-in-place (CIP) cleaning using detergent, rinsing 

with pure water, conditioning with HCl solution, water rinsing and finally pure water flux 

determination. The membrane cleaning efficiency of each filtration mode was compared in 

terms of membrane permeability recovery (reported as percentage membrane recovery). The 

combination of backflushing and air bubbling was found to be most effective both in terms of 

fouling control and membrane cleaning time (see Fig. 2.9).  

 

Fig.2.9. Membrane recovery for five modes of filtration [123]. 

 

As shown in Fig. 2.9, the combination of backflushing and air bubbling reduced particle 

deposition by up to 98.5% which is the maximum compared with other filtration methods 
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applied in that particular study, whereas a lower membrane recovery was reached for 

enhanced cross-flow, air bubbling alone, and backflushing alone with values of 69, 78 and 

87%, respectively. Application of the cleaning procedure in dead-end mode resulted in a 

membrane permeability recovery of only 40%.  

 

2.3.2. Ultrafiltration 

UF technology has seen significant developments. It is a low-pressure process, and as such 

has relatively low energy consumption. The lower energy consumption means fewer costs on 

the one hand, whereas on the other hand, UF can also remove all bacteria and almost all 

viruses. Membrane fouling, nevertheless, is considered its most significant problem. Using 

natural waters as a feed, UF fouling can be categorized as: (i) particle fouling, (ii) organic 

fouling by natural organic matter (NOM), and (iii) biofouling, which stems from aquatic 

organisms such as algae [137]. As for MF processes, the findings below summarize the most 

relevant literature on air sparging in UF. As shown for MF, also in UF, two-phase flow 

cleaning easily removes cake-form fouling, but does not remove dissolved material that 

blocks the pores. 

 

2.3.2.1. Tubular membranes 

Cui and Wright [19] were the first to investigate two-phase flow in UF by injecting air during 

filtration of bovine serum albumin (BSA) and dextran solutions. A tubular membrane with a 

MWCO of 100 kDa and effective filtration area of 0.0267 m2 was mounted vertically and 

horizontally. A range of trans-membrane pressures from 0.5 to 1.5 bar, gas flow rates of up to 

1 L/min, and liquid flow rates of between 1 and 3 L/min were used. The authors reported that 

air sparging successfully increased the permeate flux and rejection ratio, explained by 

disturbance of the concentration polarization layer. They also found that membrane 

orientation influenced the effectiveness of air sparging; a vertical orientation gave a 10-20% 

higher flux than a horizontal position. In a subsequent paper [103], the same authors 

published their findings regarding gas-liquid two-phase cross-flow UF under co-current 

downward flow conditions, and compared the results with those in co-current upward cross-

flow operation. The experiments were carried out using a 50 kDa MWCO tubular membrane 
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module with a surface area of 0.2 m2 which contained twelve membrane tubes with a length 

of 1 m each and an internal diameter of 5 mm. Dextran solutions with an average molecular 

mass of 260 kDa and a concentration between 1 and 10 g/L were used in the experiments. 

Liquid velocities were in the range of 0.141-0.778 m/s; compressed air was used as the gas 

phase at a range of velocities between 0 and 0.353 m/s. The TMP range was from 0.5 to 2.5 

bar, and the temperature was set to around 25°C. Significant flux enhancements up to 320% 

were observed during co-current two-phase flow downward operation, compared with the 

conventional non-sparged mode. The flux enhancement was most significant when 

concentration polarization was more severe, and a low gas flow rate was most effective to 

enhance the process in the liquid laminar flow region. Both upward and downward flow 

resulted in significant flux enhancement not affected by the time. At lower superficial 

velocities, e.g. at uG=0.009 m/s, the flux enhancement was very similar for both modes of 

operation, however at higher superficial gas velocities, e.g. uG=0.182 m/s, a larger flux 

enhancement was observed for the system with co-current downward flow. In downward 

flow, the absolute velocity of the bubbles is lower due to the counter-acting effect of the 

buoyancy force and liquid flow. Consequently, the residence time of a bubble inside the 

membrane module is longer and its enhancing effect is larger. The effect occurred at higher 

gas flow rates (resulting in large bubbles and consequently stronger buoyancy forces). When 

the gas flow rate was too low, the injected gas did not form a continuous dispersed bubble 

flow and in that case the life time of a bubble is short and the gas velocity is as fast as the 

liquid velocity, giving the same effect as in co-current upward flow. 

Cui et al. [138] proposed a new membrane process known as airlift cross-flow filtration, 

which possesses the advantages of enhanced cross-flow filtration without the need for a 

recirculating pump. The gas stream is injected into the lower end of the vertical membrane 

module, and produces the airlift that drives the liquid flow tangentially across the membrane 

surface while simultaneously making use of the enhancing effect of gas bubbles on the 

membrane process. The two-phase flow mixture was separated afterwards, with the liquid 

flowing back downward gravitationally through a non-sparged downcomer as an internal 

circulator. The TMP was controlled by varying the outflow of compressed air from the gas-

liquid separator. Tubular membranes with 100 kDa MWCO, an internal diameter of 0.0127 m 

and length of 1.2 m were used in the system. All experiments were performed using dyed 

dextran at a fixed concentration of 1.9 g/L. At a TMP of 1.09 bar and a relatively low gas 
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superficial velocity of 1.3⋅10-3 m/s, the flux in airlift operation was about 30% higher 

compared with conventional single-phase flow UF with a similar apparatus as the one used in 

this airlift system.  

Further research by the same group [139] was carried out to characterize the fractionation of 

human serum albumin (HSA) and human immunoglobulin G (IgG) by gas-sparged UF. 

Vertically mounted tubular PVDF membranes, with 100 kDa MWCO and an effective 

membrane area of 0.011 m2, were used in all UF experiments. The mixtures of HSA and IgG 

were used as the test media, with HSA/IgG concentration ratios of 4.5/0.0, 4.5/1.0, 1.0/1.0, 

0.5/1.0 and 0.0/1.0 g/L. The solutions were tested at a pH range of 4.7 to 8.5. The liquid flow 

rate was between 0.25 and 1.0 L/min, the air flow rate between 30 and 150 mL/min, and the 

TMP between 0.2 and 0.8 bar. Reversed selectivity of the HSA/IgG mixture was obtained for 

solutions with pH > 7.0; the recommended pH for fractionation of HSA/IgG mixtures is 8.0. 

At a pH of 4.7, aggregation of the two proteins occurred which resulted in no proteins being 

transferred. Gas sparging significantly enhanced the selectivity of the fractionation of 

HSA/IgG, at about a six-fold increase compared with unsparged operation. No protein 

damage was observed during gas sparging at the optimal operating conditions of pH 8.0, a 

TMP of 0.3-0.4 bar, a liquid cross-flow rate 0.5 L/min and an air-sparging rate of 30-50 

mL/min. In their subsequent paper [140], the same authors reported that both bubble size and 

frequency had a significant influence on the permeate flux of cross-flow UF using tubular 

membranes. Two regions could be identified, an increasing flux associated with smaller 

bubbles and a plateau region with larger slugs. Flux enhancement occurred at bubbling 

frequencies lower than 1 Hz. The authors suggest that increasing the frequency further may 

not improve the mass transfer further, but may result in bubble coalescence or change the 

flow pattern to churn flow or annular flow.  

Ghosh and Cui [141] succeeded in developing a model of gas-sparged UF to predict the 

permeate flux by calculating the mass transfer in three different zones near the gas slug. 

These different zones are (a) the film zone, where there is a falling film flow, (b) the wake 

zone, which is a region of free turbulence, and (c) the liquid slug zone, in which the flow can 

be either laminar (streamline) or turbulent depending on the bulk fluid flow. The results 

suggest that gas sparging is more effective at higher trans-membrane pressures and higher 

feed concentrations. However, whereas increasing the liquid flow rate leads to increased flux 

enhancement in single-phase flow, it has a negative effect in gas-sparged ultrafiltration.  
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Mercier et al. [142, 143] studied gas slug flows in the filtration of a bentonite suspension and 

yeast suspension using tubular zirconia-coated alumina membranes with an average pore size 

of 20 nm and an effective area of 0.0353 m2. The range of the liquid flow rate was 0.2-1 m3/h 

and of the gas flow rate was 0.1-1.5 m3/h. The authors reported a 200% flux increase during 

bentonite filtration and a 170% flux increase during yeast filtration when they used a liquid 

velocity of 0.79 m/s and gas velocity of 0.6 m/s at a TMP of 1.05⋅105 Pa. The filtration results 

confirmed that gas slug flow was able to disturb external fouling caused by bentonite and 

yeast deposits. In their subsequent paper [144], the same group presented the characterization 

of slug flow hydrodynamics in two sizes of tubular membranes (diameters of 6 and 15 mm) 

using a conductance probe. This technique allowed the identification of two geometries 

within the flow structure in the terms of void fractions, velocities, and length of Taylor 

bubbles and liquid slugs. The results showed that the flux enhancement was predominantly 

due to the increased wall shear stress, induced by continuous gas sparging inside the tubular 

filtration module. The intermittent succession of Taylor bubbles and liquid slugs resulted in 

additional fouling removal because of an enhancement in mass transfer due to reversal of the 

wall shear stress, variation of the pressure in the bubble wake and a high level of local 

turbulence. 

Abdel-Ghani [145] investigated the use of air bubbling to produce a foam from a feed 

solution of an aqueous polymer to be filtrated by a tubular UF membrane. The polymer used 

as solution was PVP K90 with an MWCO of 300 kDa, with concentrations of 2.5, 5 and 10 

g/L. The experiments were carried out in a tubular membrane module containing eighteen 

membrane tubes connected in series and with an MWCO of 100 kDa and a total surface area 

of 0.76 m2. The membrane module was oriented horizontally since polymer foams are stable 

and the gravitational force does not cause the foam bubbles to collapse inside the membrane 

tubes. The operating TMP ranged between 0.7⋅105 and 2.1⋅105 Pa and air flow rates ranged 

from 6 to 100 L/min. The work demonstrated that the foam of a macromolecular solution 

such as PVP could be separated and concentrated in a tank using UF membranes. The 

presence of foam enhanced the permeate flux up by up to 25% higher compared with the flux 

with no foam present in the solution, under these specific experimental conditions. The 

enhancement was more pronounced at higher feed concentrations, TMPs and air flow rates. 

The use of two-phase flow in UF of another water-soluble polymer was carried out by Cheng 

and Pan [35] who used a multichannel monolithic membrane to filtrate a PVA solution (Mw 
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= 72 kDa). The membrane module consisted of nineteen flow channels, each with a diameter 

of 2.5 mm. The membranes contained TiO2-ZrO2 as support layer and Al2O3 as filtrate layer, 

and had an MWCO of 15 kDa. The liquid velocity ranged from 0.268 to 0.536 m/s, the TMP 

from 100 to 400 kPa, and the air velocity was 0.179 m/s distributed by gas distributors with 

three different pore sizes (25, 30 and 60 μm). Gas sparging applied without gas distributor at 

a superficial velocity of 0.536 m/s was able to enhance the steady-state flux by 8%. The flux 

increase was 30% and 53%, respectively, when the 60 and 30 μm gas distributor was used. 

The smaller gas distributor allowed more uniform distribution of the bubbles, rather that the 

larger one. Without the gas distributor, channeling occurred and the effect of two-phase flow 

became insignificant. Sulaiman and Aroua [146] reported cake layer reduction by nitrogen 

gas sparging during UF of skim latex serum using a 100 kDa MWCO PVDF tubular 

membrane with a membrane area of 0.0471 m2. The flow rates were 1-1.6 L/min for the 

liquid and 0-0.5 L/min for the gas. A maximum of 145% flux enhancement was reported 

when the liquid flow rate was 1.4 L/min at a gas flow rate of 50.5 L/min and a TMP of 0.89 

barg. In a following paper [147], the same authors reported that they achieved a flux 

enhancement of 146% with the same system, but at a higher TMP of 1.9⋅105 Pa. 

Typical two-phase flow processes use tubular membrane modules that are positioned 

vertically, but Cheng et al. [37] investigated the effect of placing them at an angle. The used 

tubular membrane module contained a zirconia-carbon membrane with 15 kDa as MWCO, a 

6-mm-internal diameter and an effective membrane area of 75.4 cm2. The position of the 

membrane module could be adjusted, with inclination angles set to 0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°; 

an inclination angle of 0° stands for a horizontally installed module and 90° for a vertically 

installed one. The superficial liquid velocities were in the range of 0.168-0.672 m/s, the 

superficial gas velocities were 0-0.0.32 m/s, the TMP was 0.5-3 bar and the feed solution 

temperature in all experiments was kept at 30°C. The tested solute was dextran, and the 

solvent was distilled water. The results showed that during single-liquid-phase UF, regardless 

of the velocity of the liquid, the difference between the permeate fluxes at various inclination 

angles was small. With the addition of a gas phase to the system, the permeate fluxes as well 

as the effect of inclination on the permeate flux became greater than in the single-liquid-

phase UF (see Fig. 2.10).  
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Fig. 2.10. Effect of inclination angle on permeate fluxes for gas/liquid two-phase flow 
ultrafiltration in tubular modules [37]. 

 

As shown in Fig. 2.10, the achieved permeate flux enhancements from high to low are for an 

inclination of 45°, 60°, 30°, 90° and 0°, respectively. Correlation calculations showed that the 

optimal inclination angle for the highest flux enhancement is about 53°. A further study by 

one of the authors [31] explored the same membrane systems and conditions as previously 

described, with inclination angles close to the calculated optimum, i.e. 50° and 55°. The 

author reported that from the experimental data, the optimal inclination angle, which 

produces the highest flux enhancement, is between 45° and 60°. The flux enhancement in 

inclined tubes is greater than in vertical or horizontal tubes; the gas slug velocity in tubes 

with the same diameter of 6 mm as investigated by the same group [34] is also greater than in 

vertical or horizontal tubes.  

A combination of a two-phase flow and another technique to enhance UF filtration was 

proposed by Vatai et al. [148], who studied the simultaneous use of a static mixer and air 

sparging during cross-flow UF of an oil/water emulsion. A tubular membrane module was 

used, made from ZrO2 with a nominal pore size of 6.8 mm, length of 250 mm and diameter of 

6.8 mm. A static mixer consisting of 36 mixing elements with a diameter of 6.35 mm was 

placed in the membrane module. A stable oil/water emulsion was prepared from water-
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soluble cutting oil, with an oil concentration of 5 wt%. All experiments were carried out at 

50°C, with the TMP ranging from 50 to 300 kPa, liquid flow rates of 100 and 150 L/h and an 

air flow rate of 20 to 100 L/h. The results indicate that air sparging during UF of an oil/water 

emulsion is not very effective under the given operating conditions. However, a combination 

of air sparging and a static mixer resulted in a higher permeate flux with lower energy 

consumption. 

 

2.3.2.2.   Hollow-fiber membranes 

The application of gas sparging in UF membrane processes employing hollow-fiber 

membrane modules was first investigated by Bellara et al. [149]. They studied ultrafiltration 

of a dextran suspension with a concentration range of 10-40 g/L and human serum albumin 

with a concentration range of 2-20 g/L. To compare the result obtained using tubular 

membrane that they performed in the previous work [19], a bundle of 3600 fibers with a fiber 

diameter of 0.2 mm each, an MWCO of 30 kDa and an effective surface area of 0.6 m2 was 

used for dextran filtration. Another bundle of 480 fibers with a fiber diameter of 0.5 mm each, 

an MWCO of 200 kDa and an effective surface area of 0.2 m2 was used for albumin filtration. 

In the dextran filtration, the gas used was pressurized air at 6.5⋅10-4-1.6⋅10-3 L/s, and the 

liquid was recirculated at 0.02 L/s. The maximum flux enhancement of 30% was observed 

when gas bubbles entered the hollow fibers at 1.6⋅10-3 L/s, and the feed concentration was 40 

g/L dextran. In the albumin experiments, the gas flow rate was 6⋅10-4 -1.2⋅10-3 L/s whereas 

the used liquid flow rates were 0.011 L/s and 0.02 L/s. 63% flux enhancement occurred at a 

TMP of 45 kPa, a gas flow rate of 1.2⋅10-3 L/s, and an albumin concentration of 10 g/L. The 

authors observed a much lower permeate flux enhancement in the dextran filtration in the 

hollow-fiber system than in the tubular membrane. This can be explained by the high 

shearing rates in hollow fibers, caused by bubbles with a high surface-to-volume ratio (slug), 

which suppresses concentration polarization. This lowers the sieving coefficient, which 

increases the apparent membrane rejection ratio. In a subsequent paper [150], the same 

authors used a similar membrane process for mixtures of BSA and lysozyme, aiming at the 

fractionation of the two proteins. Hollow-fiber membrane modules at the scale of a pilot plant 

(with a fiber length of 0.265 m) were used in this study. Two different types of membrane 

were chosen, with an MWCO of 200 kDa (effective surface area of 0.2 m2, internal fiber 
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diameter of 0.5 mm) and an MWCO of 150 kDa (effective surface area of 0.35 m2, internal 

fiber diameter of 0.2 mm). This UF process using hollow-fiber modules was effective as a 

means of fractionating mixtures of BSA and lysozyme. For a solution with a concentration of 

1 g/L of each protein, using a 200 kDa membrane at a TMP of 25 and 75 kPa, gas sparging at 

a frequency of 2 Hz enhanced the selectivity by a factor of 3-4. However, the lysozyme purity 

of the permeate was more than 95% for all experiments, either using gas sparging or not. 

Slug flow in hollow fibers was first characterized by Cabassud et al. [151]. They investigated 

slug bubbles in hollow fibers made of cellulose acetate, with a mean pore diameter of 0.01 

μm. The fiber’s inner diameter was 0.93 mm, and the module contained 15 fibers, hence the 

effective membrane area was 0.00526 m2. A clay suspension was used at concentrations 

ranging from 0.9 and 5.2 g/L. The liquid superficial velocity was set to 0.5 m/s and gas 

velocities varied between 0 and 1 m/s. A flux enhancement of 216% was observed during 

filtration of a clay suspension with a concentration of 0.93 g/L, TMP of 0.6 bar, and gas 

velocity of 0.8 m/s. A steady gas flow was more effective than an intermittent one. During 

the intermittent mode, particles that deposited during intervals without gas flow, were 

subsequently more difficult to remove when air was injected again. Authors from the same 

group presented calculations [152] at the same conditions and showed that air injection 

lowered the cake’s specific resistance and raised cake porosity and cake thickness. This 

allows higher permeation fluxes. The authors also concluded that injecting air significantly 

reduces the energy consumption, particularly at low gas velocities, independent of the liquid 

velocity [153]. The same authors also saw that the gas-liquid two-phase flow in capillaries 

with an inner diameter less than 4 x 10-3 m consisted of a succession of gas and liquid slugs 

rising in the pipe. Gas slugs rose faster than the mean flow and the velocity of the gas slugs 

was related to the mean velocity of the flow [26].  

Authors from the same group reported on the use of air sparging in the treatment of spring 

water [154] and natural river water [155]. Air and nitrogen gas sparging can be used during 

spring water treatment to raise the pH to the required value of nearly 8.2 without adding 

chemicals. Two-phase flow makes it possible to maintain essential minerals in the spring 

water, while filtration using chemical treatment changed the water composition. However, the 

flux enhancement was very low and the permeate flux appeared independent of the air flow 

rate, since spring water filtration shows very little fouling. The next paper concerned 

experiments with ultrafiltration of river water; air sparging is more interesting for the 
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treatment of waters with a high degree of fouling or a low critical flux. Flux enhancement 

was found to be mainly linked to mixing and turbulence created by the bubbles in the liquid 

phase.  

Serra et al. [156] studied the application of air sparging to increase the backwash efficiency 

in hollow-fiber modules. The modules, operated in dead-end and outside-in mode, consisted 

of ten hollow-fiber membranes made of cellulose-ester. The experiments were carried out 

using a bentonite suspension and untreated river water. Air was injected into the feed 

compartment either in combination with a reversed flux of permeate or together with the feed 

stream. The efficiency of the rinse phase was greatly improved by the use of air, which acts 

as a piston and flushes out most of the module’s free volume. Due to the presence of air, the 

initial feed concentration inside the module can be reduced by up to 70%. Another paper, by 

Guigui et al. [157] reported on the application of air sparging to enhance backwash efficiency 

for an inside-out hollow-fiber module operated in dead-end mode. A bundle of 2000 hollow 

fibers made of a cellulose derivative with an effective area of about 7.2 m2 was used. A 

synthetic suspension of 0.2 g/L clay particles served as a model for surface waters. Air was 

added to the permeate water inside the fiber lumen at the bottom of the module, with 

superficial gas velocities from 0 to 0.5 m/s. Backwashing with two-phase flow was able to 

remove the particle cake from the membrane surface with a maximum particle removal of 

130% compared with conventional backwashing without air. A further study by this group, 

by Bessiere et al. [158], proposed a combination of air-assisted backwash with rinsing to 

enhance UF for inside-out hollow-fiber modules. This procedure consisted of several steps. 

After the module had been drained by gravity, air was flushed through the module prior to 

inducing two-phase flow by injecting air into the concentrate compartment at the top of the 

module. At the same time, ultrafiltered permeate flowed across the membrane, as in 

conventional backwash. The next step consisted of a water-only backwash with the water 

exiting at the top of the module. Before starting the next filtration cycle, the module was 

flushed with raw water in order to remove all air bubbles from the system. Backwashing with 

two-phase flow greatly improved the removal of particulates leading to a reduction in 

cumulative fouling. Remize et al. [159] showed that air-assisted backwash lowered the 

amount of remaining particulate fouling (i.e. not yet removed at the end of the backwashes). 

The air-assisted backwash therefore provides significant fouling removal in long-term UF 

operation for drinking water production.  
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Single-phase and gas-sparged hollow-fiber UF experiments for dextran suspensions were 

carried out by Smith et al. [160]. The module consisted of ten individual polysulfone hollow 

fibers with an MWCO of 50 kDa and an effective filtration area of 0.033 m2. The liquid 

superficial velocities were 0.38, 0.72 and 0.99 m/s, and the gas-sparging frequencies were 0.5, 

1, 2 sparges (sparging period of 4s) per minute and continuous sparging. The filtration flux 

increased with frequency, a maximum enhancement of 102.5% was obtained. In their next 

paper [161], the same authors published a simplified boundary layer theory to predict the 

filtration flux for gas-slug-enhanced hollow-fiber UF for the same conditions as the previous 

experiments. The model slightly under-predicted the experimental results. Following this, in a 

consecutive paper [162], the authors reported an estimation of upper and lower flux limits for 

gas-sparged UF with hollow-fiber membranes. They developed a physicochemical model for 

flux prediction comprising an approximate solution of the flow problem, and assuming 

controlled gas bubble distribution, coupled with a one-dimensional, integral method for 

boundary layer analysis and flux models. The average of the upper and lower bound flux 

values gave a good approximation of the experiment flux, but a better approximation with an 

adapted boundary layer analysis was reported by the same group in a later paper [163]. 

Majewska-Nowak et al. [164] investigated UF of two model solutions of organic pollutants 

(dye) and mineral pollutants (kaolin grains) by using a bundle of hollow-fiber membranes. 

The membrane module consisted of 140 hollow fibers with a diameter of 1.2 mm and an 

effective surface area of 0.1 m2, made of polysulfone with an MWCO of 10 kDa. The process 

ran at a TMP of 50 kPa and a gas flow rate of 0-160 L/h. The permeability of the module 

during UF of the kaolin solutions was about 50% larger than during UF of the dye solutions. 

The reason was that kaolin particles do not penetrate into the membrane pores and likely 

accumulate at the surface of the membrane; therefore, gas bubbles could easily remove them 

from the membrane surface. However, the authors also reported that the permeate flux 

increase is quite small (up to 25%). Li et al. [165] studied the use of gas sparging for the 

recovery of protease from pretreated yellowfin tuna spleen extract using UF with hollow 

fibers made of polysulfone, with an MWCO of 30 kDa and an effective filtration area of 0.01 

m2. Cross-flow rates were varied from 17 to 70 L/h, with gas injection factors of 0, 0.15, 0.30, 

0.46 and 0.61 (see Fig. 2.11).  
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Fig. 2.11. Effect of gas injection factor and cross flow rate on critical flux during 
ultrafiltration of pretreated yellowfin tuna spleen extract (liquid flow rate: • 17.55 L/h, ∇ 
34.99 L/h,  52.49 L/h, and  69.98 L/h) [165] 

 

As shown in Fig. 2.11, the gas injection factor of 0.15 had the strongest effect on the critical 

flux with an enhancement of up to 69% (from 28.8 to 48.8 L/m2h) at a low cross-flow rate of 

17.55 L/h. Higher gas injection factors did not show any advantage over this optimal gas 

injection factor, e.g. the enhancement is only 10% when the gas injection factor increased 

from 0.15 to 0.30. The authors argued that gas sparging was more effective in a system where 

flux decline was dominated by concentration polarization rather than by fouling. Cheng and 

Wu [36] studied gas-liquid two-phase flow in a hollow-fiber UF membrane module and 

discussed the influence of operating parameters on the mass transfer coefficient. They used 

aqueous solutions of Dextran T500 as feed, and measured the permeate fluxes at different 

feed concentrations, superficial liquid velocities, superficial gas velocities, and trans-

membrane pressures. The experiments were conducted with a bundle of 250 hollow-fiber 

membranes, with an inner diameter of 0.5 mm, in the module. The membranes were made of 

polysulfone with a 30 kDa MWCO, 0.153 cm length, and 0.06 m2 effective area. The feed 

concentrations were 2–16 g/L, the trans-membrane pressures were 58.8 – 156.8 kPa, the 

solution temperature was kept at 30°C, the liquid superficial velocities were 0.1 – 0.3 m/s, 
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and the gas superficial velocities were 0.01 – 0.15 m/s, corresponding to a gas to liquid ratio 

(θ) of 0.03 to 0.6. The authors found that the flux increases with an increase in liquid velocity, 

gas velocity, and trans-membrane pressure, and decreases with an increase in the feed 

concentration. The most significant flux enhancement was achieved when the system 

operated at a lower liquid velocity. A resistance-in-series model combined with a modified 

gel polarization model was used to calculate the mass transfer coefficient of this gas-liquid 

two-phase flow; a dimensional analysis technique was applied to derive a correlation for the 

mass transfer coefficient. Advantages of the use of hollow-fiber modules over tubular 

modules with respect to the gas/liquid phase distribution were reported by Verberk and van 

Dijk [166]. These researchers investigated the distribution of water and air over a tubular 

membrane module with an inner diameter of 5.2 mm and a capillary membrane module 

containing 567 capillary membranes with an inner diameter of 1.5 mm. The air velocity 

ranged from 0 to 1.8 m/s and the water velocity was between 0 and 1.3 m/s in the capillary 

membrane module. In the tubular module, the velocity range of the water was between 0.1 

and 0.6 m/s, whereas the air velocity ranged from 0 to 0.8 m/s. The distribution of air and 

water over the cross-sectional area of in the capillary membrane module was found to be 

more evenly distributed than in the tubular module.  

A conclusion is that two-phase cleaning in hollow-fiber or capillary modules increases 

performance more than in tubular modules because of a better gas/liquid phase distribution. 

In small tubes (hollow fiber/capillary), gas slugs rise faster, leading to a higher shear rate than 

in tubular membranes. However, the effect is not always positive because slug bubbles with a 

high surface-to-volume ratio may suppress the concentration polarization layer, thereby 

reducing the apparent membrane flux. However, the overall effect is to a large extend 

dependent on feed type and conditions [149]. 

   

2.3.2.3. Flat sheet membranes 

Li et al. [167] were the first who reported on gas sparging applied in flat-sheet UF membrane 

modules. They used polysulfone and polyethersulfone membranes with an MWCO of 100 

kDa and an effective filtration area of 0.0054 m2. Four types of proteins – human serum 

albumin (HSA, 69 kDa), human immunoglobulin G (IgG, 160 kDa), bovine serum albumin 

(BSA, 67 kDa) and lysozyme (Lys, 14 kDa) – were chosen as feeds (as single solutions of 
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HSA and IgG; and binary mixtures of HAS/IgG and BSA/Lys). The liquid flow rates were 

0.25 and 0.5 L/min, and the air flow rates were within the range of 0-200 mL/min. A 

maximum of a 50% increase in permeate flux was reported. In a subsequent paper [168], 

authors from the same group used the same flat-sheet membrane module and air sparging to 

fractionate BSA/Lys mixtures and obtained similar findings as in their studies with tubular 

and hollow fibers. Gas sparging was able to enhance protein fractionation with flat-sheet 

membranes. The injection of gas bubbles resulted in a decreased transmission of both BSA 

and lysozyme, with a very significant decrease for BSA. A significant increase in selectivity 

was observed at low gas flow rates (1.67•10-6 m3/s); selectivity was found to be insensitive to 

a further increase in the gas flow rate. The authors mentioned that this was due to the fact that 

local mixing within the module induced by two-phase flow for a given liquid flow rate cannot 

be increased significantly by increasing the gas flow rate. 

Cheng and Lin [33] investigated the flux behavior of an inclined flat-membrane cross-flow 

UF module, with an inclination of 0° (horizontal, flow above membrane), 90° (vertical 

membrane) and 180° (horizontal, flow below membrane). The membrane used was a 10 kDa 

MWCO cellulose ester membrane with an effective membrane area of 784 mm2. The tested 

solution was dextran in distilled water, kept at 30°C, operated in dead-end and cross-flow 

mode with liquid velocities of 0, 0.02 and 0.05 m/s. Compressed air was used as gas phase, 

with velocities of 0, 0.002, 0.019 and 0.053 m/s. The TMP was adjusted to 200 kPa. The 

filtration flux was reported to be maximal at an inclination of 180° and minimal at 0° 

inclination. The gas slugs were located closer to the membrane surface when the membrane 

was installed at 180° inclination, meaning that the gas slugs disturb the concentration 

boundary layer more effectively. In a subsequent paper [32], the authors investigated the 

effect of flow channel height on gas-sparging cross-flow UF in a flat-plate membrane module 

under the same experimental conditions. They reported that gas sparging can effectively 

increase the flux at any membrane inclination in a narrow channel height of 2 mm. With a 

large channel height of 10 mm, the shear stress caused by gas sparging was lower than in the 

narrow channel, unless the gas velocity was high enough. 

Several researchers studied the effect of gas type on the efficiency of gas sparging to enhance 

the flux in the flat-sheet UF membrane process. Um et al. [169] used nitrogen gas injection to 

achieve flux improvement in cross-flow UF of an oil emulsion. A polysulfone-based flat-

sheet UF membrane with an MWCO of 100 kDa and an effective area of 2750 mm2 was used 
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in the study. A commercial cutting oil diluted to 5 wt%, served as the emulsion oil. 

Compressed nitrogen gas was injected at a rate of 3.3⋅10-3 L/s under 1 bar pressure to form 

bubbles. Gas bubble injection was found to promote two possible effects: a positive effect of 

flux enhancement due to turbulence promoting disruption of concentration polarization, and a 

negative effect of decreasing the effective membrane area due to the presence of bubbles on 

parts of the membrane. Here, an increase in gas fraction lead to the creation of adequately 

sized and sufficient bubbles, so in that case the positive effect was be predominant. Wang et 

al. [170] used a UF membrane made of regenerated cellulose with an MWCO of 10 kDa and 

an effective filtration area of 0.0108 m2. Four test solutions were used – lipase (38 kDa), 

bovine serum albumin (67 kDa), dextran (64-76 kDa) and creatinase (49 kDa) – with a mean 

superficial fluid velocity of 0.23 cm/s. Two types of gas were used, namely compressed air 

and n-hexadecane, with a gas injection ratio of 0.33. The n-hexadecane/water two-phase flow 

was shown to result in a permeate flux enhancement of up to 25% and up to 17% with an 

air/water two-phase flow, compared with single-phase flow during UF of a lipase solution 

with an initial concentration of 0.63 mg/cm3 (see Fig. 2.12 below). 

 

Fig.2.12. Permeate fluxes for conventional single-phase flow ( ), air/water flow ( ) and n-
hexadecane/water flow ( ), during UF of a lipase solution with a mean superficial fluid 
velocity (uL+uG)=0.23 cm/s, ΔP=207 kPa and gas injection ratio θ=0.33 [170] 
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Arnal et al. [171] used air sparging for membrane cleaning of flat-sheet UF membranes after 

long-term use for surface water filtration. They combined the air with different chemical 

solutions (hydrogen peroxide, sodium hydroxide, and sodium hypochlorite) with the aim of 

testing both hydraulic and chemical actions simultaneously. They reported that air bubbles 

improve the cleaning efficiency of the chemical solutions by 270% (sodium hypochlorite/air) 

at 25°C.  

For flat channels, one of the most important aspects to be considered is channel height. Two-

phase flow cleaning may provide a significant flux improvement when the shear stress is 

sufficient to disturb the fouling layer. The bubble shear stress in the flat channel strongly 

depends on the gas/liquid ratio and slug bubbles are only formed at a particular channel 

height. 

 

2.3.2.4. Submerged membranes 

Choksuchart et al. [172] investigated the enhancement of surface water clarification during 

UF using an immersed membrane system. They used synthetic suspensions of clay to 

represent suspended solid fractions in ground or surface water. Ferric chloride was used as 

coagulant salt. The clay concentrations were varied between 0.1 and 5.0 g/L. A 5.0 g/L 

suspension of clay was used to provide water turbidities in the range of 250-2000 NTU. The 

experiments were carried out with two membrane modules consisting of 18 and 180 fibers, 

immersed in a 6-L-contactor tank. The air flow rate ranged between 0 and 200 L/h. Without 

air bubbling, the critical flux decreased with increasing clay concentration because of a thick 

deposit on the membrane surface, but even a low air flow rate of 50 L/h made it possible to 

maintain a relatively constant value of the critical flux. It was also found that while ferric 

chloride increases floc size, air bubbles induce floc breakage; the effect was greater in the 

sparsely filled module with 18 fibers than in the tightly packed module with 180 fibers.  

As most commonly submerged membrane modules do not have shells (the membranes are 

directly exposed to the bulk feed solution), Ghosh [79] however, studied the effect of module 

design with two types of shelled modules on aeration performance of immersed hollow-fiber 

UF membranes. Two types of modules were used, a tubular Perspex shell with two rows of 

circular holes of 5 mm diameter and 25 mm placed from each end, and another tubular 
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Perspex shell with 36 uniformly distributed holes with a diameter of 10 mm, arranged in nine 

rows along the length of the shell. The shells had a length of 200 mm, an inner diameter of 25 

mm and an outer diameter of 30 mm, within which the hollow fibers were potted with epoxy 

resin (see Fig. 2.13).  

The used hollow-fiber membranes had an MWCO of 150 kDa, an inner diameter of 1.2 mm, 

and an outer diameter of 2 mm and were made from hydrophilic polyethersulfone. The 

experiments were operated in outside-in mode, using Dextran as feed solution with 

concentrations of 10, 20 and 40 kg/m3. The gas sparging rate was 1.83⋅10-5, 3⋅10-5 and 

4.33⋅10-5) m3/s, with a duration of 30 min. The author concluded that gas-sparging is able to 

enhance permeability in submerged hollow-fiber modules for UF of macromolecular 

solutions. The effectiveness of gas sparging increased with increasing feed concentration in 

the experiments. The enhancement depended on the gas flow rate employed, but the results 

indicate that once the gas flow had increased to a certain level, a further increase in gas flow 

rate did not increase the permeability further. Modules with fewer holes showed a more 

positive effect of gas sparging, as in the other modules, gas bubbles escaped through the shell 

holes, thereby diminishing the bubbles’ hydrodynamic effect.  

  

Fig. 2.13. Two types of shelled modules used to study the effectiveness of aeration in 
submerged hollow-fiber membranes [79]. 
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Tian et al. [112] investigated the influence of air-bubbling mode (continuous and intermittent 

bubbling), air flow rate and air bubble size on fouling of immersed hollow-fiber membranes 

for UF of river water. The membrane fibers were made of PVDF, and had an inner diameter 

of 0.85 mm and outer diameter of 1.45 mm. The mean membrane pore size was 0.01 μm, and 

the effective membrane area was 0.002 m2. The experiments were done at a constant flux of 

60 L/m2h, and the initial TMP of the membrane modules was 18±1 kPa. The air flow was set 

to 1.0, 2.5, 5.0 or 7.5 m3/m2h, and four types of air diffusers were used to generate air bubbles 

with spherical shapes and diameters of 3.5, 5.0, 6.5 and 8.0 mm. Two modes of air bubbling 

were evaluated, i.e. continuous bubbling and intermittent bubbling (with a time sequence of 1 

min on/9 min off, equal to the filtration mode of 9 min on/1 min off). Continuous bubbling 

was found to be more effective in removing fouling than intermittent bubbling. The optimum 

air flow rate was determined as 5.0 m3/m2h when considering the alleviating effect on 

membrane fouling and energy consumption together. Smaller bubble sizes were more 

effective in mitigating membrane fouling.  

Yuliwati et al. [173] used the response surface methodology (RSM) to optimize process 

conditions in submerged UF membranes for refinery wastewater treatment. They investigated 

the effect of air bubble flow rate (ABFR), hydraulic retention time (HRT), mixed liquor 

suspended solid (MLSS) concentration and pH on membrane performance. Hollow-fiber 

PVDF membranes were used, with an inner diameter of 0.55 mm, outer diameter of 1.1 mm, 

and average pore size of 34.05 nm. An experimental design based on RSM was used in a total 

of 28 experiments. ABFR was set to 0.3, 1.2, 2.1, 3.0 and 3.9 mL/min, HRT ranged from 120 

to 360 min, MLSS concentrations were fixed between 1.5 and 7.5 mg/L and pH values 

ranged from 3.5 to 9.5. The authors observed that a submerged UF process using PVDF 

membranes has a great potential for the treatment of refinery-produced wastewater. A full 

factorial design and central composite design of RSM was used to determine significant 

variables and optimum condition for submerged UF with respect to flux and COD removal. 

Optimum conditions were achieved at an ABFR of 3.75⋅10-5 L/s, an HRT of 4.6 s, an MLSS 

concentration of 4.5 g/L and a pH of 6.5, resulting in flux of 145 L/m2 and COD removal of 

90.28%. 

At least two aspects are important in the use of two-phase flow in submerged-membrane UF: 

(i) gas flow rate, and (ii) bubble size. From the findings reported in the literature, higher gas 

flow rates increase the gas-to-liquid volume ratio, thereby increasing membrane surface 
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sweeping by the gas. With respect to bubble size, smaller bubble size also enhances the 

accessibility of the membrane surface due to their uniform distribution over the surface and 

the prevention of channeling. Larger sized bubbles without the occurrence of channeling can 

be achieved by increasing the gas fraction so then the bubble induced shear stress can be 

enhanced and fouling can be controlled more effectively. Since most submerged membranes 

are used in aerobic membrane bioreactors, one should also be aware that aeration does not 

only enhance hydrodynamics, but could also affect the biomass. 

  

2.3.3. Nanofiltration 

The process characteristics of nanofiltration (NF) are between those of UF and reverse 

osmosis (RO) with typical low to moderate rejection of monovalent ions and high rejection of 

substances with a molecular weight above the MWCO of the membrane, which is usually in 

the range of 150-300 [174, 175]. Along with RO, NF is increasingly used in drinking water 

treatment, seawater desalination, wastewater reclamation and for the production of water for 

industrial purposes. Because of the intensive use of NF in large-scale plants and operation at 

high pressures, compact and highly packing density modules are chosen, namely either spiral-

wound membrane modules or hollow-fiber/capillary membrane modules. Possible causes of 

fouling in NF include precipitation of substances which have exceeded their solubility, 

deposition of colloidal matters, chemical reaction of solutes at the membrane boundary layer, 

adsorption of low molecular mass compounds at the membrane polymer, irreversible gel 

formation of macromolecular substances and colonization by bacteria [176]. Due to these 

different fouling characteristics, two-phase flow cleaning in NF is different than in MF and 

UF.  

The first work on two-phase flow to enhance the performance of NF membranes was 

published by Ducom et al. [28], who studied two-phase flow in flat-sheet NF membranes 

with surfactant stabilized and non-stabilized oil-in-water emulsions. These authors reported 

that in the case of stabilized 10% oil-in-water emulsions, a 120% flux enhancement occurred 

by using an air-sparging flow rate of 1 m/s and a liquid velocity of 0.12 m/s, at a TMP of 4 

bar. The flux enhancement increased to 240% for the same flow conditions, but at a TMP of 

4.5 bar for the non-stabilized 10% oil-in-water emulsions. In the case of non-stabilized oil-in-

water emulsions, an oil layer immediately forms at the membrane surface from, but this layer 
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is easily removed by two-phase flow. Stabilized oil-in-water emulsions on the other hand 

causes pore blocking type of fouling, which is much more difficult to remove. In the case of 

solutions containing only salts in water without any suspended solids, only a very small 

improvement was obtained by two-phase flow cleaning [30]. Particle size in the feed solution 

appears to play an important role in the effectiveness of air sparging; very fine particles or 

very diluted and homogenous solutions tend to cause pore plugging which is very difficult to 

reverse by air sparging. Authors from the same group [27] tested two-phase flow in a flat-

sheet nanofiltration membrane and characterized the air/water two-phase flow by using a 

video system in order to understand how air sparging enhances the flux. Both image analysis 

and numerical modeling were performed. Importantly, this study determined wall shear stress 

and pressure distribution in space and time, in relation to the frequency of two-phase flow. 

Using the same module, authors from the same group used nine microprobes, which were 

distributed on the module surface to measure and characterize wall shear stress [29, 177] in 

the presence of gas/liquid two-phase flow. The higher the gas velocity, the greater the flux 

increase and the wall shear stress at the membrane surface  

Drews et al. [115] calculated the dependence of wall shear stress on bubble diameter and 

liquid velocity. They concluded that the efficiency of cleaning is not merely dependent on 

bubble size (wall shear stress can decrease with bubble size), but also on membrane spacing 

(the greatest shear was reached in the narrowest channel), aeration intensities (increased 

aeration intensity led to increased permeability) and start-up strategies (i.e. classification of 

particles, as fine particles tend to result in pore blocking and low initial fluxes relative to 

larger particles which provide high initial fluxes and lead to coarse cakes that protect pores 

from further plugging). Membrane spacing is not only important for plate-type membrane 

modules but also for tube-type membrane modules. Verberk and Van Dijk [178] performed 

air/water two-phase flow in capillary NF at a temperature of 20°C, TMP of 2 bar and 

recirculation velocity of 1.5 m/s. A permeate flux enhancement and an increase in retention 

were observed when 0.34 wt% saltwater (MgSO4) solution fed at a constant liquid velocity of 

0.5 m/s was injected with air (see Fig. 2.14).  

As shown in Fig. 2.14, permeate fluxes of the MgSO4 solution were 31-51% lower than the 

clean water flux (CWF), owing to the combined effect of osmotic pressure and concentration 

polarization. The injection of air caused an increase in the permeate flux ranging from 11-

17%. Air sparging also promotes retention although only a small retention increase was 
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observed. The increase of permeate flux and retention reflected the importance of 

concentration polarization which decreases significantly when air is injected into the water 

flow. This study confirmed that capillary NF combines the advantages of (i) good rejection of 

the membranes leading to high water quality and (ii) good hydraulic cleaning possibility, 

especially when using air/water two-phase flow.  

It can be concluded that concentration polarization of saltwater solutions or oily solutions 

close to the NF membrane surface can be disrupted by two-phase flow cleaning; however, the 

improvement is lower than that for solutions containing suspended solids. Nevertheless, the 

disruption of concentration polarization may prevent the further precipitation of minerals on 

the membrane surface. 

 

Fig. 2.14. Permeate flux, retention, mass transfer coefficient (MTC) and concentration 
polarization (β) as function of the superficial liquid velocity (0.5 m/s) for different superficial 
air velocities (TMP= 2 bar; MgSO4 concentration=0.34 wt%) [178]. 
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2.3.4. Reverse osmosis 

Biofilm growth is the most problematic fouling type in reverse osmosis (RO) systems; it 

leads to a flux drop and increased operational costs. An analysis of 150 membrane samples 

collected all over the world showed that more than 50% of the fouling consisted of biological 

and organic foulants [179]. When solid particles, organic and inorganic substances are 

removed during pre-treatment, biofouling remains. Even if 99.9-99.99% of all bacteria are 

eliminated by pre-treatment, a few will enter the RO system, adhere to surfaces and multiply 

at the expense of biodegradable substances [180]. This makes biofouling the main target for 

two-phase flow cleaning in RO processes. 

Cornelissen et al. [87, 88] was among the few researchers who used two-phase flow in a 

high-pressure membrane process employing spiral-wound membrane modules. They used 

two-phase flow coupled with chemical dosing (daily 1 g/L CuSO4 during 30 minutes) to 

inactivate and remove biomass. The study was performed using three vertically positioned 

spiral-wound membrane modules tested in parallel; one was a reference (REF) module into 

which only air/water two-phase flow was introduced (indicated by arrows) when the pressure 

drop increased by more than 150%, the second was a daily air/water two-phase flow module 

(AWC) at an air to water ratio of 2:1 and the third a module treated daily with copper sulfate 

(CSD). The experiment ran for 110 days, and showed that an air/water two-phase flow is 

effective in controlling the pressure drop (Fig. 2.15).  

Visual observations revealed that the bulk of the organic and inorganic matter was removed 

within the first few minutes of two-phase flow in this study. In a subsequent paper [91], the 

same authors confirmed that two-phase flow in high-pressure spiral-wound membrane 

processes was also able to remove particle-type fouling.  

A further investigation by Vrouwenvelder et al. [181] validated two-phase flow in spacer-

filled channels by using a tool called membrane fouling simulator (MFS) and similar flow 

cells at the lab scale. Vrouwenvelder [182] used an air-water flow to generate a high shear 

flow to remove voluminous and filamentous biofilm structures attached in the feed spacer 

channels of the vertically positioned membrane fouling simulators. Bubble flows were 

produced by compressed air at a pressure of 150 kPa and at linear liquid velocities between 

0.041 and 0.245 m/s. Air-water flow cleaning lowered the pressure drop, decreased the 

biomass concentration, and produced a smaller friction factor.  
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Fig. 2.15. Pressure drop in time without (REF) and with (AWC) air/water two-phase flow 
and copper sulfate dosing (CSD) in 110 days [88]. 

 

Fundamental studies on air-water flow behavior inside spacer-filled narrow channels were 

published by Cornelissen et al. [89], who reported that two-phase flow is able to remove 

fouling and that the size of the bubbles is equal to the size of the diamond of the feed spacer. 

A further study by Willems et al. [90] used a high-speed camera and found that the bubble 

size was almost independent of spacer geometry and material; within this study, the range of 

liquid velocities varied between 0.05 m/s and 0.7 m/s, the gas velocity was kept constant at 

0.05 m/s, and the work was carried out at room temperature. The bubble size was similar for 

all spacers studied at a given Reynolds number which was based on the water velocity and 

the hydraulic diameter of the spacer. In a consecutive paper [92], the same authors used 

particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) to measure liquid velocity profiles in a two-phase flow 
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through spacer-filled channels. They observed unsteady instantaneous velocity profiles when 

a bubble passed through a spacer; this condition is desirable, since this will disturb the 

concentration polarization layer. Wibisono et al. [183] reported that bubble size depends on 

the air-water ratio; higher ratios produce larger bubbles, although large bubbles tend to form 

flattened ellipses with long tails following the shape of the diamond spacer. They also 

reported that air-water flows are able to remove model foulant particles attached to 

membrane and feed spacer surfaces, such as in monodispersed polystyrene, colloidal silica 

and humic acid solutions. Authors from the same group reported in their successive paper 

[184] that spacer geometries, i.e. spacer shape and thickness, may affect the performance of 

air-water cleaning in spacer-filled narrow channels.  

In summary, two-phase flow cleaning is able to remove voluminous and filamentous biofilm 

structures attached to membrane and feed spacer surfaces, lowers the pressure drop and 

decreases biomass concentration more than by application of chemical cleaning. However, 

further improvements in two-phase flow cleaning may be possible by optimizing the two-

phase flow process in RO systems and using modified RO modules.  

 

2.3.5. Membrane bioreactors 

Two major advantages of employing aeration in aerobic membrane bioreactors (MBRs) is the 

delivery of oxygen for substrate oxidation, biomass respiration, nitrification and at the same 

time providing agitation to ensure high mass transfer rates and complete mixing in the tank 

(see Fig. 2.16) [185].  

 

As aeration is understood to be the most important parameter in the design and operation of 

an MBR, two-phase flow in membrane processes is most frequently carried out in MBR 

applications. Aeration in MBRs not only improves membrane performance by reducing 

fouling but also reduces the energy consumption [57]. An enormous amount of publications 

on MBR and aeration was produced by many researchers worldwide. The papers focused on 

for instance altered operating conditions [47, 54, 67, 68, 186-193], hydrodynamics in the 

system [38, 48, 50, 59, 60, 63, 72, 74, 75, 77, 78, 111, 188, 194-205], fiber movement and 

configuration [55, 61], energy assessment [53, 57] or fouling mitigation [38, 39, 45, 49-52, 

62, 67-69, 73, 76, 80-86, 189, 190, 194, 203, 206-212].  
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Fig. 2.16. The relationships between aeration and various system facets and parameters in 
immersed MBRs [185].  

 

 

This present review does not provide a detailed overview of aeration and two-phase flow in 

MBRs; detailed information on aeration as an effective strategy to control fouling in MBRs 

can be found elsewhere [213-216]. For example, Braak et al. [213] highlighted a need to 

quantify the predominant mechanisms that improve MBR performance, i.e.: (i) turbulence, 

which has a positive effect on the enhancement of back-transport, (ii) fiber movement, which 

increases the probability for the membrane to benefit from air sparging and allows a higher 

shear stress to be induced by the liquid, and (iii) air shear stresses, which can have both a 

positive and a negative impact and in which a balance must therefore be found between the 

increase of shear stresses that allow the removal of foulants from the membrane and 

preserving the integrity of the mixed liquor. Drews [215] noted that optimizing MBR tank, 

sparger and module geometries could help with respect to energy and operational cost 

savings. 

 

2.3.6. Membrane contactors and membrane distillation 

A membrane contactor employs a membrane which promotes contact between phases [217]. 

In case one of the phases is a liquid, applications include membrane distillation, blood 

oxygenators, evaporative cooling, pervaporation, membrane emulsifiers, olefin/paraffin 

separation, membrane absorbers, membrane degassers and oxygen distillation [218-220].  
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A variation of separation based on membrane contactors is direct-contact membrane 

distillation (DCMD). In DCMD, a heated non-wetting solution flows on one side on the 

module; the vapor phase of the solution diffuses through the pores, and is then condensed at 

the other side of the membrane [217, 221]. In membrane distillation, a flux decline may occur 

owing to deposition of particles, colloids, emulsions, suspensions, macromolecules, 

microorganism growth etc. [222]. The use of gas sparging was reported to enhance the flux in 

direct-contact membrane distillation [104, 223], vacuum membrane distillation [224] and 

submerged-membrane distillation bioreactors (MDBR) [65]. 

Problems resulting from membrane fouling in membrane distillation are considerably less 

severe than in pressure-driven membrane processes such as MF and UF. However, fouled 

membrane surfaces and salt deposition on the membrane surface can lead to wetting of the 

pores and decrease the effective membrane area. This leads to a flux decline and to low 

separation factors [222]. One of the first papers reporting the use of air bubbling in membrane 

distillation was produced by Ding et al. [104]. They studied the application of DCMD for 

concentrating the extract of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) and mitigated the occurring 

fouling. A plate-and-frame membrane module, with a spacer in its feed and permeate flow 

channels for better fluid dynamics, was used to perform DCMD. The membrane was a 

hydrophobic membrane made of PTFE and had a pore size of 0.2 μm, a thickness of 60 μm 

and an effective area of 0.005 m2. The TCM extract to be concentrated was heated to 43-62°C 

and pumped to the module; another pump was used to circulate the permeate water 

(maintained at 25°C) at the permeate side of the membrane module, the permeate tank and 

the coil in a chiller. The velocity of the feed and permeate flow in the membrane module 

ranged from 0.07 to 0.13 m/s. The concentration ratio (CR) was defined as the ratio of the 

volume of initial extract to the volume of concentrated extract, and was used as an indication 

of concentrating performance of the experiments. To mitigate membrane fouling, a fan was 

used to create gas bubbling at the feed side of the membrane module and also to generate gas 

sparging at the permeate side for gas backwashing of the membrane. The authors observed a 

sharp flux decline right after the air was introduced into the feed circulation and the flux 

remained at much lower level when air was continuously injected. The bubbles occupied part 

of the liquid-contacting area in the membrane, thus reducing the effective membrane area and 

when gas entered the membrane pores, this reduced the partial pressure of water vapor within 

the pores, thus reducing the driving force. To reduce these effects, intermittent gas sparging 
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at the feed side at intervals of 20 min and lasting only 2 min, and gas backwashing by 

intermittent inputting of air on the permeate side of membrane module was applied. The gas 

stream penetrated into the membrane pores, and blew away deposited foulants from the 

membrane surface at the feed side. Backwashing was done with a gas phase, since the 

membrane used in DCMD is hydrophobic.  

Fig. 2.17 shows the effect of using gas bubbling on the DCMD performance used to 

concentrate TCM extracts: (a) at the feed side with an initial TCM concentration of 1.35 g/L, 

and (b) intermittent gas backwashing at the permeate side.  

 

        (a) 

 

      (b) 

Fig. 2.17. Performance of DCMD using gas bubbling on: (a) the feed side, and (b) the 
permeate side (CR: concentration ratio) [104]. 
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As is clear in Fig. 2.17a, a rapid flux decline occurred in the beginning of the experiment, 

after which the flux decline slowed down, as a result of the very low-flux level at this time. 

Using gas bubbling at the feed side resulted in a higher flux in the beginning of the 

experiment, and was followed by a much slower flux decline. With gas bubbling, it took 400 

min to increase the concentration ratio from 2.0 to 6.0; without gas bubbling, it took 600 min. 

Very similar trends were observed with gas bubbling at 1 and 2 L/min, meaning that 

increasing the gas flow rate does not result in further process enhancement. When comparing 

the flux behavior with and without gas backwashing, it is clearly shown in Fig 2.17b that 

backwashing is able to restore the flux partly. Gas backwashing was not able to restore the 

flux fully; this is related to having to limit the used gas pressure to avoid breakage of flat-

sheet membranes. Hollow-fiber membranes are expected to allow higher flux recovery during 

gas backwashing in DCMD, since they are self-supported and can withstand higher gas 

pressures. In a subsequent paper [223], the same authors conducted experiments to confirm 

the feasibility and effectiveness of fouling limitation by intermittent gas bubbling in the same 

systems. Toward this aim, they kept the foulant concentration (or the CR) constant. The 

effects of gas flow rate, bubbling duration in each cycle and MD duration in each cycle were 

investigated. The gas bubbling cleaning efficiency was enhanced by increasing the gas flow 

rate, gas bubbling duration and decreasing the membrane distillation duration. The overall 

conclusion was that gas bubbling in the feed liquid may improve the fouling behavior in 

DCMD.  

Another type of membrane distillation is termed vacuum membrane distillation (VMD), in 

which a vacuum is applied at the permeate side of the membrane module by means of a 

vacuum pump. The applied vacuum pressure is lower than the saturation pressure of the 

volatile molecules to be separated from the feed solution, and condensation takes place 

outside of the membrane module [222]. Gas bubbling in VMD was applied by Wu et al. [224] 

who employed a hydrophobic PVDF hollow-fiber microporous membrane, and compared the 

performance of air-bubbling vacuum membrane distillation (AVMD) with conventional 

VMD. Compressed air was injected into the lumen side of the hollow-fiber membranes, 

together with the hot feed solution, at the inlet of membrane module. The permeate flux 

increased with increasing air flow rate and/or feed temperature. When tested at 75°C, a feed 

flow rate of 120 L/h, and a vacuum pressure of 0.0085 MPa, the permeate flux was 22 kg/m2h 

In conditions of induced gas bubbles and at a feed flow rate of 60 L/h, the permeate flux 
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increased to 40 kg/m2h. The flux declined in both processes (with and without air bubbling) 

as the feed concentration increased from 3.5 g/L to 300 g/L. However, with air bubbling, the 

flux decline was much slower. SEM pictures confirmed that there was much more salt 

deposition on the membrane surface without air bubbling than with air bubbling. A hybrid 

process combining membrane distillation in a submerged membrane bioreactor (MDBR) 

operated at elevated temperatures was developed and tested by Phattaranawik et al. [65]. 

MDBR was used in wastewater treatment with the aim to: (i) achieve improved permeate 

quality in a single compact process, and (ii) degrade non-volatile, hardly biodegradable 

organic species by retaining these species in the reactor. However, the raised operating 

temperature in MDBR was found to accelerate severe fouling and flux decline. The authors 

observed that adding two inlets for air sparging at 2.5 L/min each near the potting at the 

center of the membrane bundle induced more turbulence at the membrane surface. Relative 

stable fluxes were observed over fifteen days with an average value of 5.16 L/m2h. To sum it 

up, two-phase flow at elevated temperatures is able to remove deposited salt and foulants 

from the membrane surface at the feed side in membrane distillation. The flux enhancement 

is greater at higher gas flow rates, and when gas bubbles are able to enter the membrane pores, 

the effect on flux enhancement is improved. 

 

2.3.7. Ion-exchange membrane processes 

The principle of ion-exchange membrane separation processes is based on the combination of 

transport of electrical charges and transport of mass. One example is electrodialysis (ED), in 

which particularly the operating current density is restricted by concentration polarization 

(termed limiting current density). Concentration polarization in ED is caused by differences 

between the ion transport number in the electrolyte solution and in the ion exchange 

membrane. The fluid flow in ED modules mainly takes place in flat channels with rectangular 

cross-sections; the membranes form the walls and the channels are filled with spacer material. 

The spacers promote turbulence and provide mechanical stability to the module. However, 

the use of non-conductive spacers leads to higher costs and to a spacer shadow effect [225]. 

To overcome these drawbacks of spacers, Balster et al. [226] proposed the use of air sparging 

to promote turbulence in a spacer-free ED channel. The effect of air sparging on mass 

transfer was evaluated by limiting current density and cell resistance measurements at 
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different gas/liquid ratios at a constant flow velocity in a simplified bipolar membrane ED 

system, containing a single dilution and concentration channel pair. Bipolar and cation 

exchange membranes were used, placed in a membrane module with an area of 100 cm2. Air 

flow was controlled and mixed with the liquid stream before entering the stack, with the 

gas/liquid ratio ranging from 0 to 0.9 (see Fig. 2.18).  

    

(a)                                                                    (b) 

Fig. 2.18. Dependence of limiting current density and cell resistance (Rcell) increase on G/L 
ratio for (a) the empty-cell configuration (spacer-free), and (b) the single-layer spacer 
configuration [226]. 

 

As shown in Fig. 2.18a, air sparging in a spacer-free feed channel promoted a linear increase 

in limiting current density up to 70% compared to single phase flow and a cell resistance of 

less than 2 Ω cm until a G/L ratio of approximately 0.75. Further increase of the G/L ratio did 

not lower the limiting current density more. Fig. 2.18b shows that applying air sparging in a 

single-layer spacer configuration with a porosity ε of 0.75, increasing the G/L ratio resulted 

in an increase of the limiting current density, with the greatest enhancement of 50% and a cell 

resistance of 5 Ω cm being achieved at a G/L ratio of 0.9. The advantage of two-phase flow is 

shown as a low increase in resistance combined with an achieved mass transfer increase of 

more than 70% using. 

Bunce et al. used two-phase flow in an electrolysis application with ion-exchange membranes 

for remediation of acid mine drainage [227]. A solution of synthetic acid mine drainage, 

containing FeSO4/H2SO4 and CuSO4/H2SO4, in flow cells of which the anode and cathode 
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compartment were separated was treated by an electrolytic reduction process using ion 

exchange membranes. In the case of FeSO4/H2SO4 and at constant flow rate, the pH of the 

effluent from the catholyte increased significantly with increasing current and a variety of 

cathodes because of electrolytic reduction of H+ ions to elemental hydrogen. To avoid fouling 

of the electrodes by iron hydroxides, air sparging was introduced into the catholyte effluent. 

At a current of 80 mA, almost 100% iron removal was obtained.  Min et al. applied two-

phase flow in microbial fuel cells (MFCs) [228]. An MFC produces electricity directly from 

the degradation of organic matter rather than indirectly from organic materials with 

biologically generated hydrogen. An MFC ordinarily consists of two chambers, one 

anaerobic (anode) and one aerobic (cathode). In the anaerobic chamber, the substrate is 

oxidized by bacteria and electrons are transferred to the anode by an exogenous electron 

carrier, a mediator (such as potassium ferric cyanide, thionine, or neutral red), or directly 

from the bacterial respiratory enzyme to the electrode. The anaerobic chamber is connected 

internally to the aerobic chamber by a proton-conducting material, in this study a proton 

exchange membrane. This membrane was clamped between the flattened ends of the two 

glass tubes, fitted with rubber gaskets. Oxygen diffusion from the cathode chamber through 

the membrane might limit microbial activity; therefore, nitrogen was sparged into the anode 

chamber to limit the effects of oxygen diffusion. Nitrogen gas sparging at a rate of 7-8 

mL/min increased the overall Coulombic efficiency from only 19% without sparging to up to 

55%.  

Overall, concentration polarization in ion-exchange membrane processes is mitigated by two-

phase flow. Two-phase flow can enhance the hydrodynamics in ED stacks, even without 

spacers. Two-phase flow improves the limiting current density; the higher gas/liquid ratio, the 

greater the effect will be. 

 

2.3.8. Summary 

Generally, the use of two-phase flow in membrane processes, whether driven by pressure, 

concentration, electrical potential, partial pressure or chemical potential, is able to limit 

fouling and enhance the fluxes. In low-pressure membrane processes, such as MF and UF, 

two-phase flow also can increase rejection, improve macromolecule fractionation, and 

maintain essential ingredients or minerals or proteins (leaving them undamaged) [139, 150, 
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154, 168]. Combining gas sparging and mechanic turbulent promoters may enhance the 

performance of the membrane process [148, 226]. It was also reported that addition of a third 

phase, i.e. a solid phase, may increase the fluxes; however, the application of a three-phase 

flow is highly dependent on the type of module, mode of operation mode, feed type, and the 

particle size of the solid phase [20, 70, 229].  

Two-phase flow can significantly limit fouling in the form of porous cakes deposited on the 

surface of membranes. The effect is less strong for the application of two-phase flow to dense 

cake layers and salt precipitates on the membrane surface, or to very fine particles which plug 

membrane pores. The efficacy depends on particle deposition probability, cake mass and 

average specific filtration resistance [39]. 

Module shape also affects two-phase flow performance; the efficiency of cleaning is higher 

in hollow-fiber modules than in tubular modules, and higher in narrow channels than in large 

channels in flat-sheet modules. This is caused by the higher shear force induced by bubbles in 

small channels than in larger ones [115, 160, 178]. While most researchers conclude that slug 

bubbles are able to enhance fluxes better than smaller bubbles, some reported that in the case 

of submerged membranes, smaller bubbles are better because these are distributed more 

uniform. This in contrast to coarse bubbles that lead to channeling[112]. However, larger 

bubbles are beneficial due to their enhanced bubble-induced shear stress on the membrane 

surface to control fouling. A better distribution of such larger bubbles can be achieved by 

increasing the gas hold up. Finally, two-phase flow performance is very dependent on: (i) 

membrane module shape, (ii) position of the modules, (iii) gas/liquid ratio, (iv) velocity of 

liquid and gas, (v) feed type, (vi) intensity of bubbling, and (vii) type of membrane process. 

The net energy balance of a two-phase flow is generally positive, meaning that the energy 

demands are lower because of the reduction in fouling [53, 135, 178].  

Next to experimental investigations, several computational studies were conducted as well 

using different approaches: volume of fluid (VOF), Eulerian two-fluid model, k-ε RNG 

turbulent model; the latter accurately simulated shear stresses induced by gas slugs for 

conditions of high liquid and low gas flow rates [23, 25, 58, 60, 163, 201, 230, 231]. 

However, it goes beyond the scope of this review to discuss these in detail.  

Table 2.3 gives a concise overview of the two-phase flow applications in membrane 

processes as covered in this review. 
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Table 2.3. Overview of research using two-phase flow to enhance membrane processes, from 

1989 to 2011 

Membrane 
material 

Channel 
width or 
diameter 

* 

Module 
and flow 

orientation 

Feed 
suspension 

Liquid 
rate ** 

 

Gas 
rate ** 

 

Maximum 
enhancem

ent *** 
 

Flow 
pattern 

Refs. 

Flat sheet membranes 
PSf 2 mm Upward 

vertical 
BSA-
lysozyme 
mixture 

0.5 L/min 0 – 0.1 
L/min 

450% 
(MTC) 

Bubble 
flow 

[168] 

PSf, PES 2 mm Upward 
vertical 

HSA, IgG, 
BSA, 
lysozyme 

0.25-0.5  
L/min  

0-0.2 
L/min 

50% (Flux) ns [167] 

ZrO2, TiO2 0.6 mm Horizontal Yeast 
suspension 

3.3-16.7 
L/min 

0-10 
L/min 

 95% 
(Rejection) 

ns [135] 

PS 3 mm Horizontal Oil 
emulsion 

1.5 m/s 0.2 
L/min 

400% 
(Flux) 

ns [169] 

PPA 5 mm Upward 
vertical 

Stabilized 
& non-
stabilized 
oil-in-water 
emulsion 

0-0.4 m/s 0-1 m/s 240% 
(Flux) 

Bubble 
flow, 
slug 
flow 

[28] 

ns 5 mm Upward 
vertical 

Clay 
suspension 

0.08-0.24 
m/s 

0-0.4 
m/s 

110% 
(Flux) 

Bubble 
flow, 
slug 
flow 

[29] 

PA layer in    
PSf 

5 mm Upward 
vertical 

CaCl2 
suspension 

0.12-0.24 
m/s 

0-0.6 
m/s 

85% 
(Rejection) 
0% ((Flux)) 

ns [30] 

PA layer in    
PSf 

5 mm Upward 
vertical 

Electrolyte 0-0.24 m/s 0-0.4 
m/s 

ns Bubble 
flow, 
slug 
flow 

[177] 

Cellulose 
ester 

16 mm 0°, 90°, 
180° 
inclination 

Dextran 
solution 

0-0.05 m/s 0-0.053 
m/s 

150% 
(Flux) 

Slug 
flow 

[33] 

Al2O3 ns Upward 
vertical 

Wastewater 
mixture 

0.35 
L/min 

0.4 
L/min 

95% 
(Rejection) 

ns [232] 

Regenerated 
cellulose 

1 mm Upward 
vertical 

Creatinase 
suspension 

2.3 x 10-3 
m/s 

2.3 x 
10-3 m/s 

74% 
(Rejection) 

Slug 
flow 

[170] 

Cellulose 
acetate 

ns Upward 
vertical 

Yeast 
suspension 

0.75 – 
1.25 
L/min 

0.5-1.5 
L/min 

199.82% 
(Flux) 

ns [233] 

Cellulose 
acetate 

ns ns 2,3 
butanediol 
broth 

1 L/min 0.5-1 
L/min 

146% 
(Flux) 

ns [234] 

PDMS 
microsieves 

50μmx80
μm 

ns BSA 
solution 

0.17 
L/min 

0.013-
0.042 
L/min 

40% (Flux) ns [235] 

Ceramic ns Upward 
vertical 

Zeolite 
suspension 

6.7x10-5 
m/s 

8.5x10-4 
m/s 

200% 
(Flux) 

ns [236] 

Al2O3- SiO2 ns Upward 
vertical 

Artificial 
polluted 
water 

0.168 x 
10-3 m/s 

4.47 x 
10-3 m/s 

100% 
(Rejection) 

ns [237] 

ns 2-10 mm 0° (flow Dextran 0.05 m/s 0-0.05 135% Slug [32] 
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above 
membrane)
, 90°, 180° 
(flow 
below 
membrane) 

solution m/s (Flux) flow 

ns 1 mm Horizontal PMMA 
solution 

0.1-0.5 
m/s 

0.04-
0.12 
m/s 

75% (Flux) ns [42] 

PSf ns Upward 
vertical 

Surface 
water 

2.67 
L/min 

2.5 
L/min 

>500% 
(Flux) 
couple with 
NaOH 

ns [171] 

ns 2 mm Horizontal Yeast 
suspension 

0.1-0.5 
m/s 

0.02-
0.08 
m/s 

15% (Flux) Bubble 
flow, 
slug 
flow 

[40] 

ns 1 mm Horizontal PMMA 
suspension 

0.1-0.5 
m/s 

0.049 
m/s 

30% (Flux) Bubble 
flow, 
slug 
flow 

[41] 

PSf ns Upward 
vertical 

Clay 
suspension 

ns 0.06-
0.34 
m/s 

103% 
(Flux) 

ns [159] 

Mixed 
cellulose 
ester 

ns Upward 
vertical 

PMMA 
suspension 

na  0 – 
0.054 
L/min 

400% 
(Flux) 

Bubble 
flow 

[211] 

ns ns Horizontal Yeast/BSA 
suspension 

0.1 – 0.5 
m/s 

0 – 0.06 
m/s 

200% 
(Flux) 

Bubble 
flow 

[238] 

ns 600 mm Upward 
vertical 

Activated 
sludge 

na 1.2 – 
9.6 
L/min 

ns Bubble 
flow 

[111] 

Tubular membranes 
Ceramic 3.8 mm Upward 

vertical 
ns ns 47-458 

x10-6 
L/min 

ns ns [20, 
124] 

PVDF 12.7 mm Upward 
vertical 

Dextran, 
dyed 
dextran, 
BSA 
solutions 

1-3 L/min 0-1 
L/min 

Dextran: 60 
% (Flux) 
Dyed 
dextran: 
113% 
(Flux)  
BSA: 91% 
(Flux) 

ns [19] 

Polymeric 5 mm Downward 
vertical 

Dextran 2-11 
L/min 

0-5 
L/min 

320% 
(Flux) 

Slug 
flow 

[103] 

Al2O3 7 mm Upward 
vertical 

Activated 
sludge 

2.33 
L/min 

300 
L/min 

75% (Flux) ns [136] 

PVDF 12.7 mm Upward 
vertical 

Dyed 
dextran 

0.5 L/min 0.01 
L/min 

30% (Flux) ns [138] 

PVDF 12.7 mm Upward 
vertical 

HSA-IgG 
mixture 

0.5 L/min 0.03-
0.05 
L/min 

70% (Flux) ns [139] 

PVDF 12.7 mm Upward 
vertical 

HAS-
dextran 
mixture 

1 L/min 0.0067 
– 0.5 
L/min 

HAS: 75% 
(Rejection) 
Dextran: 
100% 
(Rejection) 

Bubble 
flow, 
slug 
flow 

[140] 
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Zr2O3 15 mm Upward 
vertical 

Bentonite 
suspension 

3.3-16.6 
L/min 

1.6-25 
L/min 

200% 
(Flux) 

Slug 
flow 

[142] 

Zr-Al2O3 15 mm Upward 
vertical 

Yeast 
suspension 

4.9 L/min 3.3-6.6 
L/min 

>250% 
(Flux) 

Slug 
flow 

[143] 

ZrO2/carbon 60 mm 0°, 30°, 45°, 
60°, 90° 
(horizontal 
– vertical 
upward) 

Dextran 
solution 

0.168 – 
0.672 m/s 

0-0.32 
m/s 

The highest 
flux 
obtained 
with 53O 
inclination 

Slug 
flow 

[37] 

ns 109 mm Horizontal PVP 
solution 

ns 0-100 
L/min 

125% 
(Flux) 

ns [145] 

ZrO2 6 mm Upward 
vertical 

Polymer 
suspension 

0.2-0.6 
m/s 

0.2-0.4 
m/s 

94% (Flux) Slug 
flow 

[239] 

Carbon 6 mm Upward 
vertical 

Ferric 
hydroxide 
suspension, 
dextran 
solution, 
wastewater 
effluent 

2 m/s 0-3 m/s 70% 
(Rejection) 

Taylor 
bubbles 
flow 

[126] 

ZrO2 6 mm Upward 
vertical 

Ferric 
hydroxide 
suspension, 
wastewater 
effluent 

3 m/s 0-3.7 
m/s 

150% 
(Flux) 

Taylor 
bubbles 
flow 

[125] 

ZrO2/ TiO2 
multichannel 
monolithic 

2.5 mm Upward 
vertical 

PVA 
solution 

0.536 m/s 0.179 
m/s 

55% (Flux) ns [35] 

PVDF 
multitubular 

5 mm Upward 
vertical 

Yeast 
suspension 

0.36-1.8 
m/s 

0.18-
1.02 
m/s 

135% 
(Flux) 

ns [130] 

PES 9.5 mm Upward 
vertical 

Wastewater 
effluent 

ns 5 L/min 43% (Flux) ns [49] 

ZrO2/carbon 6 mm 0°, 30°, 45°, 
50°, 55°, 
60°, 90° 
(horizontal 
– vertical 
upward) 

Dextran 
solution 

0.168-
0.672 m/s 

0.04-
0.32 
m/s 

146% 
(Flux) 

Slug 
flow 

[31] 

Ceramic 15 mm Upward 
vertical 

Invertase-
yeast 
mixture 

4-17 
L/min 

0.23-
11.17 
L/min 

140% 
(Flux) 

ns [129] 

Ceramic 6 mm ns Ti02 
suspension 

1 m/s 0-2.36 
m/s 

>200% 
(Flux) 

Slug 
flow 

[131] 

PVDF 12.5 mm Upward 
vertical 

Skim latex 
serum 

1.4 L/min 0.5 
L/min 

145.33% 
(Flux) 

ns [146] 

PES ns Upward 
vertical 

Mixed 
liquor of 
activated 
sludge 

na 5 L/min 43% (Flux) ns [50] 

Al2O3 

multichannel 
4.35 mm Upward 

vertical 
Skim milk 20.33 

L/min 
1.67-
23.17 
L/min 

115% 
(Flux) 

ns [127] 

ns 5.2 mm 
(1.5 
capillary) 

Upward 
vertical 

Water 0.1-0.6 (0-
1.3 m/s) 

0-0.8 
(0-1.8 
m/s) 

ns ns [166] 

Al2O3 

multichannel 
4.35 mm Upward 

vertical 
Skimmed 
milk 

16.67 
L/min 

10.07-
16.38 

ns ns [128] 
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L/min 
Al2O3 6 mm Upward 

vertical 
Ti02 
suspension 

0.5-4 m/s 0.2-3 
m/s 

 90% 
(Flux) 

Bubble 
flow, 
slug 
flow, 
churn 
flow 

[132] 

PVDF 12.5 mm Upward 
vertical 

Skim latex 
serum 

1-1.6 
L/min 

0.3-0.5 
L/min 

146.34% 
(Flux) 

ns [147] 

Polymeric 6.35 mm Upward 
vertical 

Synthetic 
wastewater 
suspension 

0.7-1.05 
m/s 

ns ns Slug 
flow 

[67] 

PP 5.5 mm Upward 
vertical 

Activated 
sludge 

1.08-2.85 
m/s 

3.5-8 
L/min 

ns ns [68] 

PVDF 
multitubular 

5 mm Upward 
vertical 

Yeast-
bentonite 
mixture 

0.36 m/s 0.18 
m/s 

100% 
(Flux) 

ns [229] 

Ceramic 
Star shape 

2.8 mm Upward 
vertical 

Ti02 
suspension 

0.6-3.4 
m/s 

0.3-3.4 
m/s 

171% 
(Flux) 

ns [134] 

Silicon 
rubber 

1.5 mm Upward 
vertical 

Synthetic 
wastewater 

0.12 
L/min 

0-2 
L/min 

ns ns [196] 

PP 5.5 mm Upward 
vertical 

Synthetic 
wastewater 

1.5-2.1 
m/s 

8-15 
L/min 

400% 
(Flux) 

Slug 
flow 

[69] 

Polymeric 6.35 mm Upward 
vertical 

Raw water 0.46-2.12 
m/s 

0.65 
m/s 

400% 
(Flux) 

ns [70] 

PP 5.5 mm Upward 
vertical 

Synthetic 
wastewater 

1.3-3.5 
m/s 

1.82 
m/s 

ns ns [71] 

PA/PES 
(capillary) 

1.5 mm Upward 
vertical 

Synthetic 
wastewater 

0-1.5 m/s 0-1.5 
m/s 

17% (Flux) Slug 
Flow 

[178] 

Ceramic 7-9 mm Upward 
vertical 

Yeast 
suspension 

ns 0.5 m/s 514% 
(Flux) 

Slug 
flow 

[133] 

Zr02 6.8 mm Horizontal Stabilized 
oil/water 
emulsion 

1.67-2.5 
L/min 

0.3-1.67 
L/min 

 6 % (Flux) ns [148] 

Ceramic 6 mm Upward 
vertical 

PMMA 
solution 

ns 0-198 
L/min 

20% (Flux) ns [38] 

ns (capillary) 5.5 mm Upward 
vertical 

Activated 
sludge 

2-5.2 m/s 2-5.2 
m/s 

Insufficient 
cleaning 

Slug 
flow 

[73] 

Al2O3 6 mm ns Fresh 
pineapple 
wine 

2 m/s 0-1.1 
m/s 

138% 
(Flux) 

ns [122]  

Hollow-fiber membranes 
PSf 0.2 mm Upward 

vertical 
Dextran, 
BSA 
solutions 

0.66-1.2 
L/min 

0.039-
0.095 
L/min 

Dextran: 
30% (Flux) 
BSA: 63% 
(Flux) 

ns [149] 

PSf 0.2 mm Upward 
vertical 

BSA-
lysozyme 
mixture 

0.5 L/min 0.05 
L/min 

99% 
(Selectivity
) 

ns [150] 

Cellulose 
acetate 

0.93 mm Upward 
vertical 

Clay 
suspension 

0.5 m/s 0-1 m/s 110% 
(Flux) 

Slug 
flow 

[151] 

Cellulose 
acetate 

0.93 mm Upward 
vertical 

Clay 
suspension 

0.5-0.9 
m/s 

0-1 m/s 115% 
(Flux) 

ns [152] 

ns 0.93 mm Upward 
vertical 

Clay 
suspension 

0.5 m/s 0-0.15 
m/s 

110% 
(Flux) 

Slug 
flow 

[153] 

PSf 1.2 mm Upward 
vertical 

Dye & 
kaolin 
suspension 

ns 0-2  
L/min 

25% (Flux) 
99.5% 
(Rejection) 

ns [164] 
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Cellulose 
acetate 

0.9 mm Upward 
vertical 

Active 
carbon 
solution 

0.087-
0.206 
L/min 
(stepwise) 

95-136 
L/min 

94.8% 
(Rejection) 

ns [240] 

Cellulose 
ester 

13.6-98 
mm 

Upward 
vertical 

Bentonite 
suspension 

6.6 L/min 14 
L/min 

70% 
(Rejection) 

Slug 
flow 

[156] 

PP 1.8 mm Upward 
vertical 

Yeast 
suspension 

0.2-0.6 
m/s 

0.2-0.4 
m/s 

94% (Flux) Slug 
flow 

[55] 

ns 0.93 mm Upward 
vertical 

Spring 
water 

0.2 m/s 0.15-0.5 
m/s 

90% (Flux) ns [154] 

PP 0.39-1.8 
mm 

Horizontal Yeast 
suspension 

0.2-0.4 
m/s 

0-0.2 
m/s 

15% (Flux) ns [56] 

ns (fiber) 0.72 mm Upward 
vertical 

Clay 
suspension 

ns 0-3.3 
L/min 

98% 
(Rejection) 

ns [172] 

PSf 0.5 mm Upward 
vertical 

Dextran 
solution 

0.1-0.3 
m/s 

0.01-
0.15 
m/s 

160% 
(Flux) 

Slug 
flow 

[36] 

Derivative 
cellulosic 

0.93 mm Upward 
vertical 

Clay 
suspension 

0.14 m/s 0-0.5 
m/s 

130% 
(Particle 
removal) 

ns [157] 

PVDF 40 mm Upward 
vertical 

Biologicall
y treated 
wastewater 

3.3 L/min 0-5.3 
L/min 

ns Bubble 
flow 

[241] 

PP 0.244 
mm 

Upward 
vertical 

Anionic 
and 
nonionic 
surfactant 

0.25-0.5 
L/min 

10-20 
L/min 

90% 
(Rejection) 

ns [242] 

PSf 1.45 mm Upward 
vertical 

Dextran 
solution 

0.72-0.9 
m/s 

1-1.2 
m/s 

102.5% 
(Flux) 

Slug 
flow 

[160] 

PVDF 2 mm Upward 
vertical 

Raw water 0.2-0.4 
m/s 

0.2-0.4 
m/s 

60% (Flux) ns [75] 

PES 1.2 mm Upward 
vertical 

Polysaccha
ride 
solution 

ns 1.098-
2.598 
L/min 

151% 
(Flux) 

ns [79] 

PP 0.39-1.8 
mm 

Upward 
vertical 

Yeast 
suspension 

na  2-10 
L/min 

na Bubble 
flow 

[61] 

Polymeric 0.9 mm Upward 
vertical 

Mixed 
liquor 

na 0-4 
L/min 

ns ns [206] 

PVDF ns Upward 
vertical 

Wastewater na 0.048-
0.097 
m/s 

ns ns [51] 

PEI ns Upward 
vertical 

Activated 
sludge 

na 3.3 
L/min 

93% 
(Rejection) 

ns [189] 

PSf 1 mm ns Pretreated 
yellowfin 
tuna spleen 
extract 

0.2925-
1.16 
L/min 

0.2925-
1.16 
L/min 

53% (Flux) ns [165] 

PVDF 0.3 mm Upward 
vertical 

Yeast 
suspension 

ns 0.05-
0.15  
L/min 

ns Bubble 
flow, 
slug 
flow 

[197] 

PES 1.4-2.3 
mm 

Upward 
vertical 

Wastewater 0.04 m/s 0.2 m/s ns ns [208] 

ns 0.96 mm Upward 
vertical 

Surface 
water 

0.1 m/s 0.54 
m/s 

69% 
(Energy 
consumptio
n decrease)  

ns [158] 

PVDF 0.8 mm Upward Wastewater na  298.6 Constant ns [212] 
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and 
downward 
vertical 

L/min flux 

PVDF 0.85 mm Upward 
vertical 

Raw water na 16.67 – 
125 
L/min 

ns Bubble  
flow 

[112] 

Spiral-wound membranes 
PA/PSf na Upward 

vertical 
Tap water 11.67 

L/min 
23.33 
L/min 

ns ns [87] 

PA/PSf na Upward 
vertical 

Tap water 11.67 
L/min 

23.33 
L/min 

283% 
(Pressure 
drop 
decrease) 

ns [88] 

PA/PSf na Upward 
vertical 

Tap water 5.83 
L/min 

11.67 
L/min 

Normalized 
pressure 
drop from 
144% to 
20% 

ns [89] 

PA/PSf na Upward 
vertical 

Tap water 5.83 
L/min 

11.67 
L/min 

Pressure 
drop 
increase 
only 5% 

ns [91] 

PA/PSf na Upward 
vertical 

Tap water 5.83 
L/min 

11.67 
L/min 

ns ns [243] 

Abbreviations: ns: not stated; na: not available;  
*     = channel width of flat-sheet membrane module, channel diameter of tubular and hollow-fiber module 
**   = difficult to convert liquid/gas flow units uniformly due to insufficient information on hydraulic diameter of channel 
*** = final values of enhancement in the flux, rejection and/or feed channel pressure drop 
Some values were extracted from graphs or calculated from other values and may therefore not be perfectly accurate. 

 

2.4. Analysis of two-phase flow in membrane modules 

2.4.1. Introduction 

We analyzed the data we collected in our literature database (Table 2.3) to obtain general 

trends and possible variables of two-phase flow, which affect the flux, rejection, selectivity 

enhancement and/or feed channel pressure drop decrease. Table 2.4 summarizes the possible 

variables that influence the degree of process enhancement. 

Table 2.4. Possible variables that influence the degree of process enhancement.   

Membranes/modules • module position,  
• membrane type,  
• membrane pore size,  
• hydrodynamics in the module,  
• module type,     
• process type (UF/MF/NF/RO); 

Feed components • feed type,  
• concentration,  
• variation,  
• pH; 
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Process conditions • feed flow,  
• trans-membrane pressure,  
• temperature; 

Two-phase flow • type of gas,  
• gas/liquid ratio,  
• flow direction,  
• continuous or intermittent,  
• gas and liquid flow rate,  
• frequency of two-phase flow. 

 

In the following sub-sections, an analysis is presented of different references used in this 

review in a more systematic way, leading to generalized trends and directions. As such it 

investigates for flat sheet membranes the effect of (i) gas and liquid superficial velocities on 

flux enhancement, (ii) gas/liquid ratio and feed types on flux enhancement and (iii) trans-

membrane pressure on permeation enhancement. For hollow fibers it evaluates the effect of 

gas and liquid flow on flux enhancement, while for spiral wound membranes it studies the 

influence of gas/liquid flow on the feed channel pressure drop. Finally it shortly addresses the 

effect of gas/liquid flow on the rejection. Data from our literature data base are systematically 

analyzed, correlated and interpolated using the Kriging approximation method and 

subsequently 3D plots are prepared [244]. Kriging is a regression method that can be used to 

analyze non-systematic data in 1-, 2- or 3-dimensions to estimate the spatial average over e.g. 

length, area or volume [245]. The Kriging method predicts spatial data from a data set of 

variables of interest with a spatial correlation by a weighted value, i.e. more close data points 

are considered to be better correlated and their weight will be higher. Using a fine grid, the 

results obtained with the Kriging approach provide the expected value (Kriging mean) and the 

variance (Kriging variance) computed for every point within a region. Further details on the 

theory on Kriging spatial data interpolation are found elsewhere [246, 247]. To create the 

presented 3D contour plots, worksheets of selected data as collected from our literature 

database are converted and gridded into a matrix with an algorithm using Origin data analysis 

software. Such a matrix is a rectangular array of z values whose columns are linearly mapped 

to x values and whose rows are linearly mapped to y values.  
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2.4.2 Flat sheet membranes 

2.4.2.1 Effect of gas and liquid superficial velocities on flux enhancement  

Fig. 2.19 shows the correlation of gas and liquid velocities with the mean flux enhancement. 

The data were collected from our literature database, selecting results obtained for the 

following conditions as summarized in Table 2.5. 

Table 2.5. Selected conditions for flat sheet membranes 

Membrane module Flat-sheet membrane 

Module position Vertically oriented 

Gas type Compressed air 

Operating temperature 20-30 oC 

Trans-membrane pressure 0.2 - 4.5 bar 

Membrane type MF and UF membranes 

 

 

Fig. 2.19. Correlation of gas and liquid superficial velocities with mean flux enhancement 
(vertically positioned flat sheet membrane module). 
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Fig. 2.19 shows the influence of gas (uG) and liquid (uL) velocities on the mean flux 

enhancement. The mean flux enhancement is almost independent on the liquid velocity, and 

the enhancing effect of the gas velocity is much more obvious. In general, at a specific liquid 

velocity, the higher the gas-to-liquid ratio is, the higher the mean flux enhancement. A peak is 

indicated at high liquid but low gas velocities, and in that area the mean flux enhancement is 

significantly higher. The peak is observed at a liquid superficial velocities (uL) of 0.2 m/s and  

gas superficial velocities (uG) of 0.2-0.6 m/s. This corresponds to a gas/liquid ratio θ of 0.5-

0.75 m/s. Obviously, this is the range in which slug flow occurs, resulting in higher shear 

stresses and enhanced fouling control. Slug flow also occurs for instance at lower liquid 

superficial velocities of 0.1 m/s and gas superficial velocities between 0.2-0.6 m/s, however 

the effect on the mean flux enhancement is not as high as presented here.  

 

2.4.2.2 Effect of gas/liquid ratio and feed types on flux enhancement 

The flux enhancement depends on the feed type (see Fig. 2.20). To evaluate this, we analyzed 

the same data (as summarized in Table 2.5) with respect to feed type, membrane type and 

gas/liquid ratio. 

 

Fig. 2.20. Effect of gas/liquid ratio and feed type on flux enhancement (vertically positioned 
flat sheet membrane module). 
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Fig. 2.20 clearly shows that in both MF and UF of several feed solutions (yeast, dextran, clay, 

oil-in-water emulsion, BSA and lipase), the flux enhancement and thus the permeate flux 

increases with increasing gas/liquid ratio. At higher gas flows, shear stresses increase leading 

to flux enhancement by reduced fouling. The application of gas-liquid two-phase flow is more 

effective in yeast filtration using MF and results in higher flux enhancements than in UF at the 

same gas-liquid ratios (as shown in the Figure, this occurred within a range of gas/liquid ratios, 

θ, of 0.3-0.7, in which slug flow occurs). Two possible reasons emerged. First, the pore sizes 

in MF are higher than in UF; therefore, the mass transport to the permeate side is also higher. 

The gas-liquid flow will easily remove cake formed on top of the membrane, significantly 

increasing the flux. The second reason is formed by the characteristics of yeast fed upstream 

of the MF process. Baker’s yeast aggregates into multicellular structures when adhered to 

surfaces. Such agglomerates can easily be swept away by the force of the gas/liquid flow, and 

removed from the membrane surface. 

 

2.4.2.3 Effect of trans-membrane pressure on permeation enhancement 

To evaluate the optimal pressure in two-phase flow cleaning, we analyzed the effect of trans-

membrane pressure and gas/liquid ratio on the mean mass transfer coefficient (MTC) or 

permeation enhancement. The MTC is the mass transfer (flux) across the membrane based on 

the driving force (trans-membrane pressure (TMP)). To evaluate this, we collected data from 

our literature database on the basis of the conditions as summarized in Table 2.5 and the result 

is presented in Fig.2.21. 

At a specific pressure, flux enhancement is stronger at high gas/liquid ratios, as at higher gas 

velocities, shear stresses become more effective. As shown in Fig. 2.21, the enhancing effect 

of gas-liquid flow is less significant at elevated TMP and is almost negligible at pressures 

above 2-3 bar. It is expected that gas dissolves in the liquid phase at these pressures; therefore, 

the wall shear stress decreases and solute buildup remains on the membrane surface. If the 

feed pressure is high enough, the gas will dissolve completely in some cases even resulting in 

a negative effect. The mean MTC enhancement by a factor of 5 occurred at a low applied 

pressure and a high gas/liquid ratio.  
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Fig.2. 21. Effect of trans-membrane pressure and gas/liquid ratio on mean MTC enhancement 
(vertically positioned flat-sheet membrane module). 

 

At a specific pressure, flux enhancement is stronger at high gas/liquid ratios, as at higher gas 

velocities, shear stresses become more effective. As shown in Fig. 2.21, the enhancing effect 

of gas-liquid flow is less significant at elevated TMP and is almost negligible at pressures 

above 2-3 bar. It is expected that gas dissolves in the liquid phase at these pressures; therefore, 

the wall shear stress decreases and solute buildup remains on the membrane surface. If the 

feed pressure is high enough, the gas will dissolve completely in some cases even resulting in 

a negative effect. The mean MTC enhancement by a factor of 5 occurred at a low applied 

pressure and a high gas/liquid ratio.  

 

2.4.3 Effect of gas and liquid flow on flux enhancement in hollow fiber membranes 

The data found in literature on two-phase flow cleaning in hollow fiber configurations is 

summarized in Table 2.6. The result of the analysis of the effect of gas and liquid flow on flux 

enhancement is summarized in Fig. 2.22. 
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Table 2.6. Selected conditions for hollow-fiber membranes 

Membrane module Hollow fiber membrane 

Module position Vertically oriented 

Gas type Compressed air 

Operating temperature 20-30 oC 

Trans-membrane pressure 0.2 - 1 bar 

Membrane type MF and UF membranes 

 

Fig. 2.22. Correlation of gas and liquid superficial velocities with flux enhancement 
(vertically positioned hollow-fiber membrane module). 

 

As Fig. 2.22 shows that the mean flux enhancement depends on the gas (uG) and liquid (uL) 

velocities. Although the effect of gas velocity is significant, the effect of the liquid velocity 

however is more obvious in the case of hollow fibers rather than that of flat sheet membrane 

modules (Fig. 2.19). The mean flux enhancements in hollow fiber membrane configurations 

are greater than achieved in flat-sheet membrane modules. In hollow-fiber modules, the 

hydraulic diameter is much smaller; therefore, a higher wall shear stress is obtained at the 
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same gas/liquid ratio. This allows removing solute cakes from the membrane surface, 

resulting in a greater flux enhancement. The highest mean flux enhancement was observed at 

a particular gas velocity in which slug flow occurs; a further increase of the gas velocity 

results in the formation of an annular flow and therefore does not increase the mean flux 

enhancement significantly.  

 

2.4.4 Effect of gas and liquid flow on the feed channel pressure drop in spiral wound 

membranes 

The presence of a gas/liquid two-phase flow in vertically positioned spiral-wound membrane 

modules clearly results in declogging of the spacer-filled channels [87, 182]. Both solute 

buildup by particles and sticky materials like biofilm were reportedly removed by the wall 

shear stress induced by an air/water flow. The air/water carries the fouling materials to the 

downstream side of the membrane module, and lowers the channel’s pressure drop 

considerably. The characteristics of the foulants affected the performance of air/water 

cleaning; clogged particles were more easy to remove by gas/liquid two-phase flow cleaning 

than stickier materials like biofilms [87, 91]. However, as the amount of data for spiral wound 

membrane modules is limited, a more detailed and systematic analysis is not possible. 

 

2.4.5 Effect of gas and liquid flow on the rejection 

Very few papers reported on the effect of a gas/liquid two-phase flow on the membrane 

rejection [30, 168, 170]. Ducom et al.[30] concluded that in salt solutions, only concentration 

polarization occurs at the membrane surface, and the presence of a gas/liquid flow has no 

effect on both rejection and flux. In other solutions, solute buildup on the membrane surface 

forms a cake; a gas/liquid flow affects this fouling and enhances both membrane flux and 

rejection. During protein fractionation using gas sparged UF, Ghosh et al.[168] reported that 

significant increase in selectivity (rejection of one protein component) was observed at low 

gas flow rates, and that the selectivity is found to be insensitive to a further increase in the gas 

flow rate. However, due to the limited number of data available on the effect of gas/liquid 

flow on rejection, a more systematic analysis of this effect is not possible.  
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2.5    Industrial applications 

Two-phase flow is a well-known process in many industrial applications, notably in 

multiphase reactors (e.g. fluidized bed, spay dryer) and dialyzers as well as heat exchangers. 

Gas-liquid two-phase flows are also used in industrial membrane processes. The most popular 

and extensively reported application is aeration in submerged MBRs. However, a few recent 

publications also report on the application of a two-phase flow in industrial NF/RO, proving 

the potential of this technology. This section provides a brief overview describing a few 

examples of industrial application of submerged MBRs and NF/RO processes in drinking 

water industries.  

 

2.5.1 MBRs for wastewater treatment and reuse 

Despite the fact that the application of two-phase flow membrane bioreactors (MBRs) has 

been extensively studied, a fundamental understanding of this technology in MBR is still 

lacking. Applied aeration rates are normally just based on previous experiences and the 

manufacturers’ recommendations [248]. Key factors in achieving a good extrapolation from 

lab scale to industrial scale are (i) air flow rate per membrane area, (ii) air flow rate per 

permeate flow rate, (iii) total liquid volume in the reactor, (iv) liquid volume in the fiber 

bundle, (v) air flow rate per wetted surface, and (vi) superficial air velocity [249]. 

Full-scale MBRs with two-phase flow systems are available from several suppliers, e.g. 

Microza from Asahi Kasei, Filcera from Kubota (Fig. 2.23), ZeeWeed from Zenon (GE Power 

and Water)[250], Membray from Toray, Puron from Koch Membrane Systems, AL-MBR 

from X-Flow, Spirasep UF and iSepTM500UF from Trisep (Fig. 2.24) and Mempulse from 

Siemens. Recent detailed reviews of industrial submerged MBRs can be found elsewhere [251, 

252].  

Due to the swift growth of MBR technology, several advancements have been made leading 

to a lower aeration rate, a higher effective membrane area, membrane surface modifications to 

reduce fouling, and a larger net flux. In Europe, 154 MBR units existed in 2002, of which 

85% were for industrial applications. However, both municipal and industrial sectors saw a 

sharp increase in the following years. In the next three years (from 2002 to 2005), the market 
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growth rate was linear with an increase of at least 50 industrial units and 20 municipal units 

annually, and it is expected that this growth rate will be maintained in the following years 

[253].  

 

Fig. 2.23. Kubota Filcera® employing ceramic membranes and aeration. 

 

A recent report forecasted that the worldwide MBR market will be worth US$ 888 million by 

2017, driven by stringent effluent discharge norms, the rising water scarcity and enhanced 

emphasis on water reuse and recycling for freshwater conservation. Major players profiled in 

the report include Aqua-Aerobic Systems Inc., Asahi Kasei Group, GE Water & Process 

Technologies, Keppel Seghers Belgium NV, Koch Membrane Systems Inc., Kubota Corp, 

Pall Corp, Siemens Water Technologies, Toray Industries Inc. and Veolia Environment [254]. 

Global MBR operation is expected to grow from 3,879,000 m3/day in 2011 to 12,344,000 

m3/day by 2017, at a predicted compound annual growth rate of 20.8% for the period 2012-

2017 [255]. It was also reported that Asia-Pasific continues to remain the largest and the 

fastest growing regional market, driven by an increasing demand for clean water (due to rapid 

industrialization and high water stress levels), a growing emphasis on reuse and recycling of 

water, and increasing policies and legislation. In China, the total MBR capacity for 
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wastewater treatment is more than 100,000 m3/d. The largest MBR plant in China for 

municipal wastewater treatment and reuse is the Beijing Kunyu River WWTP, which has a 

capacity of 100,000 m3/d (constructed by Origin Water Technology Co., Ltd.), and the largest 

MBR plant for industrial wastewater treatment is located in Tianjin, which has a capacity of 

30,000 m3/d (constructed by Motimo Membrane Inc.) [256]. 

 

Fig. 2.24. Trisep iSepTM500UF spiral-wound module with integrated air sparging. 

 

2.5.2 NF/RO processes in drinking water industries 

Membrane units in drinking water treatment also suffer from membrane fouling, typically by 

biofilms and particles, which increases membrane resistance. An early industrial application 

of two-phase flow in drinking water treatment was the AirFlush® technology used in a tubular 

capillary NF plant in Spannenburg, the Netherlands. The AirFlush® system is operated by 

Nuon Water, and consists of forty-four modules with a maximum capacity of 3000 m3/d [257].  

As shown in Fig. 2.25, the system basically uses a semi-dead-end process, starting by closing 

the concentrate valve during the production run, so then all the feed supplied to the system is 

withdrawn as permeate. A small cross-flow velocity is applied to maintain flux and rejection 
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at an acceptable degree. When a significant rejection drop occurs, the concentrate valve is 

opened. Using a combination of air and water, the concentrated water is flushed out from the 

module; then periodically, concentrated flow is released. During air flush operation, the 

concentrate valve is always opened, while the permeate valve is closed and the displacement 

pump is switched off. In the AirFlush® systems, the air/water ratio is about 2 to 3, with a 

flushing duration of about 5 to 10 s. The Spannenburg plant treats groundwater, with a total 

production of 25 million m3/year.  

  

Fig. 2.25. AirFlush® system at the Spannenburg water treatment works, the Netherlands 

[257]. 

 

In RO, a periodic air/water cleaning process is successfully operated in a full-scale installation 

in the Botlek area, in the Port of Rotterdam in the Netherlands. Evides Industriewater operates 

this plant since January 2010; it produces nearly 1400 m3/h of demineralized water, and is 

considered the first and largest application of RO membranes employing air/water two-phase 

flow in the world (Fig. 2.26). 
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Fig. 2.26. Full-scale demineralized water plant using air/water cleaning in Botlek area, 
Rotterdam, the Netherlands (picture courtesy of Logisticon). 

 

The Demineralized Water Plant (DWP) in the Botlek area uses surface water from Lake 

Brielse, and prior to entering the RO modules, the feed water is softened using an ion 

exchange resin until the calcium and magnesium concentrations are decreased to a maximum 

concentration of less than 10 μmol/L, so that the pH of the RO feed water can be raised to 9.0 

to improve salt rejection on the RO without any risks of scaling [258]. The first part of the 

installation consists of vertically positioned elements in eight parallel separate pressure tube 

(isolated vessel) stacks. Every stack contains 24 8-inch RO modules (Filmtec RO LE440i 

8040-type). Air/water cleaning is applied in these vertical stacks; a conventional tapered-

design RO installation follows after these stacks (Fig.2. 27). 

The use of air/water cleaning is aiming at a breakthrough in: (i) decreasing pre-treatment, (ii) 

using less chemical cleaning agents, such as acids, bases, complexing agents (e.g. EDTA), 

detergents, enzymes and biocides (estimated savings of 80%), and (iii) reducing the energy 

consumption of the RO plant (estimated savings of 25%). The first experiences with the full-

scale operation at DWP Botlek confirm these figures. During 20 months of operating this full-

scale plant, the pressure drop increase has not exceeded 0.5 bar. In the first 250 days, the 

DWP installation was operated on tap water from Evides WTP Berenplaat at Spijkenisse 

(since the pre-treatment process for surface water treatment had not been completed yet), and 
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permeability (MTC) did not decline significantly. Air/water cleaning is applied curatively 

when the pressure drop increases by 5-10% which in practice is monthly. Air/water cleaning 

in the summer coincides with an algal bloom causing substantial membrane fouling. The 

applied air/water ratio is 10, which comes down to 20 Nm3/h air and 2 m3/h water. After 250 

days of operation, the feed water is changed to pre-treated surface water from Brielse Lake, 

resulting in a decline of approximately 20% in membrane permeability, most probably as a 

result of membrane fouling [259].  

 

 

Fig. 2.27. Vertically positioned elements of the RO membrane stack in the Botlek plant in the 
Netherlands (picture courtesy of Logisticon). 

 

Finally, it is worth mentioning that two-phase flow processes is also extensively used in 

MF/UF membranes as RO pre-treatment in the drinking water industries. The air scour mode 

to reduce backwash and forward flush frequency, is applied for example by vertically 

positioned Aquaflex/Seaflex 55 (UF, Pentair X-Flow) with air flow of 10 Nm3/h per module 

(0.8 mm fiber) or 15 Nm3/h (1.5 mm fiber) during 10 seconds[260], as well as by ZeeWeed 

1500 (UF, GE Power & Water), Kristal (UF, Hyflux) and HYDRAcap MAX (MF, 
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Hydranautics) hollow fiber modules to enhance recovery and decrease capital expenses[261]. 

In addition to that of polymeric membrane materials, a ceramic membrane MF system was 

developed by Metawater (Japan), facilitating a more rigorous cleaning process using a 

backwash at 5 bar with compressed air at 2 bar, for very short period of 2-3 seconds [262]. 

Together with Dutch water treatment company PWN Technologies, Metawater have 

developed CeraMac module, applying 200 elements in a single pressure vessel. The Andijk III 

water treatment plant in the Netherlands and a demonstration plant at PUB’s Choa Chu Kang 

Waterworks in Singapore were constructed using this unique technology[263].  

 

2.6 Conclusions and perspective 

The described experimental and commercial applications of two-phase flow in membrane 

processes show that two-phase flow cleaning can effectively improve membrane process 

performance. However, some aspects have to be addressed to optimize this technology in the 

future, especially in high-pressure membrane processes, for example optimum operation 

conditions, back pressure issues, energy consumption, detailed effect of bubble size and 

possible membrane deterioration.  A brief summary and perspective are given below. 

2.6.1       Optimum operation conditions 

Our analysis of data collected from the literature yields what the optimum conditions are for 

using gas/liquid two-phase flow to enhance membrane process performance, i.e. flux, MTC 

and rejection increase, and feed channel pressure drop decrease. The following general 

conclusions can be drawn: 

a. Vertical positioning of membrane modules has a positive effect for all types of module. 

In some cases, horizontal positioning (flow above/below membrane) or at a certain 

inclination angle of reported tubular system may give better results; however, it is more 

difficult to implement in those conditions with regards to the requirement of footprint 

area of module installation. 

b. Gas/liquid ratio ( ) is the most important parameter that influences membrane process 

performance. However, in different membrane channel geometries, the same gas/liquid 

ratio gives different results because of the different flow patterns, translating into 
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differences in bubble coverage of the channel area and in bubble-induced wall shear 

stress. Slug flow is known as the best flow pattern for improving the permeate flux in 

non-submerged systems, however smaller bubble flow was reported  to have better 

performance in submerged systems. 

c. Operating gas/liquid flow at low trans-membrane pressures improves the performance of 

the membrane process, since the size of the gas flow will be larger, which produces more 

wall shear stress at the membrane surface. On the other hand, at higher pressures gas will 

dissolve in the liquid, making air sparging less effective. 

d. Gas/liquid flow is more effective at removing cake-type fouling deposited on the 

membrane surface than at removing attached biofilms or at decreasing concentration 

polarization. 

e. Despite the fact that some published research was published which reported that different 

gas types (air, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, hexadecane) had different impacts on 

performance, the most important consideration is how to obtain sufficient wall shear 

stress to create friction on the membrane surface. 

2.6.2 Back pressure 

Application of two-phase flow in high-pressure membrane processes, such as NF and RO, was 

expected to result in two potential problems: (i) back pressure of dissolved gas to the permeate 

side and (ii) high energy requirements to achieve the necessary gas-to-liquid volume ratio [22]. 

When air or gas bubbles are injected into the feed flow, the gases will partly dissolve, leading 

to elevated concentrations of the gases in the water. Atmospheric conditions are found on the 

membrane’s permeate side, and when the permeate is supersaturated with the gas, a boost of 

back pressure will occur. This back pressure influences the net driving pressure and is a 

disadvantage for system performance. However, this condition was not observed in NF and 

RO experiments by Verberk and Van Dijk [178] and Cornelissen et al. [87]. In the NF 

experiment by Verberk and Van Dijk, only short single filtration runs were performed, so 

there probably was not much dissolved air on the permeate side. In the Cornelissen et al. 

study [243], which ran for 212 days, no back pressure was observed either. 
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2.6.3 Energy cost 

The energy cost in two-phase flow membrane processes mainly concerns the energy needed 

for the pumps and compressor, and is calculated as energy per cubic meter of permeate. 

Verberk and van Dijk [178] made calculations and concluded that the energy cost of two-

phase flow capillary NF is lower than of single-phase capillary NF. This is because the air 

flow partially replaces the water flow and turbulence appears in the liquid flow. The 

calculations were based on the assumption both water and air are recirculated; when the air is 

recirculated, a small amount of air has to be pressurized, and this reduces the energy 

consumption.  

Significant savings can be obtained by use of two-phase flow is being proved by its operation 

at the full-scale RO installation of DWP Botlek, the Netherlands. The savings include a 5-

10% lower electricity bill (decrease in annual average feed pressure for RO) and a 95% 

reduction in chemicals used for cleaning. On the other hand, the cost of the two-phase flow 

installation (AWC) was only about 1% of the total investment for the DWP installation [259].  

2.6.4 Effect of bubble size 

While most researchers conclude that slug bubbles are able to enhance fluxes better than 

smaller bubbles, it was also reported that small bubbles are better for use with submerged 

membranes [112]. An initial study by Wibisono et al. [183] shows that in spacer-filled narrow 

channels, air bubbles break up in the flow and the bubble size follows the shape and size of 

the diamond spacer. A numerical study performed by Drews et al. [115] shows that the wall 

shear stress decreases with increasing bubble size in a narrow-channel plate (3 mm) in both 

stagnant and moving water. However, at greater plate distances (5 to 9 mm), the wall shear 

stress increases with increasing bubble size, also both in stagnant and in moving water. 

2.6.5 Membrane deterioration 

Membrane lifetime relies on the effectiveness of cleaning and the overall effort to reduce 

membrane fouling [264]. Regular chemical cleaning is expected to lead to more rapid 

membrane degradation, especially when using alkaline or acid cleaning. Using air/water two-

phase flow minimizes the negative impact of chemical cleaning, especially for aqueous 

applications. Analysis of membrane materials showed that air/water flow does clean the 
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membrane. No membrane deterioration has been observed at the DWP Botlek plant, and an 

expected 15-20% increase in live time was reported [259]. 

2.6.6 Perspective 

Both technical and economical analyses show that gas/liquid two-phase flow is a competitive 

technology for reducing membrane resistance and increase membrane flux. Cleaning-in-place 

(CIP) saving replaced by air/water two-phase flow in drinking water plants tends to lower 

operating cost; therefore, this technology is foreseen to become auspicious in the coming 

years. 

We suggest that future research on two-phase flow in membrane processes should move in the 

direction of better fundamental understanding of the underlying mechanisms of the effect of 

the different parameters in order to improve the effectiveness of two-phase flow on membrane 

performance. One direction should move towards fundamental studies on bubble behavior in 

different feed suspensions, bubble motion in different channel geometries, bubble/wall 

interactions (actual shear stress of the bubbles on the fouling layer), bubble-bubble 

interactions (break-up, collapse and coalescence), bubble/particle interactions (hydrophobicity, 

interfacial forces), and forces acting on isolated bubbles moving in unsteady/non-uniform 

flows (turbulence by pulse bubbling). The other direction should proceed to practical studies 

on the up-scaling of specific membrane processes and integrated membrane systems 

optimized for long-term operation. 
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Abstract 
 

 

Fouling is a major drawback in the operation of spiral-wound membrane modules for 

nanofiltration and reverse osmosis. Periodic two-phase flow cleaning has been effectively 

applied to disrupt biofilm formation and particulate deposition from the surfaces of 

membranes and feed spacers. This chapter reports on research that looked into the apparent 

important factors that control the effectiveness of two-phase flow cleaning, i.e. feed spacer 

geometry (thickness and orientation), feed type, gas/liquid ratio, and liquid superficial 

velocity. The flow channel resistance was measured by using the feed channel pressure drop, 

and the efficiency of two-phase flow cleaning was calculated. Direct visual observation using 

a high-speed camera was conducted to quantify bubble velocities. It was found that feed 

spacer geometry, gas/liquid ratio, liquid superficial velocity, and foulant type are important 

factors with regard to two-phase flow cleaning efficiency. Spacer orientation, while not a key 

factor, does affect the liquid superficial velocity and thereby indirectly influences the 

efficiency to two-phase flow cleaning. 
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3.1. Introduction 

As it is a limited resource, the rising demand for clean freshwater is becoming one of the 

world’s most urgent problems. Consequently, there is an growing number of methods that 

improve water disinfection, decontamination, reuse and desalination, many of which include 

the use of membrane processes [1]. High-pressure membrane processes, i.e. reverse osmosis 

(RO) and nanofiltration (NF), are increasingly used in drinking water treatment [2, 3], 

seawater desalination [4, 5], and wastewater reclamation [6], and under consideration for use 

in the production of water for industrial purposes [7]. 

The most common membrane configuration in high-pressure membrane processes is the 

spiral-wound membrane module [8]. Spiral-wound membrane modules offer a high packing 

density, and the simplicity of disposable units with compact pressure vessels for flexible 

configuration and retrofitting [9]. Spiral-wound membrane elements suffer from fouling due 

to (i) biofilm attachment and growth, (ii) colloidal particles, (iii) organic macromolecules, and 

(iv) precipitation caused by crystallization of salts, oxides and hydroxides. The first two are 

the most prevalent types of fouling in spiral-wound membranes; they result in an uneven 

distribution of flow within the membrane element, hampering diffusion of water to the 

permeate side, thereby reducing the flux and increasing the feed channel pressure drop [10-

12]. The feed channel pressure drop is the pressure difference between the feed inlet and the 

concentrate outlet due to the hydraulic resistance of the feed channel. Any fouling in the feed 

channel reduces the channel porosity, which increases the frictional resistance and therefore 

causes an increase in the feed channel pressure drop. This increased pressure drop in the feed 

channel leads to an increase in the required feed pressure and a reduction of the trans-

membrane pressure, hence reducing permeability. Moreover, it not only results in production 

losses, but can also cause a deterioration of the product water quality.  

Controlling membrane fouling requires periodical cleaning with cleaning chemicals. 

Conventional chemical cleaning, however, is not effective in the prevention or elimination of 

biofouling in full-scale RO systems [13]. Chemical cleaning also might attack the membrane 

materials, thereby reducing membrane life. The use of an alternative, chemical-free cleaning 

process is suggested, in which air/water two-phase flow cleaning is periodically carried out in 

vertically positioned spiral-wound membrane elements. Such a two-phase flow application is 

able to remove biofilms and particulate matter from spiral-wound membrane elements, 

offering an effective cleaning strategy [14-16]. Fig. 3.1 shows a schematic drawing of two-
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phase flow cleaning in a fouled vertically positioned NF/RO spiral-wound membrane feed 

channel. The feed water flows upward from the bottom of the spiral-wound membrane 

elements, along the feed spacer sheet and between two membrane sheets. The gas bubble flow 

produces a wall shear stress, which disrupts and removes biofilms and deposited particulates. 

 

Fig. 3.1. Schematic diagram of two-phase flow cleaning for fouling removal in spiral-wound 
membrane feed channels. 
 

Since biofouling is considered to be spacer-related [17], it is necessary to investigate the effect 

of feed spacer geometries on the efficiency of any form of fouling removal. The geometries of 

feed spacers in spiral-wound membrane elements are expressed by several parameters, i.e. 

thickness (hsp), porosity (ε), filament diameter (ds), length (Ls), and filament angle (σ) relative 

to the feed flow [18], as shown in Fig. 3.2. 

 
Fig. 3.2. Schematic diagrams of feed spacer geometries: thickness (hsp), filament diameter 
(ds), length (Ls), and filament angle (σ) relative to the feed flow; H is the channel height. 
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The porosity of the feed spacer is defined as: 

 
tot

sp

V

V
−= 1ε  (3.1) 

where Vsp is the feed spacer volume (m3) and Vtot is the total volume (m3) of the flow channel 

in which the feed spacer fits exactly. The porosity of the feed spacer is mathematically linked 

to mesh size, filament angle and diameter. In spiral-wound membrane modules, the mesh is 

generally a diamond shape with a filament angle of 90°. The feed spacer volume and total 

volume are then defined as follows: 

 sssp LdV 2

2

π
=  (3.2) 

 2
stot HLV =  (3.3) 

where ds is the diameter of the feed spacer strand (m), Ls is the length of the feed spacer strand 

(m), and H is the channel height (m). 

The hydraulic diameter (dh) is the cross-sectional geometric characteristic of spacer-filled 

channels. The following definition applies to flow channels with non-circular geometries [18]: 

 
C

A
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where A is the cross section of flow channel and C is the wetted circumference, which for a 

rectangular channel is defined as: 
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where W and H are channel width and height (m), respectively.  

The hydraulic diameter of spacer-filled channels ( sp
hd ) can be derived from Eq. 3.4 and Eq. 

3.5 [19], resulting in: 
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where sp
vS is the specific surface of the spacer defined as: 

 
sp

spsp
v V

S

volume

surface
S ==  (3.7) 

The spacer surface (Ssp) can be obtained as follows: 

 sssp LdS π2=  (3.8) 

During a membrane autopsy of spiral-wound membrane elements taken from a pilot test with 

tap water, iron and silicate colloids were found along with biofilm mass [20, 21]. This implied 

a need to examine the role of the type of dispersed particles on cleaning efficiency. Moreover, 

the hydrodynamic parameter of interest concerning the bubble-induced shear stress is the ratio 

between gas and liquid which is responsible for the flow pattern in different flow channel 

geometries [16]. Typically, a gas/liquid ratio θ between 0.2 and 0.9 is used for hollow-fiber 

membranes [22], whereas a gas/liquid ratio θ between 0.4 and 0.7 is applied in tubular 

membranes [23]. At such gas/liquid ratios, the formed slugs provide the highest surface shear 

stresses. In flat sheet membranes, the flow pattern depends on the channel gap [24, 25], and it 

has been suggested that the majority of the bubbles must be at least as wide as the channel gap 

to enhance the surface shear effect [26]. The presence of feed spacers in spiral-wound 

membrane modules affects the flow pattern and bubble size during two-phase flow. The 

bubble size can be predicted based on the feed spacer geometry and the water velocity [27]. 

The aim of the work described in this chapter was to identify the main factors that determine 

the efficiency of two-phase flow cleaning in narrow spacer-filled membrane channels. The 

factors we investigated were feed spacer geometry (thickness and orientation), feed type, 

gas/liquid ratio, and liquid velocity (i.e., the superficial velocity). The mechanisms of particle 

deposition and removal by two-phase flow cleaning were observed in situ using a high-speed 

camera.  

  

3.2. Experimental 

3.2.1. Materials 

Colloids in natural waters can be divided into two groups, namely rigid (inorganic) colloids 

and organic macromolecules; both are considered (NF/RO) membrane foulants [28, 29]. In 
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our work, we chose a bidisperse solution of polystyrene (PS) with particle sizes of 0.5 μm and 

3 μm as a model for rigid colloidal particle foulants, and a humic acid (HA) solution to 

simulate organic macromolecular foulants.  

The bidisperse polystyrene solution consisted of 3 mL/L monodisperse 0.5 μm polystyrene 

particles (Sigma-Aldrich), with the addition of 1 mL/L of 3 μm microspheres (Polybead®, 

Polysciences, Inc.), dyed blue to enhance the visibility of fouling. The humic acid solution 

consisted of 1 g/L humic acid (Acros Organics) and 4 mM calcium chloride (Sigma-Aldrich) 

to increase particle adhesion to the membrane surface. Both homogeneous model particle 

solutions were prepared by dispersion in 1L of deionized water with a conductivity of less 

than 1 μS/cm (Milli-Q, Millipore, USA), under constant magnetic stirring for at least two 

hours until no more sedimentation occurred. Table 3.1 shows the properties of the model 

foulant solutions. The interfacial tensions of the model solutions were measured with an 

EasyDyne Tensiometer (Krüss GmbH, Hamburg, Germany). The prepared solutions were 

transferred to the feed tank of the two-phase flow setup (see Fig. 3.4) prior to the experiments. 

Continuous magnetic stirring was conducted throughout each experiment run to maintain a 

stable solution. All experiments were conducted at room temperature.  

Table 3.1. Properties of the model foulant solutions. 

Solution Material Dave (μm) C0 (g/L) pH γγγγ(mN/m) 

Bidisperse PS 
Monodisperse PS 0.500a 3.00 

6.3 1462±4.9 
PS dyed blue 3.000a 1.00 

HA+CaCl2 
HA 0.549b 1.00 

8.4 1221±1.6 
CaCl2 - 0.44 

a Manufacturers’ data 
b Mode value measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) using a Mastersizer 2000 (Malvern Instrument Ltd., UK) at 25oC. 

 

Three polypropylene feed spacers were selected for this study. A 0.711 mm feed spacer 

thickness is most commonly used in spiral-wound membrane elements for surface water 

treatment in the Netherlands and was therefore used as a reference spacer [30]. A thinner feed 

spacer of 0.508 mm and a thicker one of 1.168 mm were used as variations of feed spacer 

thickness. All feed spacers had identical geometries, with a filament angle of 90° and 

comparable feed spacer porosities in the range of 0.8 to 0.9. Table 3.2 summarizes the 

geometric characteristics of the investigated spacers. Fig. 3.3 shows images of the spacers. 
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Table 3.2. Overview of feed spacer geometries.  

Spacer 
geometry 

Spacer A Spacer B Spacer C 

hsp •103 (m) 0.508 0.711 1.168 

ds •103 (m) 0.3 0.35 0.7 

Ls •103 (m) 1.69 2.86 3.57 

σσσσ 90° 90° 90° 

εεεε (-) 0.83 0.90 0.82 

sp
vS •103 (m-1) 13.33 11.42 5.72 

sp
hd •103 (m) 0.535 0.914 1.218 

Supplier Delstar (Naltex) Delstar (Naltex) Toray 

 

 

Fig. 3.3. Images of investigated feed spacers: (a) spacer A, (b) spacer B and (c) spacer C; 
scales are in cm. 

 

As permeation through the membrane does not affect the effectiveness of two-phase flow 

cleaning in spiral-wound elements [20], this factor was not considered in this work. A thin-

film composite polyamide NF membrane sheet (Hydranautics ESNA1-LF2-LD, Oceanside, 

California, USA) was used in the cell to simulate a membrane channel filled with feed spacers. 

The membrane is slightly negatively charged at neutral pH [31].  

 

3.2.2. Experimental setup 

Fig. 3.4 displays the experimental setup. It consists of a feed pump (Masterflex 7018-

20, USA) delivering feed water to the system, a pressure relief valve (Parker, USA), a 

pressure reducer (Festo, Germany) to maintain a slightly higher gas pressure than the feed 
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pressure for good mixing of the gas and liquid flows during cleaning, an integrated flow 

system, and a custom-made flow cell. The flow system is automated and consists of a 

differential pressure meter (El-Press) to measure the pressure drop across the flow cell, a gas 

flow controller (El-Flow Select), a feed flow controller (Cori-Flow M53), a digital power 

supply, and a readout system (E-7500), all purchased from Bronkhorst Nederland BV, The 

Netherlands. All data were logged simultaneously on a personal computer.  

 

Fig. 3. 4. Two-phase flow cleaning setup. 

For in-situ direct visual observation, a flow cell simulator was made from 10-mm thick 

poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) plates. The front plate is tapered to fit a spacer-filled feed 

channel of 20 mm x 170 mm and to define a channel height (H) of 0.5 mm, 0.7 mm and a 

thicknesses of 1.2 mm, exactly matching the feed spacer thicknesses used in the experiment. 

Six 1-mm holes – 2 mm apart –uniformly distribute the flow over the width of the feed 

channel at inlet and outlet in this cell simulator. Fig. 3.5 schematically depicts the flow cell.  
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Fig. 3.5. Schematic drawing of custom-made flow cell. 

3.2.3. Operational method 

Each experiment run contained two stages: (i) a fouling stage, in which model foulants were 

introduced in the feed channel for a period of 24 hours, and (ii) a cleaning stage, in which 

air/liquid flows were introduced to remove fouling from the feed channel. In the cleaning 

stage, the effect of feed type (see Table 3.1), spacer geometry (see Table 3.2), spacer 

orientation, feed velocity, and gas/liquid ratio on the two-phase flow cleaning efficiency were 

investigated.  

The gas/liquid ratio (θ) is defined as: 
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where uG and uL are the superficial velocities of gas and liquid (m/s), respectively.  

The liquid and gas superficial velocities (uL, uG) are corrected for channel porosity and 

calculated using the following equations: 
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where QL is liquid flow rate (L/h), QG is the gas flow rate (L/h), ε is the porosity of the 

channel and W and H are the channel width and height (mm), respectively. 

The liquid velocities (vL) were set at 0.042 or 0.163 m/s, associated with linear superficial 

velocities (uL) of 0.07 and 0.27 m/s for the reference feed spacer of 0.711 mm. These values 

correspond to feed flows used in practice in several full-scale NF/RO installations [32]. The 

gas/liquid ratios (θ) were tested at 0.333 and 0.629, associated with slug flow patterns in 

rectangular narrow channels as reported in the literature [25]. Two-phase flow cleaning was 

performed after 24 hours of fouling. All two-phase flow cleanings were performed during 60 s, 

by injecting bubbles in the mixing point together with the feed solutions. 

The feed channel pressure drop is a simple but sensitive parameter, which corresponds to the 

resistance in the feed flow channel, and is not affected by the flux [33]. All measurements 

were characterized via the feed channel pressure drop (ΔP) and presented as the pressure drop 

in the fouled channel relative to the drop in the clean channel, indicated as NPD, which is 

formulated as: 
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where ΔPt is the feed channel pressure drop on time t (mbar), and ΔP0 is the initial feed 

channel pressure drop (mbar).  

The performance of two-phase flow cleaning was evaluated in terms of cleaning efficiency (η), 

which was defined as: 
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where ΔPt is the feed channel pressure drop at time t when two-phase flow cleaning was 

performed (mbar), and ΔPTPF is the feed channel pressure drop after two-phase flow cleaning 

(mbar). 

The bubble velocity was measured from the time required for the bubble front to travel from 

the inlet of the flow cell to the outlet. The bubble velocity (υb) was calculated using the 

following equation:  

 c
F

b L
N

F
⋅=υ (m/s) (3.14) 

where F is the frame rate at which the image sequence is recorded (fps), and NF is the total 

number of frames needed for a bubble to travel over a distance (Lc) between the inlet and the 

outlet of the flow cell (m). All experiments were performed at least three times; the data were 

represented as bar charts indicating the mean values and error bars representing the standard 

deviations. 

The channel coverage of the bubbles (αc) is an important parameter related to the spatial 

distribution of the bubbles. We defined the channel coverage of the bubbles as the degree of 

distribution of two-dimensional bubbles in the longitudinal direction parallel to the channel 

width (W). This was done because the velocity of a bubble is high when it travels the short 

distance of the flow channel length, assuming that the average bubble diameter is the same as 

the channel height (H). The channel coverage by bubbles was calculated as follows: 

 
W

wb
c =α  (3.15) 

where wb is the width of the two-dimensional bubble and W is the flow channel width.  

 

3.2.4. Direct-visual observation and scanning electron microscopy  

A high-speed camera system, a MotionBLITZ EoSens® mini2 high-speed recording camera 

(Mikrotron GmbH, Germany) with 8-bit monochrome 1696 x 1710 CMOS image sensor, was 

employed to monitor the two-phase flow cleaning process. We used it to study (i) the fouling 

mechanisms such as entrapment of particles onto the spacer material and/or membrane surface 
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and (ii) the behavior of a two-phase system in the spacer-filled channel, such as air bubble 

breakup, coalescence, and entrapment of bubbles.  

The camera took a maximum of 523 frames per second (fps) at full resolution and more than 

200,000 fps at reduced resolution. It was used with two types of lenses. The first one was a 

zoom lens (Optem Zoom 160, Qioptic Photonics, UK) with a 2.0x objective lens and a 1.0x 

dovetail tube, which allowed a magnification of 16 times. The second lens was a fixed lens 

(LM16xC, Kowa Company Ltd., Japan) which has a focal length of 16 mm and a main sensor 

size of 4/3 inch. A cold light illuminator (Euromex Microscopen BV, The Netherlands) was 

used to maintain light intensity in the flow cell during observation. The images and movies 

collected from each experiment were analyzed in image-processing freeware ImageJ v1.46r 

(National Institute of Health, USA) and VirtualDub v1.9.11 (www.virtualdub.org).  

We used a Jeol JSM 5600 LV scanning electron microscope (SEM) to obtain more detailed 

images of the fouling deposited on the feed spacer and membrane surfaces. 

 

3.3. Results and discussion 

3.3.1. Humic acid fouling 

Humic acid molecules in water form particles which are highly polydisperse in size. Fig. 3.6 

shows the particle size and particle size distribution of a freshly prepared humic acid solution 

(1 g/L HA, without salt).  

 
Fig.3. 6. Particle size and particle size distribution of 1 g/L humic acid solution (without 
addition of salt), as determined by dynamic light scattering at 25oC.  
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Since the aim of this work was to define the main factors of the two-phase flow cleaning 

process, the investigation focused on the cleaning stages. As it was beneficial to enhance the 

fouling tendency of the humic acid, we added CaCl2 (see Section 3.2.1). According to the 

classical Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory of colloidal stability, the 

attachment of colloids onto a surface is defined by the net colloid-surface interaction which is 

the sum of attractive Van der Waals and repulsive electrical double layer interaction energy 

[34, 35]. The interaction energy is strongly determined by physicochemical parameters 

(particle size, zeta potential, surface roughness) and solution chemistry (pH, ionic strength) 

[28]. The concentration of monovalent and divalent ions (ionic strength) plays an essential 

role in colloidal fouling [36-40]. 

Fig. 3.7 shows the increase in the normalized pressure drop (NPD) in time for humic acid 

solutions with various CaCl2 concentrations, using spacer B with a superficial liquid velocity 

of uL=0.27 m/s.

 
Fig. 3.7. The normalized pressure drop (NPD) development in time of 1 g/L humic acid (HA) 
solutions at various CaCl2 concentrations: : humic acid solution without addition of CaCl2; 

: humic acid + 1mM CaCl2 solution; : humic acid + 4mM CaCl2 solution. Spacer B was 
used, with uL=0.27 m/s. 
 

As Fig. 3.7 shows, the NPD increased in time for all feed solutions. When CaCl2 salts are 

added to humic acid solutions, the Ca2+ ions bind to the carboxylate and phenolate groups of 

the humic acids and enhance the interaction between the humic acid molecules. The higher the 

Ca2+ ion concentration, the stronger the molecular interaction; the calcium ions may promote 
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the formation of aggregates or form a physical bridge between foulants and membrane surface 

[41, 42]. These larger particles easily clog narrow spacer-filled channels, decrease porosity 

and therefore lead to a greater increase of the NPD. The steep increase of the NPD observed 

for HA + 4 mM CaCl2 solution was almost 130% during 24 hours of operation. Therefore, all 

experiments using humic acid solutions in this research were carried out using a 

HA + 4 mM CaCl2 feed solution.  

SEM imaging of feed spacers revealed that fouling in the spacer-filled narrow channels was 

responsible for the increase of the feed channel pressure drop. Fig. 3.8 shows SEM images of 

clean and fouled feed spacers; in the latter case, humic acid particles attached to the 

membrane and feed spacer surfaces are visible. Regarding the feed spacer surfaces, Fig. 3.8b 

shows that the majority of the humic acid particles are found at the intersection of the feed 

spacer filaments. 

 

Fig. 3.8. SEM images of feed spacer B (diamond-oriented): (a) clean and (b) fouled by humic 

substances.  

 

3.3.2. Effect of feed spacer geometry 

We investigated the effect of the three different feed spacer geometries (Table 3.2) with 

HA + 4 mM CaCl2 solutions, a feed flow velocity of vL=0.042 m/s and a gas/liquid ratio of 

θ=0.629. Fig. 3.9a shows the typical development of the NPD along the flow channel in time. 

As shown in Fig. 3.9a, the NPD increased in time for all feed spacers. However, the increases 

were more pronounced for the channel with the thinner feed spacer or shorter filament lengths 

(i.e. spacer A). As for spacer B, the sudden increase and subsequent slight decrease of the 

channel pressure drop most likely is due to the presence of a few gas bubbles trapped in the 

spacers in the first hours of the experiment. These bubbles were removed by the increased 
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pressure in the flow cell, which then lowered the NPD. The porosities (ε) of the three spacers 

were comparable, as were the liquid superficial velocities (uL≅0.07-0.08 m/s). However, a 

smaller feed spacer thickness means a smaller channel gap, and with a smaller channel gap, 

blockage and particle deposition occurred more rapidly, resulting in a larger NPD for spacer A.  

 

Fig. 3.9. Effect of feed spacer geometry on (a) the normalized pressure drop (NPD) in time for 
feed spacer A ( ), spacer B ( ) and spacer C ( ), with solid arrow indicating two-phase 
flow cleaning and (b) the two-phase flow cleaning efficiency of feed spacers A, B and C, with 
feed 1 g/L HA + 4 mM CaCl2, and feed flow velocity vL=0.042 m/s.  
 

The porosity of the channels filled with spacers A, B and C is comparable, i.e. 0.83, 0.90 and 

0.82, respectively. Flow velocity and shear stress, however, are related to the hydraulic 

diameter of the spacer. The calculated hydraulic diameters of channels filled with spacers A, 

B and C are 0.535, 0.914 and 1.218 mm, respectively (see Table 3.2). The value of hydraulic 

diameters corresponds with the NPD development as shown in Fig. 3.9a; at the same flow 

velocity, i.e. the same particle loading, the larger hydraulic diameter (spacer C > spacer B > 

spacer A) in a smaller NPD (spacer C < spacer B < spacer A).  

Fig. 3.9b illustrates the two-phase flow cleaning efficiencies. The channel with spacer C 

experienced a better cleaning efficiency than the channels with spacers A and B. Both the 

porosity and the hydraulic diameter of the spacer-filled channels affect the cleaning efficiency. 

Two-phase flow with the same gas fraction of θ=0.629 produces bubble sizes determined by 
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the hydraulic diameter of the channel and the length of the filaments (see Table 3.2), as was 

also reported in previous work [43]. The size of an ellipsoidal individual bubble usually is 

characterized by its aspect ratio, i.e. minor and major axis [16]. For bubbles in a spacer-filled 

channel, the bubble dimensions are related to the channel gap (hydraulic diameter) and the 

size of the diamond spacer mesh. The bubble size for a channel filled with spacer C is 

expected to be greater than for a channel filled with spacer A or B. The larger the bubble, the 

faster it rises (at equal superficial liquid velocities). This leads to greater friction between the 

bubbles and the membrane and spacer surfaces; therefore, slightly more effective cleaning is 

expected; Fig. 3.9b confirms that this is the case. In conclusion, the effects of the flow channel 

porosity and the hydraulic diameter of spacer-filled channels are important for the 

development of fouling but are less strong on actual two-phase flow cleaning efficiency.  

 

3.3.3. Effect of feed spacer orientation 

Fig. 3.10a shows the typical development of the NPD over the flow channel in time for feed 

spacer B oriented in the traditional way (diamond orientation) and rotated 45o (parallel 

orientation). The feed was a 1 g/L HA + 4 mM CaCl2 solution; a feed superficial velocity of 

uL=0.07 m/s and a gas/liquid ratio of θ=0.629 were used. 

As shown in Fig. 3.10a, both feed spacer orientations produced comparable behaviors of the 

pressure drop increase. When the spacers are oriented differently, the channel porosity 

remains comparable as is described by Eq. (3.1). Therefore, blockage of the flow channel is 

expected to be very much alike for both orientations, resulting in a similar development of the 

NPD. However, during two-phase flow cleaning, the parallel-oriented feed spacers 

experienced a slightly higher cleaning efficiency (83%) compared with the diamond-oriented 

spacers (78%), as shown in Fig. 3.10b.  

In-situ direct observation of two-phase flow cleaning using the high-speed camera revealed 

that the bubbles moved upward in a straight way for the parallel-oriented spacer, and in a 

zigzag manner for the diamond-oriented spacer. Fig. 3.11 shows the bubble trajectory in 

channels (clean channel with Milli-Q water as feed) as a function of elapsed time (in ms) with 

spacer B in diamond orientation (top) and parallel orientation (bottom), with a liquid 

superficial velocity of uL=0.07 m/s and θ=0.629. 
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Fig. 3.10. Effect of feed spacer orientation on (a) the normalized pressure drop (NPD) in time 
for diamond ( ) and parallel ( ) –oriented feed spacer B, with solid arrow indicating two-
phase flow cleaning, and (b) two-phase flow cleaning efficiency of diamond-oriented and 
parallel-oriented feed spacer, with uL=0.07 m/s and θ=0.629. Feed is 1 g/L 
HA acid + 4 mM CaCl2. 
 

 

Fig. 3.11. Bubble trajectory in narrow spacer-filled membrane channel with spacer B in 
diamond orientation (top) and parallel orientation (bottom), with uL=0.07 m/s and gas/liquid 
ratio=0.629 (elapsed time in milliseconds). 
 

As visible in Fig. 3.11, the bubbles were more broadly distributed in the diamond-oriented 

feed spacer, and moved slower. The bubbles in the parallel-oriented spacer were less broadly 

distributed (stayed at the center of the channel), and moved faster. 
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The bubble trajectory in the diamond-oriented spacer followed the greater local liquid 

velocity. According to Da Costa et al. [19], the hydrodynamic characteristics in a spacer-filled 

channel are strongly dependent on the hydrodynamic angle, i.e. filament angle (σ), the angle 

between two filaments facing the channel axis and can generate a change of the flow 

trajectory in the channel. Fig. 3.12 presents the vector flows for diamond-oriented and 

parallel-oriented spacers. 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3.12. Simplified two-phase flow directions in (a) diamond-oriented and (b) parallel-
oriented spacers with σ (filament angle), uL (superficial velocity), and uσ (velocity vector 
parallel to opposite filaments in a diamond-mesh spacer).  
 

The velocity vector parallel to opposite filaments in a diamond-mesh spacer (uσ) is defined as: 

 

2
cos

σσ
Lu

u =  (3.16) 

where uL is the liquid superficial velocity. If the filament angle σ equals 90°, the velocity 

vector uσ>uL, resulting in a zigzag bubble trajectory for the diamond-oriented spacer as the 

bubbles follow the higher liquid superficial velocity in the spacer mesh. In parallel-oriented 

spacers on the other hand, the bubbles flow in the direction of the liquid flow, which is 

straight upward across the channel, resulting in a shorter travelling time relative to the bubble 

movement in the diamond-oriented spacer. To confirm this, we carried out a separate 

investigation to measure bubble velocities for both spacer orientations. Milli-Q water was 

used as feed, and the gas/liquid ratio was set constant at θ=0.629. Fig. 3.13 displays the 

results. 
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Fig. 3.13. Effect of spacer orientation and liquid velocity on bubble velocity (spacer B, 
θ=0.629, Pgas=2 bar). 

 

Fig. 3.13 shows that in the whole range of liquid velocities measured (up to uL=0.2 m/s), the 

bubble velocities in the channel filled with the parallel-oriented spacer were about 0.20 m/s 

greater than the bubble velocities in the diamond-oriented feed spacer, in agreement with the 

observations visible in Fig. 3.11. In all cases the bubble velocities are larger than the liquid 

velocity. The higher bubble velocities for the parallel orientation resulted in better two-phase 

flow cleaning efficiency (Fig. 3.10b).  

Channel coverage of the bubbles in diamond-oriented and parallel-oriented feed spacers is 

comparable, but not equal. Fig. 3.14 shows the width of two-dimensional bubbles (wb) and the 

channel coverage of the bubbles as defined by Eq. 3.15. The channel coverage of the bubbles 

in the diamond-oriented spacer is equal to αc=1. However, for the parallel-oriented spacer 

channel, coverage is lower (<1). Fig. 3.15 illustrates the effect of an unequal bubble 

distribution over the channel on fouling removal. 
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Fig. 3.14. Channel coverage of two-dimensional bubbles: (a) schematic drawing of the 
coverage concept, (b) flow channel filled with diamond-oriented feed spacer, and (c) flow 
channel filled with parallel-oriented feed spacer; uL=0.07 m/s and θ=0.629. 

 

Almost all foulants deposited in the channel (Fig. 3.15a) were removed from the feed and 

membrane surfaces by the bubbles, including the region of intersecting feed spacer filaments 

(Fig. 3.15b). As the channel with a parallel-oriented spacer had an uneven bubble distribution, 

not all fouling was always removed after two-phase cleaning because the bubbles or bubble 

wakes did not reach the region of the remaining foulants (Fig. 3.15c).  

In conclusion, spacer orientation influences the liquid superficial velocity. Therefore, rather 

than the orientation of spacers, it is the liquid superficial velocity which determines the 

cleaning efficiency of two-phase flow. 
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Fig. 3.15. In-situ direct visual observations of feed spacer and membrane in spacer-filled 
membrane channel with spacer B in parallel orientation: (a) fouled by HA + 4 mM CaCl2, (b) 
cleaned by two-phase flow (uL=0.07 m/s; θ=0.629), and (c) unremoved foulants due to poor 
bubble distribution. 
 

3.3.4. Effects of gas/liquid ratio and liquid velocity 

We examined the effect of the gas/liquid ratio by using two values of θ=0.333 and θ=0.629, 

with spacer B. The feed solutions were 1 g/L HA + 4 mM CaCl2 solutions; the feed velocity 

uL was 0.07 m/s. Fig. 3.16 shows the development of the NPD over the flow cell in time and 

the two-phase flow cleaning efficiencies. 

As is visible in Fig. 3.16a, the development of the NPD is identical for both cases, as we used 

the same solutions and feed spacers. In the cleaning stage, however, the efficiency of two-

phase flow cleaning was greater for the higher gas/liquid velocity of θ=0.629 compared with 

that of θ=0.333 (Fig. 3.16b). Nevertheless, the difference was not significant when error 

margins are taken into consideration. The bubble velocity cannot have differed much at this 

low liquid superficial velocity uL (0.07 m/s); therefore, a comparable two-phase flow cleaning 

efficiency was expected. 
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Fig. 3.16. Effect of gas/liquid ratio on (a) development of the normalized pressure drop (NPD) 
in time using 1 g/L HA + 4 mM CaCl2 solutions (uL=0.07 m/s) and cleaned using a gas/liquid 
ratio of either 0.629 ( ) or 0.333 ( ), with solid-arrow indicating the point of two-phase flow 
cleaning, and (b) two-phase flow cleaning efficiency of high (θ=0.629) and low (θ=0.333) 
gas/liquid ratios. 

 

As for the influence of liquid velocity uL, we investigated the development of the NPD in time 

over the flow cell at 0.07 m/s and 0.27 m/s. Fig. 3.17 shows the two-phase flow cleaning 

efficiency for these liquid velocities. Again, the feed was 1 g/L HA + 4 mM CaCl2, using 

spacer B and a gas/liquid ratio of θ=0.629.  

Fig. 3.17a shows that there is first a sudden increase of the NPD of feed introduced at uL=0.07 

m/s. After around ten hours, the NPD increase levels off to a slight increase in time. The feed 

introduced at the higher liquid velocity of uL=0.27 m/s results in a gradual and constant NPD 

increase. The higher liquid velocity with its higher shear stress most likely caused increased 

particle removal from membrane and spacer surfaces. This explains the lower NPD values 

compared with those observed for the lower liquid velocity. Nevertheless, more particles were 

gradually deposited in the feed spacer intersection over time and blocked the flow channel, 

thereby increasing the flow channel resistance and NPD. The greatest two-phase flow 

cleaning efficiency was observed (more than 90%) for the higher liquid velocity of uL=0.27 

m/s (Fig. 3.17b). 
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Fig. 3.17. Effect of liquid velocity on (a) the normalized pressure drop (NPD) at a liquid 
superficial velocity (uL) of 0.07 m/s ( ) and 0.27 m/s ( ), with solid arrow indicating two-
phase flow cleaning and (b) two-phase flow cleaning efficiency for the low (0.07 m/s) and 
high (0.27 m/s) liquid velocity. θ=0.629. Feed is 1 g/L HA + 4 mM CaCl2. 

 

To confirm that the bubble velocity changed with the liquid velocity and thus influenced 

cleaning efficiency, we determined bubble velocity as a function of liquid velocity and 

gas/liquid ratios. Fig. 3.18 displays the results. The investigation was carried out with Milli-Q 

water and with spacer B placed in diamond orientation. 

According to Fig. 3.18, the bubble velocity increases with increasing liquid velocity. At equal 

gas/liquid ratios (θ=0.629), a higher liquid velocity results in a higher bubble velocity which 

produces a higher cleaning efficiency (Fig. 3.17b). Furthermore, the higher the gas/liquid ratio, 

the higher bubble velocity is. Bubble velocities below uL=0.07 m/s, however, are not very 

different for both gas/liquid ratios; they differ by only about 0.1 m/s. This is why the two-

phase flow cleaning efficiencies as shown in Fig. 3.16b at the low liquid velocity of 0.07 m/s 

are almost the same.  

In conclusion, both the gas/liquid ratio and the liquid velocity are important factors with 

regard to the efficiency of two-phase flow cleaning.  
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Fig. 3.18. Effect of gas/liquid ratio and liquid velocity on the bubble velocity (spacer B, 
diamond-oriented, Pgas=2 bar). 

 

3.3.5. Effect of feed type  

We investigated the effect of foulant type by comparing the deposition from a bidisperse 

polystyrene solution (representing rigid colloidal foulants) with the deposition from a humic 

acid solution (macromolecules as foulants). We also studied the effect on the two-phase flow 

cleaning efficiency. Fig. 3.19a shows the development of the NPD in time and two-phase flow 

cleaning efficiency for both foulant types. The feed velocity was fixed at vL=0.042 m/s 

(uL=0.09 m/s), with spacer C and gas/liquid ratio θ=0.629. Spacer C was chosen as it was 

found to have the highest two-phase flow cleaning efficiency (Section 3.2). 

Fig. 3.19a shows that the increase of the NPD in time was higher for the bidisperse 

polystyrene solution than for humic acid solutions. Two factors might be responsible for this 

difference: particle size and interaction energy between colloidal particles and membrane 

surfaces. Visual observations revealed that there was more deposition of 3-μm polystyrene 

beads than from the humic acid solutions in the feed spacer intersections. The greater 

deposition led to more channel blockage and increased the flow channel resistance. In the 

beginning, polystyrene particles were deposited in the feed spacer intersection, and in some 
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cases clogged the small space between feed spacer and membrane surface. As a result, the 

velocity near the blockage decreased, which led to more particles being deposited in this 

region. Therefore, the NPD increased faster in time for polystyrene particles than for humic 

acid particles. The effect of the interaction energy is also important, but cannot be quantified. 

The only conclusion we can draw from the NPD graphs is that the larger polystyrene beads (3 

μm) resulted in a greater NPD increase than the smaller humic acid particles (0.5 μm). 

Fig. 3.19b depicts the effect of foulant type on the efficiency of two-phase flow cleaning. 

Clearly, removal of the polystyrene particles is more efficient than removal of depositions 

from the humic acid solutions. This can be explained when the interaction of the polystyrene 

particles with the membrane and spacers is weaker than that of humic acids with 

membrane/spacers; this would make it easier to remove the polystyrene particles compared to 

the humic acid depositions. Another explanation may be that larger particles undergo a greater 

force from the bubbles than smaller particles, and therefore are more easily removed.  

It is obvious that foulant type is an important factor in the efficiency of two-phase flow 

cleaning. Further investigation regarding different fouling types found in spiral-wound 

membrane elements is essential to understand our fouling and cleaning results. 

 

Fig. 3.19. Effect of feed type on (a) the normalized pressure drop (NPD) for bidisperse 
polystyrene (PS) ( ) and 1 g/L HA + 4 mM CaCl2 ( ) foulants, with solid arrow indicating 
two-phase flow cleaning, and spacer C, and (b) two-phase flow cleaning efficiency of 
bidisperse PS and HA + 4 mM CaCl2 foulants. 
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3.3.6. General discussion 

We investigated several factors to elucidate which ones control the efficiency of two-phase 

flow cleaning, i.e. feed spacer geometry (thickness and orientation), gas/liquid ratio, liquid 

velocity, and feed type. We examined the fouling and cleaning stages as a function of those 

factors. We used the normalized feed channel pressure drop to define flow channel resistance 

due to fouling and cleaning and measured the efficiency of two-phase flow cleaning. Finally, 

we carried out in-situ direct visual observations with a high-speed camera, among other things 

to quantify bubble velocities.  

The results show that the channel porosity and hydraulic diameter of spacer-filled channels 

are important factors that determine the efficiency of two-phase flow cleaning. However, 

bubble velocity is far more important in improving the two-phase flow cleaning efficiency, as 

a higher bubble velocity will exert higher shear stresses on deposited foulants. The gas/liquid 

ratio should be maintained in such a way that a slug-like flow pattern is formed [16] so as to 

generate a good bubble distribution. Channel coverage strongly depends on the geometry of 

the spacer-filled channel; maintaining full channel coverage by the bubbles is crucial. 

These findings are relevant and potentially useful in industrial installations of spiral-wound 

membrane modules. To enhance the effect of two-phase flow cleaning, it may be necessary to 

adapt module design, by, for instance, using a thick feed spacer rather than a thinner one, or 

employing parallel-oriented spacers in such a way that the bubble distribution over the 

membrane surface is improved (e.g. by using twisted-filament spacers [44, 45] or a special 

design of the inlet of spiral-wound elements). During operation of two-phase flow cleaning, 

injecting the bubble flow with sufficient gas holdup (to manage the bubble distribution) and at 

a high liquid velocity (to obtain a high bubble velocity) is key. In our research, we found that 

colloidal-type fouling is effectively removed by two-phase flow cleaning, and 

macromolecular fouling slightly less well. Two-phase flow cleaning is expected to remove 

other types of fouling, e.g. biofouling, as well [16]. A detailed further investigation is required, 

using a Design of Experiment (DOE) approach, about which we reported in Chapter 6.  

 

3.4. Conclusions 

Two-phase flow cleaning was conducted to mitigate two types of fouling in spacer-filled 

membrane channels. Feed spacer geometry, gas/liquid ratio, liquid velocity, and foulant type 
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all turned out to influence the efficiency of two-phase flow cleaning. The spacer geometry 

corresponds to channel porosity as well as to the channel’s hydraulic diameter; both are 

critical for the performance of two-phase flow cleaning. By contrast, spacer orientation as 

such is not important, but does affect the liquid superficial velocity, which was found to be 

indirectly related to two-phase flow cleaning efficiency by its influence on bubble velocity. A 

further investigation using a Design of Experiments (DOE) approach is necessary to optimize 

two-phase flow cleaning. 
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Abstract 
 

 

Biofouling has detrimental effects on the feed channel pressure drop and the permeate flux in 

high-pressure membrane processes such as NF and RO. Two-phase flow cleaning is a 

chemical-free technique that is able to remove such biofilms. This chapter presents a study 

into the effects of the gas/liquid ratio, feed spacer geometry, applied pressure and liquid 

velocity on the efficiency of two-phase flow cleaning in spiral-wound nanofiltration elements. 

A high-speed camera, optical coherence tomography and scanning electron microscopy were 

used to study biofouling and its removal. Our results show that two conditions must be met to 

ensure that a sufficiently high shear force is applied to biofilms on membrane and spacer 

surfaces. A good bubble distribution in the channel is the first requirement. While it is mainly 

the structure of the feed spacer that controls bubble flow and bubble size, a minimum 

gas/liquid ratio of 0.5 is necessary to achieve a good bubble distribution. The second 

condition is the use of a sufficiently high liquid velocity during cleaning. The bubble velocity 

was found to be 3.5-5.5 times as high as the used liquid velocity, and responsible for a marked 

improvement in the flux recovery.  
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4.1. Introduction 

Biofouling is considered the biggest vulnerability of high-pressure membrane processes used 

for water purification, such as nanofiltration (NF) and reverse osmosis (RO). Biofouling often 

flourishes in filtration media and membrane systems, but inside water distribution pipes, it 

also poses a problem [1]. Biofouling results in operational problems such as a rapid increase 

of the feed channel pressure drop leading to a flux decline, and quickly reoccurs after 

chemical cleaning [2-4].  

Biofouling in membrane processes is dominated by bacteria living in surface-associated 

multicellular communities known as a biofilm [5, 6]. The bacteria in these biofilms are 

surrounded by extracellular polymeric substances (mainly polysaccharides, proteins, nucleic 

acids and lipids) [7]. Microorganisms are not the only cause of biofouling in membrane 

processes, however. Water also contains organic compounds that are for instance released into 

the water during an algal bloom (extracellular organic matter or EOM) or are derived from 

dead biomass, for example resulting from the use of biocides (autochthonous organic matter 

or AOM). These organic compounds constitute a nonliving form of biofouling and aggravate 

microbiological fouling [8, 9].  

Traditionally, two different strategies are used to mitigate biofouling [10]. The first approach 

is to remove microorganisms before they enter an RO or NF system. Such a pretreatment 

stage (e.g. sand filtration, ultrafiltration) can be crucial to improve the quality of feed intake as 

it lowers the silt density index, removes algae, molds and bacteria, and decreases the 

concentration of total and dissolved organic carbon [11-13]. According to a market analysis, 

ultrafiltration pretreatment is gaining popularity in favor of conventional pretreatment, the 

installed ultrafiltration pretreatment capacity having exceeded 1,000,000 m3/d in 2008 [14]. 

However, ultrafiltration does not provide total protection against many dissolved organic 

compounds (notably polysaccharides and transparent exopolymer particles), and some 

biofouling in NF and RO system is therefore unavoidable.  

The second approach is to deactivate (or kill) microorganisms chemically during a so-called 

“cleaning in place” or CIP treatment. Different types of chemical cleaning agents can be 

applied (e.g. alkaline, acids, biocides, detergents, enzymes etc.), usually suggested by the 

membrane manufacturer. Chemical cleaning, however, does not guarantee a flux recovery of 
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100%, since it does not remove any biomass, but only deactivates it [15]. The remaining 

biomass will still cause operational problems, and acts as a substrate for newly attached 

bacteria [16]. The use of chemical cleaning agents also causes a waste problem, and frequent 

cleaning with aggressive agents contributes to loss of membrane integrity resulting in shorter 

lifetimes and an increase of operational costs [17].  

A detailed study of the effects of conventional chemical treatment on the initiation and 

spatiotemporal development of biofouling (during short-term and long-term operation in an 

RO water purification plant) revealed that state-of-the-art cleaning-in-place by chemicals 

failed to control biofouling [18]. A combination of molecular (FISH, DGGE, clone libraries 

and sequencing) and microscopic (FESEM, CLSM) analyses showed that bacterial 

recolonization of the biofilm layers disrupted by chemical treatment starts directly after 

chemical cleaning by attachment and growth of primary colonizers from the intakes, and by 

proliferation of microorganisms that survived the chemical cleaning within the collapsed 

biofilm layer [18]. Microbiological studies by Costerton et al. [19] elucidated that bacteria 

living in such nutrient-sufficient environments are hundreds of times more resistant to 

antibacterial agents. Removal of all (mostly dead) biomass after a chemical cleaning is 

expected to prevent this rapid re-growth of biofilms [18].  

Controlling the hydrodynamics around a biofilm is crucial for its disruption and detachment 

from surfaces [20, 21]. A novel low-cost chemical-free method for biofouling removal from 

membrane systems involves the use of a two-phase flow cleaning technique [22]. Two-phase 

flow cleaning is able to remove biofouling in spiral-wound modules, as demonstrated by a 

decrease in the feed channel pressure drop [23, 24]. Nevertheless, a better understanding of 

the underlying mechanisms of two-phase flow cleaning in various operational settings can 

help improve its cleaning efficiency. In this chapter, we report our findings during a study into 

the development of biofouling in spacer-filled rectangular flow cells simulating spiral-wound 

nanofiltration elements and its removal by two-phase flow cleaning.  

In order to understand the development and removal of biofilms, it is important to study their 

development and removal in time as well as in space. The initial attachment of a biofilm 

occurs within minutes to hours [25], but the subsequent growth, detachment, re-growth and 

maturation times can be in the order of days, weeks, months and years. This depends on the 
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diversity of the microbial consortia in the biofilm, nutrient inhibitors, hydrodynamics, and the 

geometrical characteristics of the surface to which the microorganisms are adhered [26].  

These time scales are also related to a three-dimensional structure. First of all, the biofilm is 

heterogeneously distributed within spiral-wound membrane elements. Our scope of interest 

concerns three spatial scales: biofilm development and distribution in the elements including 

distribution of two-phase flow during biofilm removal (macroscale), the heterogeneity of a 

biofilm on the membrane and feed spacer surfaces (mesoscale), and observation of 

constituents of microbial colonies (microscale). The microscale usually is characterized by the 

distance between two microbial cells (1-10 μm), while the mesoscale is defined by the 

average biofilm thickness (10 – 1000 μm) [27, 28]. We therefore conducted both in-situ and 

ex-situ inspections of fouled membrane and spacers through use of a high-speed camera, 

optical coherence tomography (OCT) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). This kind of 

knowledge is essential to be able to draw up guidelines for optimal biofouling removal using 

the two-phase flow cleaning technique and provide more insight regarding its practical 

applicability in large-scale installations. 

 

4.2. Theory 

4.2.1. Increase of the feed channel pressure drop (FCP)  

Two types of pressure differences can be distinguished in membrane systems: the feed 

channel pressure drop (FCP) and the trans-membrane pressure drop or difference, also called 

trans-membrane pressure (TMP). The TMP results from the feed pressure and is the pressure 

difference between the feed side and the permeate side, applied to overcome the total 

resistance across the membrane. The FCP is the pressure difference between channel inlet and 

channel outlet due to the hydraulic resistance of the channel. The FCP is commonly described 

in terms of the dimensionless friction factor ( ) and the Reynolds number (Re). The empirical 

constants relating these two parameters depend on the characteristics of the feed channel and 

on the flow type (laminar or turbulent) of the fluid in the channel. In spiral-wound elements, 

the latter is determined by the type of feed spacer used (commonly diamond-mesh extruded 

netting).  
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The FCP in spacer-filled channels can be expressed by Eqs. (4.1) – (4.3) [29]: 

hd

Lu
PFCP ⋅⋅=Δ=

2

2ρ
λ           (4.1) 

3.0Re23.6 −=λ           (4.2) 

μ

ρ udh ⋅⋅
=Re            (4.3) 

where P is the pressure drop (Pa),  is the liquid density (kg/m3), dh is the hydraulic diameter 

of the channel (m), u is the specific liquid velocity (m/s), μ is the liquid dynamic viscosity (Pa 

s) and L is the length of the spacer-filled channel (m). Eq. (4.2) is valid for 100<Re<1000 and 

all types of feed spacer. 

The presence of feed spacers reduces the porosity ( ) or void volume in the channel, resulting 

in a higher specific velocity when compared with an empty channel, as follows: 
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u

⋅⋅
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ε
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where φ  is the volumetric flow rate (m3/s), and W and H are the feed channel width and 

height, respectively (m). The porosity of the feed spacer and hydraulic diameter are estimated 

by using Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6), respectively [29]:  
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where Vsp is the spacer volume (m3) and Vtot the total volume of the feed channel (m3). 

In the case of a diamond-shaped spacer with a 90o angle, such as used in spiral-wound 

elements, the following two equations from Schock and Miquel [29] can be used:  

ffsp LdV 2

2

π
=             (4.7) 
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2
ftot HLV =            (4.8) 

in which df is the diameter of the feed spacer filament (m), and Lf is the length of the feed 

spacer filament (m). 

As the biofilm attaches and grows in the spacer-filled channel, the channel’s porosity and 

hydraulic diameter decrease which results in an increase in the specific velocity and the FCP. 

This strongly affects the flow distribution. The increased pressure drop in the feed channel 

also leads to a reduction of the trans-membrane pressure, hence reducing permeability. A 

typical threshold above which operational problems occur in industrial systems is an increase 

of 15% of the FCP over the entire installation [16].  

 

4.2.2. FCP increase thresholds during fouling in spiral-wound elements 

For the anaerobic NF pilot system of water supply company Vitens (Spannenburg plant, the 

Netherlands) operating on ground water, the pressure drop increase over the lead element can 

be up to 100% in conditions of biofouling [30]. This increase is not equally distributed over 

the length of the spiral-wound membrane element, but occurs mainly in the first half [16]. 

Thus, the pressure drop increase per unit length is higher adjacent to the element inlet than at 

the outlet. This means that using a 100% increase in the FCP for a fouling simulator (flow cell) 

shorter than 1 m (a typical length for a spiral-wound membrane element) would not reflect the 

amount of biomass in the spiral-wound element accurately. Therefore, a better approximation 

of the FCP increase in the flow cell is needed. 

For the clean system with no fouling, the pressure drop per unit length is the same in any 

segment or section of the spiral-wound element, as there is no change in the porosity: 

s

s

L

P

L

P ,0

0

0
Δ

=
Δ

            (4.9)  

In this equation, P0 is the pressure drop over the entire clean element or initial pressure drop, 

P0,s is the initial pressure drop over a section of the entire element, L0 is the length of the 

entire element and Ls is the length of the inlet section of the element (see Fig. 4.1). 
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Fig. 4.1. Overview of feed channel pressure drop behavior in the lead element of spiral-wound 
membrane modules. 
 

As mentioned, the pressure drop increase in conditions of biofouling often occurs only or 

mainly in the first section of the element [16, 24]. Thus, the total pressure drop over the 

element ( P) is the summation of the pressure drop over the fouled section ( Ps) and the 

initial pressure drop over the remaining part:  
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Rearranging Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) and use of 
0L

L
x s= yields Eq. (4.11): 
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This means that for an increase of 100% over the total element ( P=2 P0) with fouling 

concentrated in 1/3 to 1/2 of the total length of the element, the estimated increase for the 

fouled section is between 300% and 200%, respectively.  

 

4.2.3. Flux decline 

The flux of water through a membrane is expressed in terms of the total driving force and total 

resistance of the membrane, and can be formulated as: 

t
v R

TMP
J

μ

πΔ−
=                    (4.12) 
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where  is the osmotic pressure difference between the feed and permeate side (Pa) and Rt is 

the total resistance (m-1). 

Since the pressure in the feed channel changes, the TMP also changes from inlet to outlet in 

the elements. It usually is estimated based on the average pressure on the feed side: 

perm
outin P

PP
TMP −

+
=

2
                  (4.13) 

where Pin is the pressure at the inlet of the feed channel (Pa), Pout is the pressure at the outlet 

of the feed channel (Pa) and Pperm is the pressure on the permeate side (Pa).  

The osmotic pressure can be estimated using the Van ’t Hoff equation [31] : 

TRcci permm ⋅⋅−⋅=Δ )(π                    (4.14) 

where i is the Van 't Hoff factor of the solute (-), cm is the molar concentration of ions at the 

membrane on the feed side (mol/m3), cperm is the molar concentration of ions at the membrane 

on the permeate side (mol/m3), R is the ideal gas constant (8.314 J/mol⋅K) and T is the 

absolute temperature (K). 

The total resistance (Rt) is the summation of all resistances across the membrane, which 

include the membrane resistance (Rm), the fouling resistance (Rf) and the resistance due to 

concentration polarization (Rcp). 

The flux decline due to biofouling can be attributed to three mechanisms working at the same 

time [16, 32]: (i) a reduction in the overall driving force due to the FCP increase, (ii) the 

increase in total resistance (Rt) due to an increased fouling resistance (Rf), and (iii) a reduction 

in the driving force for water transport due an increase in the osmotic pressure. The latter is 

also known as the biofilm-enhanced osmotic pressure or BEOP [33]. As the FCP increases, 

the outlet pressure decreases, which results in a smaller TMP according to Eq. (4.13). The 

second mechanism means that when the biofilm covers a large fraction of the total surface 

area of the membrane, it can act as a “second membrane” (an additional resistance layer), 

increasing the total resistance. The degree to which the flux is affected depends on the relative 

values of the membrane and biofilm resistance. The membrane resistance depends on the type 

of membrane (RO or NF). The resistance of a biofilm is dynamic, meaning that for the same 

biofilm thickness, the resistance changes depending on the applied TMP. This suggests that 
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the biofilm’s hydrogel (its matrix of extracellular polymeric substances) compacts under a 

higher TMP, resulting in a greater resistance [34]. If the osmotic pressure offers a significant 

resistance to the flux (e.g. in RO), the presence of a biofilm layer on the membrane leads to an 

increase in solute concentrations at the membrane surface [32, 33]. As Eq. (4.14) shows, these 

higher concentrations result in higher osmotic pressures, which reduces the water permeate 

flux accordingly.  

Which mechanism dominates the flux decline due to biofouling depends strongly on the 

membrane type and process conditions. The work of Vrouwenvelder et al. [35] on a full-scale 

NF installation showed that biofouling not only occurs mainly in the first half of an element 

[30], but also mainly in the lead element (the first element in the first pressure vessel). This 

means that subsequent elements are covered by a less significant biofilm layer, and thus the 

biofilm resistance and biofilm-enhanced osmotic pressure do not have a significant effect on 

the flux in those elements. In these subsequent elements, therefore only the FCP increase is 

affecting the flux. From this rationale, it is clear that the flux decline in a membrane 

installation is not as straightforward as the FCP increase. In addition, Vrouwenvelder et al. 

[16] have shown that there is a strong relation between biomass concentration and the 

normalized increase in feed channel pressure drop. This makes the FCP increase a powerful 

tool for determining the degree of biofouling in spiral-wound elements. It must be noted, 

however, that the FCP increase is strongly related to biofilms present on the feed spacer and 

mostly reflects their contribution to the biofouling problem, but does not provide much insight 

regarding the presence of biofilms on the membrane surface [36].  

 

4.2.4. Normalized water flux 

The average volumetric flux (Jv) is calculated according to Eq. (4.15):  

mW
v A

m
J

⋅
=

ρ
  

⋅ hm

L
2

                   (4.15) 

where m is the mass flow rate (kg/h), w is the density of water (1 kg/L) and Am is the 

membrane area (m2). 
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The flux is reported as a permeability or mass transfer coefficient (MTC), which is the flux 

normalized for pressure and temperature, and is defined as:  

6.3

10 11−

⋅=
TMP

J
MTC v  

⋅ sPa

m
                 (4.16) 

The TMP is averaged over the inlet and outlet pressures of the flow cell; see Eq. (4.13). For 

all experiments described here, the pressure on the permeate side was atmospheric (Pperm = 0 

barg) and Pout was kept at 600 kPag. The final pressure drop (200-300% increase) is relatively 

small when compared with Pout ( Pmax=20 kPa). Eq. (4.13) therefore can be simplified to Eq. 

(4.17):  

outout P
P

PTMP ≈
Δ

+=
2

                  (4.17) 

The use of Eq. (4.17) instead of Eq. (4.13) for the experimental conditions applied, results in a 

deviation of only ±1.7%. 

 

4.2.5. Concentration of nutrient solution 

To enhance the development of biofouling in the flow cells, we added nutrients to the feed 

water. We used Eq. (4.18) to calculate the concentration of the nutrient solution:  

f
d

f
d cc ⋅=

φ

φ
                     (4.18) 

where dc  and fc  are the concentration of carbon (mg C/L) in the dosing bottle and the flow 

cells, respectively. dφ  is the flow rate of the dosing pump and
fφ is the total flow rate through 

the cells (L/h). 

 

4.2.6. Gas/liquid ratio 

During two-phase flow cleaning used to mitigate biofouling, the gas/liquid ratio is one of the 

important factors affecting the recoveries of the FCP and the flux [22]. The gas/liquid ratio ( ) 

used during two-phase flow cleaning is defined as: 
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=                       (4.19) 

where Gφ  is the actual gas flow rate (L/h) and Lφ  is the actual liquid flow rate (L/h). 

 

4.2.7. Efficiency of two-phase flow cleaning 

To quantify the cleaning efficiency, we used both the FCP and the MTC. For the FCP, the 

efficiency is based on the recovery of the pressure drop to the initial pressure drop: 

%100
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Δ−Δ
=
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PP

fouled

cleanedfouled
FCPη                    (4.20) 

where P0 is the initial pressure drop at day 0, Pfouled is the final pressure drop just before 

cleaning (approximately 300% increased; see Section 4.2.2) and Pcleaned is the pressure drop 

after cleaning. 

A similar approach was taken for the flux recovery, using the MTC. For MTC0, we used the 

value of the stabilized clean water flux during the membrane compaction experiment as 

reference, according to Eq. (4.21): 

%100
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fouled

cleanedfouled
MTCη                  (4.21) 

where MTC0 is the initial MTC (clean water flux during the compaction experiment), 

MTCfouled is the final MTC before cleaning, and MTCcleaned is the MTC after cleaning.  

From the flux measurements, the resistance of the biofilm (Rbiofilm, in m-1) can be estimated 

based on the difference between the total resistance (Rt) in the presence of biofouling and the 

membrane resistance (Rm) [34]:. 

−⋅=−=
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fouled
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μ
                (4.22) 
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4.2.8. Bubble velocity 

The average bubble velocity can be calculated from the time required for the bubble front to 

travel a defined distance in the cell from the inlet to outlet. We used a high-speed camera to 

estimate this velocity according to Eq. (4.23): 

c
F

b L
N

F
⋅=υ  (m/s)                     (4.23) 

where F is the frame rate at which the image sequence was recorded (fps) and NF is the total 

number of frames it takes the bubble to travel over a defined distance Lc (m). 

 

4.3. Material and methods 

4.3.1. Materials 

NF membranes (ESNA1-LF2 Hydranautics, Oceanside, California, USA) were used instead 

of RO membranes to limit the effect of osmotic pressure during biofouling growth and 

removal. The ESNA1-LF2 membrane is a thin-film composite polyamide membrane used in 

water purification and desalination systems. The permeate spacer was also provided by 

Hydranautics (Oceanside, California, USA). We obtained samples of diamond-shaped feed 

spacers from Naltex (Delstar Inc.). This type of feed spacer is a net-type extruded spacer 

commonly used in practice. Table 4.1 lists the properties of our spacer samples; we calculated 

the porosity and hydraulic diameter from Eqs. (4.5)-(4.8). Sodium acetate (CH3COONa), 

sodium nitrate (NaNO3), anhydrous monobasic sodium phosphate (NaH2PO4) and sodium 

hydroxide (NaOH) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Germany) and used as received. 

Table 4.1. Feed spacer properties 

Spacer Thickness (mm) Material Filament angle Porosity# Hydraulic 
diameter# (mm) 

A 0.71 Polypropylene 90o 0.91 0.910 

B 0.51 Polypropylene 90o 0.85 0.557 
# calculated by using Eqs. (4.5)-(4.8) 

 

4.3.2. Two-phase flow nanofiltration setup 

Fig. 4.2 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental setup.  
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Fig. 4.2. Two-phase flow nanofiltration setup. 

 

The feed water (tap water) was passed through a cartridge filter (1-3 μm wound 

polypropylene, PX01-10, Purtrex, USA). The filtered water was stored in a 60-liter tank 

equipped with a floater to control the water level. The tank maintained the water temperature 

at close to room temperature. After the tank, nutrients were added from a concentrated 

solution by using a peristaltic pump (Masterflex L/S pumps, Cole-Palmer Instrument 

Company, USA). The nutrient-rich water was further pumped and equally divided into three 
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lines using a special high-pressure feed pump (Micropump GAF series, Micropump Inc., 

Canada: maximum flow rate 25 L/h, maximum differential pressure 1600 kPa). The flow rate 

through each line was controlled with a mass flow controller (Cori-Flow, Bronkhorst, the 

Netherlands: 10±0.02 L/h max). Each line flowed through a vertically positioned flow cell 

that was shielded from direct light and simulated a spiral-wound membrane element. The 

pressure drop across the feed channel of the flow cell was monitored using a differential 

pressure sensor (EL-Press, Bronkhorst, the Netherlands: P max =100±0.5 kPa). The flux was 

measured using a balance (Mettler-Toledo P3002). The feed side pressure (TMP) in the flow 

cells was controlled by a pressure reducer at the outlet. The retentate and permeate were 

discharged without recirculating the water. Nitrogen gas was introduced in the liquid line just 

before the cells, using a mass flow controller (EL-Flow, Bronkhorst, the Netherlands: 

500±0.25 mLn/min). 

 

4.3.3. Flow cell simulator 

Fig. 4.3 shows the flow cell simulator we used in this study. 

 

 

Fig. 4.3. PMMA flow cell simulators: front view of a flow cell with the stainless steel frame 
designed for moderate pressures up to 600 kPag (left) and a schematic diagram of the flow 
cell simulator assembly without the metallic frame (right). 
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The flow cells were custom-made in-house from transparent poly(methyl methacrylate) 

(PMMA) with a stainless steel frame to allow operation at moderate feed pressures (maximum 

operating pressure of 600 kPag). The feed channel was 2 cm wide and 17 cm long; six 1-mm 

holes at distances of 2 mm were used to distribute the flow evenly over the width of the 

channel at both the inlet and outlet. We used two types of flow cell, with different feed 

channel heights depending on the thickness of the feed spacer. A permeate spacer was placed 

in the permeate channel of the cell. 

 
 

4.3.4. Preliminary experiments 

We first conducted preliminary experiments to determine (a) the actual feed channel pressure 

drop across the spacer-filled flow cell compared with values calculated with Eq. (4.1) as 

derived from practice, (b) membrane compaction due to the trans-membrane pressure, using 

deionized water with a conductivity below 1 μS/cm (Milli-Q, Millipore USA), and (c) the 

bubble coverage and distribution in an empty and spacer-filled channel using a high-speed 

camera to find the optimum gas/liquid ratio. No nutrients were supplied, but the other 

operating conditions were similar to those of the main experiments (see Table 4.2 and also 

Section 4.1). 

4.3.5. Protocols main experiments 

Each main experiment consisted of two stages: (1) a fouling stage, in which the biofilm was 

allowed to develop on the membrane and spacer until a 300% FCP increase over the feed 

channel was reached, and (2) a cleaning stage, in which the gas/liquid two-phase flow was 

introduced in the fouled cells. The required flow rate was set using the mass flow controllers 

and the pump speed. All experiments were conducted at a constant TMP; a pressure reducer 

was used to maintain the pressure at the outlet of the flow cells at 600 kPag. 

Fresh NF membranes and feed spacers were used in each experiment. Before use, the 

membranes were soaked in Milli-Q water overnight to remove any preservation liquid; the 

feed spacers were used as received. The flow cells were properly closed and covered with 

black opaque foam to minimize the growth of phototrophic organisms (e.g. algae).  
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During the fouling stage, the pump speed and outlet pressure were checked at least two times 

per day to ensure that the specific liquid velocity and TMP were maintained. The FCP and 

flux were recorded at least once per day for each flow cell; a valve network was used to 

switch between the different cells to perform the measurements. The temperature of the feed 

water was also recorded daily. Once the FCP of a specific flow cell had increased by 

approximately 300% relative to its initial value (see explanation in Section 4.2.2), the fouling 

stage was considered completed and the cleaning stage was started.  

At the start of a cleaning stage, the flow through the two other cells was stopped, and their 

inlet and outlet valves were closed; we observed no change in FCP and flux. We then set the 

required conditions of gas/liquid ratio, specific liquid velocity and pressure for the cell to be 

cleaned. It was important that the pressure of the gas line was as close as possible to that of 

the liquid line before introducing the gas. A high pressure difference would mean a sudden 

shock due to the release of the gas. To avoid this, we released the gas into the atmosphere first; 

once a stable flow was reached at the required pressure, we introduced the gas into the 

designated cell. High-speed camera recording was started just before introducing the gas. 

During earlier preliminary studies (FCP measurements and visual observation of the 

membrane surface) we learned that most fluffy-type biofouling was removed by two-phase 

flow cleaning within 45 minutes. We therefore used a cleaning duration of 45 minutes for 

each flow cell for all experiments. 

After completion of the cleaning, we restored the operating conditions to those of the fouling 

stage and measured the flux and FCP for all three cells (cleaned and not cleaned). This 

ensured that no changes had occurred to the other (not cleaned) flow cells. The system was 

then stopped again to remove the cleaned flow cell and replace it with a quick fit connection, 

after which fouling of the two remaining flow cells was allowed to continue. Cleaning was 

carried out each time the increase in FCP in a cell reached approximately 300%.  

Once an experiment was completed, we scrubbed the flow cells with dishwashing detergent 

and properly rinsed them with deionized water. The tubing and mass flow controllers were 

cleaned in two steps. We first recirculated an NaOH solution at pH 11.5 for two hours [15], 

after which we introduced a two-phase nitrogen/water stream just before the mass flow 

controller of each individual line, and let it run for about 15 min. Next, we flushed the systems 

(without the flow cells) with tap water. This procedure stripped all biofouling from previous 
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experiments from the system so as to prevent that fouling caused by the previous test would 

affect the subsequent experimental run.  

 

4.3.6. Nutrient dosing 

The nutrients added during the fouling stage were sodium acetate (CH3COONa) to provide C, 

sodium nitrate (NaNO3) for N, and anhydrous monobasic sodium phosphate (NaH2PO4) for P. 

They were introduced in a molar ratio of C:N:P = 100:20:10. This combination is often used 

to enhance biofouling growth and avoids nutrient limitation [37, 38]. The nutrients were 

added from a 2-liter dosing bottle at a fixed flow rate of 0.036 L/h to meet the concentration 

of the dosing solution as calculated using Eq. (4.18).  

A high nutrient concentration of 1 mg Ac-C /L (comparable to a typical assimilable organic 

carbon level of 10μg Ac-C /L as found in wastewater) was selected to accelerate biofilm 

growth, aiming at an experimental duration of five to six days. We assumed that the tap water 

did not significantly contribute to the amount of nutrients. To restrict bacterial growth in the 

dosing bottle, we used sodium hydroxide to increase the pH of the dosing solution to 11. The 

pH of the feed water, however, did not change and remained approximately 7.8. We checked 

the dosage daily by measuring the weight of the bottle and prepared a fresh dosing stock 

solution every two days. 

 

4.3.7. Liquid velocity and gas/liquid ratio 

The conditions we used during the fouling stages (in term of cross-flow velocity and spacer 

geometry) are common for the lead elements in industrial installations [39], namely a constant 

liquid velocity (uL) of 0.11 m/s during fouling and 0.11-0.44 m/s during cleaning. As a slug 

flow provides greater shear forces and improves the cleaning performance of two-phase flow 

cleaning [22], we operated at conditions close to those that induced slug flow in the empty 

channel (as determined in the preliminary experiments; see Section 4.4.1), namely a gas/liquid 

ratio (θ) of 0.5 or 0.8. The gas flow set by the mass flow controller is defined for 0oC and 1 

atm; we used the ideal gas law to correct for this and obtain the actual gas flow. 
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4.3.8. Summary of experimental conditions 

Table 4.2 summarizes the conditions used during the (main) fouling experiments.  

Table 4.2. Overview of the main experiments. In the fouling stage of all experiments, the 
dosing concentration was 1 mg Ac-C /L and the outlet TMP was constant at 600 kPag.  
 Fouling stage 

(300% FCP increase) 

Cleaning stage 

(45 minutes of two-phase flow) 

Study objective 
Liquid 
velocity 

(m/s) 

Spacer Liquid 
velocity 

(m/s) 

Gas/liquid 
Ratio 

(-) 

TMP 
(kPag) 

I Reference case 0.11 A 0.11 0.5 0 

II Effect of gas/liquid 
ratio 0.11 A 0.11 0.8 0 

III Effect of feed 
spacer 0.11 B 0.11 0.5 0 

IV Effect of gas/liquid 
ratio (thin spacer) 0.11 B 0.11 0.8 0 

V Effect of pressure 0.11 B 0.11 0.5 600 

VI Effect of liquid 
velocity 0.11 A 0.22 0.5 0 

VII Effect of liquid 
velocity (high) 0.11 A 0.44 0.47* 0 

* The lower gas/liquid ratio is due to limitations in the operating range of the mass flow controller. 

 

4.3.9. Observation of biofouling development and removal  

 

4.3.9.1. Macroscopic scale, by high-speed camera 

The biofouling development and its removal by two-phase flow (the bubble behavior during 

the cleaning process) were monitored by using a high-speed camera (Eosens High-Speed 

CMOS, Mikrotron, Germany; max frame rate = 500fps) with a fixed lens (Kowa). The flow 

cells were illuminated by a cold light source (Euromex, the Netherlands). This system covered 

the entire length of the flow cell and allowed a resolution of 160 pixels/mm at a working 

distance of 20 cm. For each experiment, the bubble velocity was calculated by using Eq. 

(4.23). The images were processed using the freeware ImageJ v1.47k (National Institutes of 

Health, USA); the known spacer filament length served as a reference scale in each sequence.  
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4.3.9.2. Mesoscopic scale, by optical coherence tomography (OCT) 

Since biofouling is a non-uniform and dynamic phenomenon, its development and removal 

using a two-phase flow cleaning process were characterized on the mesoscopic scale with an 

optical coherence tomograph (Ganymede Spectral Domain OCT, Thorlabs GmbH, Germany). 

The OCT device is compact, mobile and easy to use relative to magnetic resonance 

microscopy (MRM) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), which are more complex and 

have high instrument, space and safety demands [40]. We also preferred OCT over confocal 

laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) to characterize the three-dimensional structure of 

biofouling, since CLSM is limited by laser penetration depth, especially in dense, scattering 

biofilms [41]. OCT, non-destructive (non-contact) and reliable, is able to visualize global 

biofilm structure and architecture at the mesoscale (10 – 1000 μm) with high resolution and at 

a relatively low cost [42]. Originally developed for non-invasive, cross-sectional, optical 

tomographic imaging for medical purposes [43-45], OCT has also been employed recently for 

the visualization of biofilms in water systems and on membranes [40, 46, 47].  

 

Prior to the investigation, the biofilms were grown inside the three parallel flow cells until the 

pressure drop had increased by approximately 300%. We looked at the mesoscopic structure 

of biofouling occurring in flow cells in three different conditions: (i) biofouled (un-cleaned), 

(ii) after two-phase flow cleaning at a low liquid velocity (0.11 m/s), and (iii) after two-phase 

flow cleaning at a high liquid velocity (0.44 m/s). OCT uses a Michelson interferometer setup; 

it works with a low-coherence light beam that is split up, with one part illuminating the 

sample (light reflecting back from it) and the second part serving as reference. This OCT 

system uses a central wavelength of 930 nm and a bandwidth of 100 nm. We kept the flow 

cells closed during these in-situ investigations to prevent damage to the biofouling structures 

in the cells. We placed the cells placed horizontally on a custom-made sample holder below 

the hand-held probe head, orthogonal to the optical axis. Fig. 4.4 illustrates the position of the 

sampled cross-section relative to the probe head.  

 

A piece of PMMA (the same thickness as the PMMA plates used for the walls of the flow 

cells) was inserted into the OCT’s reference arm to avoid a polarization mismatch. Light 

reflected by the scattering structure of the biofilm sample and the membrane surface within 

the field of view was then combined with the source light that had traveled a fixed length 

along the reference arm. The interferogram was reconstructed into the depth profile (A-scan) 
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using Fourier transform. Series of A-scans can be assembled to create 2-D images (B-scans; 

xz-planes). The field of view was 7 mm x 2 mm x 1.131 mm. For all biofouled samples, 

images were taken at three different spots along the flow cells: (i) adjacent to the inlet, (ii) at 

the center of the cells, and (iii) adjacent to the outlet. All tomograms obtained are presented as 

acquired. We chose the color orange to visualize the biofouling and other structures within the 

spacer-filled channel. (see Figs. 4.8 and 4.13). 

 

Fig. 4.4. Illustration of the horizontally positioned sample in cross-section: light passes 
through air (refractive index=1), a 10-mm-thick PMMA plate, the actual biofouling (partly) 
and a layer of water, and finally is reflected by the shiny nanofiltration membrane sheet. The 
z-axis is 1.131 mm, allowing observation penetration deeper than the feed channel depth 
(which was about 0.71 mm, equal to the thickness of spacer A). 
  

 

4.3.9.3. Microscopic scale by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

SEM imaging of biological samples usually requires several specimen preparation steps: (i) 

preservation using cryogens or chemical fixation agents, (ii) dehydration by replacing water 

by organic solvents and then removal of organic fluids, and finally (iii) conducting material 

coating to reduce electric charge [48]. However, the use of SEM in this case was only to 

confirm the presence of biofouling on the membrane sheet and feed spacer on a microscopic 

scale, so we used dried biofouled membranes without any further preparation. The biofouled 

membrane and spacer samples were dried at room temperature overnight. Small pieces of the 

membrane and spacer were then cut and placed in an oven at 30oC where they remained 

overnight. Samples were directly placed on a SEM sample holder without sputter coating and 

examined at 15 kV accelerating voltage in a low-vacuum scanning electron microscope (Jeol 

JSM 5600 LV). 
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4.4. Results and discussion 

4.4.1. Preliminary experiments 

Prior to the main experiments, we tested some fundamentals in order to be able to conduct all 

main experiments under well-controlled appropriate conditions. First, we checked the 

hydrodynamic performance of the flow cells for the two selected spacers, using clean water. 

The FCP was measured at different liquid velocities within the velocity range that is typical 

for lead spiral-wound elements in practice. The obtained FCP was compared against 

theoretical values calculated using Eq. (4.1); Fig. 4.5a shows the results. Eq. (4.1) predicts that 

the liquid velocity increases with increasing FCP; this effect was greater for spacer B (0.51 

mm) than for spacer A (0.71 mm) because spacer B has a smaller hydraulic diameter. For 

spacer A, the theoretical values - shown as dotted lines - correspond well with the empirical 

values. For spacer B, there are discrepancies at liquid velocities above 0.15 m/s. However, the 

actual experiments with spacer B were carried out at a liquid velocity of 0.11 m/s, for which 

the theoretical and experimental values are in good agreement.  

 

Fig. 4.5. (a) FCP development at different liquid flow velocities and an operating pressure of 
600 kPag. The dotted lines with open symbols represent the pressure drop based on Eq. (1); 
the solid symbols are the experimental results. (b) FCP and MTC during membrane 
compaction test. The constant MTC value is approximately 4.9x10-11 m/s.Pa, used as the 
initial MTC value (MTC0) for our main experiments. 
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Secondly, compaction experiments with ultrapure water (from a Merck Millipore Milli-Q 

installation) were conducted over a period of five days as a control experiment. This was 

important since during the main experiments, nutrients were dosed to the system, which 

would affect the MTC and FCP. As shown in Fig. 4.5b, the MTC dropped significantly to a 

steady clean water flux value of 4.9x10-11 m/s.Pa (≅105 L/m2.h) after five days of operation. 

Upon visual inspection, no biofouling in the feed channel was seen. We used this steady value 

achieved with Milli-Q water as the reference flux (MTC0) for our main experiments. The FCP 

slowly increased with decreasing MTC. Membrane compaction lowers the water flow rate 

across the membrane [49], causing a small increase of the specific liquid velocity in the 

channel; consequently, the FCP increases slightly. When steady state was reached, the MTC 

of the whole membrane remained constant with time and therefore the FCP stabilized as well. 

    

 

Fig. 4.6. Bubble coverage and behavior in the flow cell at different gas/liquid ratios ( ): 
A=0.2, B=0.5, C=0.5 (without feed spacer), and D=0.8. All preliminary experiments were 
performed at a liquid velocity of 0.11 m/s, using spacer A and a TMP of 0 kPag.  

 

The next preliminary experiment determined the bubble coverage and distribution in the 

spacer-filled channels. The effectiveness of the two-phase flow depends mainly on the flow 
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regime in the system [22]; good coverage of bubbles over the full width of the feed channel is 

important, and requires using the optimum gas/liquid ratio ( ). The most efficient cleaning is 

obtained by a slug flow pattern in the channel, so we first determined the conditions 

(gas/liquid ratio) at which a two-phase flow resulted in a slug flow pattern in an empty 

channel. We then used the same gas/liquid ratio in the channel filled with a spacer. Fig. 4.6 

presents observations recorded with a high-speed camera of a channel with and without spacer. 

Fig. 4.6 (A), (B) and (D) show the bubble coverage in a channel containing a feed spacer at 

gas/liquid ratios ( ) of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8, respectively. At a low gas/liquid ratio ( =0.2), the gas 

behaved as small discreet bubbles with not much coverage (Fig. 4.6A). When the ratio was 

increased, we obtained better coverage. At a ratio of 0.5, individual bubbles almost filled the 

width of the channel (Fig. 4.6B); the channel without feed spacer clearly showed a slug flow 

pattern at this gas/liquid ratio (Fig. 4.6C). Increasing the gas/liquid ratio to 0.8 only elongated 

the bubbles in the direction of the flow. Also, the bubbles formed at a gas/liquid ratio of 0.5 

were easier to identify. We therefore selected a gas/liquid ratio of 0.5 for our main 

experiments.  

  

4.4.2. Main experiments 

The main experiments described in Table 4.2 were all conducted with addition of nutrients to 

obtain rapid biofilm growth in the fouling stage. During the fouling stages, the exponential 

development of the FCP was similar to results found by others [34, 36, 37, 50, 51]. 

Reproducibility of the fouling conditions in the flow cells was good. We compared the FCP 

and MTC developments in the fouling stage of Cases I, VI and VII (see Table 4.2). These 

three experiments had the same conditions in terms of hydrodynamics (spacer A, uL= 0.1 m/s), 

nutrient concentration (1 mg Ac-C /L), and average water temperature (21oC). In Fig. 4.7, 

each line represents for each experiment the averaged value with the corresponding deviations 

for the three parallel flow cells.  
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Fig. 4.7. Biofouling development for three independent experiments under the same fouling 
conditions (spacer A, uL= 0.1 m/s, nutrient concentration 1 mg Ac-C /L,T=21oC): (a) FCP 
increase, and (b) MTC decrease. Each line represents the averaged values using the three 
parallel flow cells for each experimental run; the deviations are shown as error bars. 

For the cleaning stage, Case I served as the reference case (see Table 4.2). Fig. 4.8a shows the 

FCP increase, while Fig. 4.8b depicts the MTC decrease for Case I. From day 3 onward, the 

FCP in the three flow cells showed a significant deviation, whereas the MTC displayed less 

deviation. This is because the FCP is more sensitive to small changes in the feed channel 

(because of the small cross-sectional flow area, namely 14 mm2 for the empty channel) than 

the MTC. A small blockage in any single spot is likely to have a large impact on the cross-

flow by reducing the open area available for flow (channel porosity). Contrarily, the MTC is 

related to the complete surface area of the membrane which is significantly larger (3,400 

mm2). Accordingly, a large amount of biomass is needed to cause changes in the MTC. 
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Fig. 4.8. Reference measurements (Case I in Table 4.2) with dosing of 1 mg Ac-C/L, 
uL=0.11m/s, during a six-day period of fouling, showing (a) FCP increase, (b) MTC decline 
for each flow cell, (c) absolute FCP recovery during two-phase cleaning (uL=0.11m/s and 
θ=0.5, for about 45 minutes), and (d) visual inspection of the clean and biofouled flow cells, 
with A the clean system at the start (day 0) and B after biofouling (day 6).  
  

When the pressure drop reached the required level (300% increase), the flow cell was cleaned 

by introducing the gas/liquid mixture. For the reference case (Case I; gas/liquid ratio of 0.5 

and liquid velocity of 0.11 m/s), this resulted in an almost full recovery of the FCP to the 

original level (Fig. 4.8a). By using Eq. (20), the FCP recovery efficiency was calculated as 

about 90%. The high FCP recovery indicates that the biomass causing the FCP increase is 

easily removed. This happened quickly (in five minutes) as shown in Fig. 4.8c. These results 

are similar to what was found by Cornelissen et al. [24].  
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At the end of the fouling stage, the final MTC before cleaning was about 2x10-11 m/s.Pa, 

which is approximately 60% lower than the MTC value for the control experiment without 

nutrients (MTC0=4.9x10-11 m/s.Pa). We used Eq. (4.22) to calculate the average biofilm 

resistance and obtained the value of 2.41x1013 m-1 (comparable to results by Dreszer et al. 

[34]). Upon two-phase flow cleaning, there was no significant recovery in the MTC value for 

any of the three cells (Fig. 4.8b); according to Eq. (4.21), the recovery was only 

approximately 17%. Visual inspection after opening of the cells revealed that a significant 

amount of biomass remained deposited on the membrane; it appears that the shear forces 

acting on the surface of the membrane were not large enough to remove most of the biofilm.  

We used SEM to investigate the biofilm on the membrane sheets and feed spacer surfaces at 

the microscale level.  

 

Fig. 4.9. Scanning electron micrographs of clean (A1) and biofouled (A2) feed spacers, and 
non-fouled (B1) and biofouled (B2) membrane sheet surfaces at low magnification (x100), 
and of non-fouled (C1, x3500) and biofouled (C2, x 5500) membrane sheet surfaces at high 
magnification. In C2, colonies of bacteria are visible, a clear indication of biofouling. 
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Fig. 4.9A shows SEM images of a clean (A1) and a biofouled (A2) feed spacer. Figs. 4.9B1 

and 4.9C1 show the clean membrane before fouling; no deposits are visible on the membrane. 

Figs. 4.9B2 and 4.9C2 show images obtained of the fouled membranes after day 6; deposits 

were present on the fouled surface and large cracks were observed at low magnifications 

(x100). These cracks were likely caused by the drying of the membranes. At higher 

magnifications (x5500), large numbers of bacterial cells were visible. Such bacteria are 

strongly attached to the membrane surface because of Lifshifz-van der Waals, electrostatic, 

and acid-base forces [52]. 

 

4.4.3. Effect of feed spacer geometry, gas/liquid ratio and applied pressure 

In the reference case (Case I), two-phase flow cleaning was effective in terms of recovery of 

the FCP, but not successful in restoring the MTC. We therefore explored the following 

strategies to improve MTC recovery: (a) changing the feed spacer type, (b) increasing the 

gas/liquid ratio from 0.5 to 0.8, and (c) increasing the applied trans-membrane pressure.  

First, we selected a thinner feed spacer (spacer B; see Table 4.1). The benefit of using a 

thinner feed spacer is that it results in a larger membrane surface area per unit module volume. 

However, the downside is that the effect of fouling might be more severe due to the smaller 

hydraulic diameter of the channel, resulting in a higher FCP. Fig. 4.10 shows that use of the 

thinner feed spacer made the recovery of the FCP decreases to 65%; the MTC recovery 

became even less than 10% (Case III). Analysis of about 250 images taken during two-phase 

flow cleaning (images are condensed into a single frame during post-processing) clearly 

showed the occurrence of channeling; the biofouling caused a preferential trajectory of the 

two-phase flow through regions of lower resistance. Because of this maldistribution of 

bubbles over the width of the feed channel, it was hard to remove the biofilms from the 

channel. The effect was worse for the MTC because a significant part of the membrane 

surface was not cleaned, therefore limiting permeate flow.  

The next strategy was to increase the gas/liquid ratio (Cases II and IV), as this might produce 

larger bubbles in the feed channel. For spacer A (0.71 mm), a minor increase of the FCP 

recovery occurred; see Case II vs. Case I in Fig. 4.10. The MTC recovery was almost identical 

to the reference experiment if we take the error margins into consideration. This suggests that 
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larger bubbles do not increase the shear force along membrane surface significantly. For 

spacer B, the cleaning efficiency enhancement was greater at a higher gas/liquid ratio (Case 

IV vs. Case III). The FCP and MTC recoveries increased to 85% and 15%, respectively, but 

overall, the two-phase flow cleaning efficiencies were almost the same as for the reference 

case (Case I: FCP recovery efficiency approximately 90%, MTC recovery 17%). The bubble 

distributions for spacer A at gas/liquid ratios of 0.5 and 0.8 (Figs. 4.6B and 4.6D) and spacer 

B at a gas/liquid ratio of 0.8 (Fig. 4.10 rightmost, Case IV) were comparable. It is clear that 

decreasing the spacer thickness did not significantly improve the cleaning efficiency. 

 

Fig. 4.10. Left: Effect of feed spacer type and gas/liquid ratio ( ) on FCP and MTC 
recoveries; uL=0.11m/s. Right: superimposed frames showing bubble coverage for Cases III 
and IV. 
 

The effect of applying a trans-membrane pressure (feed pressure) during the cleaning phase 

was also tested. Based on the ideal gas law, an increase of the applied pressure should lead to 

smaller bubbles and possibly a better bubble distribution. Furthermore, from a practical point 

of view, the operator of two-phase flow cleaning process would not have to reduce the applied 

trans-membrane pressure during cleaning but would be able to use the same pressure as used 
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for filtration. To investigate the effect of applied pressure (and the expected smaller bubble 

size) on the cleaning efficiency, a fouling experiment was performed using spacer B, with a 

gas/liquid ratio of 0.5 in the subsequent cleaning stage (Case V; see Table 4.2). Fig. 4.11 

displays the results. The gas/liquid ratio is based on the actual gas volume, so seven times the 

amount of gas was introduced to compensate for reduced volume at 600 kPag (based on the 

ideal gas law at the same temperature). 

 

Fig. 4.11. Left: effect of applied trans-membrane pressure during the two-phase cleaning on 
the FCP and MTC recoveries, with spacer B. Right: superimposed frames showing bubble 
coverage for Cases III (0 kPag) and V (600 kPag). 

 

Fig. 4.11 makes clear that cleaning at a pressure of 600 kPag had the same cleaning efficiency 

as cleaning at 0 kPag pressure. The results show an FCP recovery of approximately 60%, and 

an MTC recovery of less than 10%. Analysis of the image sequence revealed that the bubbles 

behaved the same at both pressures. Bubble size was identical, following the shape of feed 

spacer filaments, regardless of applied pressure.  

From Figs. 4.10 and 4.11, we can conclude that maintaining good bubble coverage is the most 

important factor; effects of feed-spacer thickness, gas/liquid ratio or applied pressure are only 
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important with regard to whether they improve or worsen bubble coverage. Nevertheless, 

bubble coverage is mainly important for the removal of large fluffy biofouling (recovering the 

FCP), but not for recovering water transport to the permeate side (MTC). 

 

4.4.4. Effect of liquid velocity 

We expected that increasing the liquid velocity while maintaining the same gas/liquid ratio 

would lead to higher bubble velocities. This should lead to greater shear forces and, likely, a 

better cleaning efficiency. We performed two experiments (Cases VI and VII) to investigate 

this. Biofouling was allowed to develop under similar conditions as in the reference case 

(Case I, Table 4.2). We used two different liquid velocities in the cleaning stage, i.e. 0.22 m/s 

and 0.44 m/s, which was two and four times that of the reference case (0.11 m/s). In each case, 

the gas flow operated at a gas/liquid ratio of 0.5.  

 

Fig. 4.12. Effect of the liquid velocity (uL) on FCP and MTC recoveries. Liquid velocities uL 

0.11 m/s (Case I), 0.22 m/s (Case VI) and 0.44 m/s (Case VII); spacer A. Gas/liquid ratio 
θ=0.5. 
  

Fig. 4.12 presents the results. As can be seen, there were no significant differences in the FCP 

recovery (all between 85% and 90%). However, increasing the liquid velocity led to a better 

MTC recovery. Increasing the liquid velocity from 0.11 m/s to 0.22 m/s enhanced the MTC 

recovery from about 10% to 30%. By further increasing the liquid velocity to 0.44 m/s, an 
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additional rise in the MTC recovery to about 40% occurred. Upon visual inspection, more 

biofouling was found to have been removed from the membrane surface at these greater liquid 

velocities.  

To elucidate the effect of the liquid velocity on the MTC recovery, we repeated this 

experiment under similar conditions, and used using SD-OCT (Section 4.3.9.2) to image the 

biofouling in the flow cell before and after cleaning. Images were taken in three locations of 

the flow cell (near the inlet and outlet, and in the middle). Figs. 4.13 and 4.14 contain the 

tomograms. Fig. 4.13a shows the OCT’s three-dimensional field of view during observation 

of the biofouling inside the flow cell (7 mm x 2 mm x 1.131 mm for x, y and z). With a z-axis 

of 1.131 mm, an observation penetration deeper than the feed channel depth is allowed. Figs. 

4.13b and 13c show the two-dimensional OCT images of the biofouled cells, in which the 

fluffy aggregates of biofouling, thin biofilm layer, feed spacers, and membrane surfaces can 

be distinguished (on the basis of the intensity of back-scattered light received by the OCT 

probe). Fig. 4.13b clearly shows how biofouling in the entire feed channel reduced the 

channel volume (and thereby increased the flow resistance). Fig. 4.13b also shows substantial 

biofouling adhered to the surface of the PMMA cover plate and around the polypropylene 

feed spacer filaments, which are both hydrophobic (see also Fig. 4.14a). The fluffy biofouling 

is responsible for the FCP increase and was removed by application of two-phase flow 

cleaning at any liquid velocity (uL=0.11 m/s) (Fig. 4.13c). Since the flow cell was relatively 

short, we can assume that the shear force caused by the gas bubbles acted uniformly along the 

channel. This caused the fluffy biofilm to be removed from the entire channel, but a thin layer 

of biofilm remained after cleaning (Fig. 4.14b). This layer is responsible for the low MTC 

recovery; it was therefore important to increase the shear force applied to the membrane 

surface. 

 

By increasing the liquid velocity to uL=0.44 m/s, two-phase flow cleaning removed more 

biofilm material from the membrane surface (compare Figs. 4.14b and 4.14c; the membrane 

sheet appears brighter because of its shiny top layer). Fig. 4.14c shows that there was still 

biofilm material on the feed-spacer filaments, where the attractive force between the biofilm 

and the hydrophobic filament surfaces most likely was stronger than the shear force induced 

by the bubble flow. These OCT images explain the efficiencies shown in Fig. 4.12. Use of a 

higher liquid velocity (uL=0.44 m/s) increased the MTC recovery significantly (to about 40%), 
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at similar FCP recoveries. The greater shear forces acting on the surface of the membrane 

were able to remove most of the biofouling there, which led to increased MTC recovery. 

 

Fig. 4.13. (a) OCT’s three-dimensional field of observation measures 7 mm x 2 mm x 1.131 
mm, acquired for all biofouling sample along the flow cells. Illustration of B-scans (xz-planes) 
of the biofouled spacer-filled channel, before (b) and after (c) two-phase flow cleaning 
(uL=0.11 m/s; θ=0.5) at inflow points. The intensity of the orange color is proportional to the 
intensity of detected reflection of the raw signal. The back-scattered light from the membrane 
sheet is brighter due to the shiny top layer of the membrane. 
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Fig. 4.14. Series of equidistant OCT B-scans (7 mm x 1.131 mm, measured in air (refractive 
index=1) of biofouled feed channels in three regions: (1) adjacent to the inlet (A1, B1, C1), (2) 
in the middle of the channel (A2, B2, C2), and (3) adjacent to the outlet (A3, B3, C3). Flow 
cell A is the biofouled feed channel before cleaning, flow cell B was cleaned at a liquid 
velocity of uL=0.11 m/s and a gas/liquid ratio θ=0.5, and flow cell C was cleaned at a liquid 
velocity of uL=0.44 m/s and a gas/liquid ratio θ=0.6 (slightly higher ratio, but bubble 
distribution is identical, only significantly differ ratio provides significant bubble distribution 
difference, see Fig. 4.6). R2 is clean feed channel as reference, captured in the middle of the 
flow cell. The intensity of the orange is proportional to the intensity of the detected reflection 
of the raw signal. 
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We expected that the bubble velocity within the two-phase flow plays an important role in 

increasing the shear force at the membrane surface. To confirm that, we analyzed all recorded 

high-speed camera images obtained during two-phase flow cleaning from all experiments 

(uL=0.11, 0.22 and 0.44 m/s; θ=0.5), and used Eq. (4.23) to calculate the bubble velocities. 

Fig. 4.15 displays the result.  

 

Fig. 4.15. Bubble velocity (νb) as a function of liquid velocity (uL) in the membrane cell at a 
gas/liquid ratio ( ) of 0.5 and for feed spacer A as determined by using high-speed camera 
images. 

Fig. 4.15 shows that the measured bubble velocity was 3.5-5.5 times higher than the liquid 

velocity. In a separate test, we used a single phase (water only) at a high velocity (0.44 m/s) to 

clean the biofouled channel. However, water alone failed to remove biofouling. We therefore 

conclude that the bubble velocity during two-phase flow cleaning is responsible for the high 

shear force that leads to removal of the biofilm from the membrane surface. The higher the 

bubble velocity is, the greater the achieved MTC recovery.    
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4.5. Conclusions 

Keeping the pressure drop along the feed channel under control and maintaining the flux 

(mass transfer coefficient) is essential in high-pressure membrane processes such as NF and 

RO. In practice, this often requires the periodic removal of biofouling from such systems. We 

investigated the effects of different conditions of two-phase flow cleaning, a chemical-free 

procedure, on its ability to remove biofouling from spiral-wound nanofiltration elements.  

At a liquid velocity of 0.11 m/s for a spacer with a thickness of 0.71 mm, increasing the 

gas/liquid ratio from 0.5 to 0.8 led to similar cleaning efficiencies (recoveries of the FCP and 

MTC of about 90% and 17%, respectively). Using a thinner spacer, with a thickness of 0.51 

mm, at a gas/liquid ratio of 0.5 led to a maldistribution of the bubbles, resulting in lower 

cleaning efficiencies (recoveries of about 65% and 5% for FCP and MTC, respectively). 

Increasing the gas/liquid ratio to 0.8 for this thinner spacer did not yield significantly better 

cleaning results either. Cleaning at a transmembrane pressure of 600 kPag did not influence 

the efficiency either. It appears that it is mainly the structure of the feed spacer that controls 

bubble flow and bubble size.  

An increase in the liquid velocity during two-phase flow cleaning produced a significantly 

increased bubble velocity and this was most effective in improving the MTC recovery. The 

largest efficiency (about 40%) was obtained at the highest liquid velocity we used (0.44 m/s). 

Visual inspection using OCT showed a significant increase in the amount of biomass removed 

from the membrane surface with increasing liquid velocity. The bubble velocities where found 

to be approximately 3.5-5.5 times higher than the liquid velocities. At identical gas/liquid 

ratios, the higher bubble velocity was responsible for greater shear forces on the surface of the 

membrane, leading to the increased cleaning efficiency.  

We found that using only the FCP as an indicator for biofouling removal is insufficient as it 

does not reflect biofilms present on the membrane surface, but mainly indicates the presence 

or absence of fluffy-type fouling. The short cleaning duration (about 5 min) that is required 

for FCP recovery reflects this and has only a small effect on the biofilm present on the 

membrane surface. The MTC gave a better indication about the biofilm present on the 

membrane surface, thus providing more insight in actual removal rates.  
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In practice, both FCP and MTC must be well-managed to maintain optimum process 

performance (higher productivity, lower energy consumption, low cleaning cost). Two-phase 

flow cleaning is a good method for efficient biofouling control in spiral-wound membrane 

elements when two key conditions are met: a good distribution of the bubbles, and a high 

bubble velocity. A good bubble distribution, can be achieved by fine-tuning the gas/liquid 

ratio to its optimum and possibly by modifying the feed spacer shape. 
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Abstract 
 

 

Biofouling is still a major challenge in the application of nanofiltration and reverse osmosis 

membranes. Here we present a platform approach for environmentally friendly biofouling 

control using a combination of a hydrogel-coated feed spacer and two-phase flow cleaning. 

Neutral (polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA), cationic (polyDMAEMA) and anionic (polySPMA) 

hydrogels have been successfully grafted onto polypropylene (PP) feed spacers via plasma-

mediated UV-polymerization. These coatings maintained their chemical stability after 7 days 

incubation in neutral (pH 7), acidic (pH 5) and basic (pH 9) environments. Anti-biofouling 

properties of these coating were evaluated by E. coli attachment assay and nanofiltration and 

experiments at a TMP of 600 kPag using tap water with additional nutrients as feed and by 

using optical coherence tomography. Especially the anionic polySPMA-coated PP feed spacer 

shows reduced attachment of E. coli and biofouling in the spacer-filled narrow channels 

resulting in delayed biofilm growth. Employing this highly hydrophilic coating during 

removal of biofouling by two-phase flow cleaning also showed enhanced cleaning efficiency, 

feed channel pressure drop and flux recoveries. The strong hydrophilic nature and the 

presence of negative charges on polySPMA are most probably responsible for the improved 

antifouling behavior. A combination of polySPMA-coated PP feed spacers and two-phase 

flow cleaning therefore is promising and an environmentally friendly approach to control 

biofouling in NF/RO systems employing spiral-wound membrane modules. 
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5.1. Introduction 

Ensuring adequate clean water supply is essential for human beings, especially for drinking 

water and food production. Membrane technology has shown considerable progression in the 

past years, and is widely employed to facilitate an increase in clean water supplies via the 

treatment of fresh water, reuse of wastewater, and desalination of salty water [1]. High 

pressure membrane processes, i.e. nanofiltration (NF) and reverse osmosis (RO) are the most 

commonly applied membrane processes for the removal of contaminants and pathogens from 

drinking water supplies [2, 3]. However, despite their widespread application worldwide, 

biofouling remains a major obstacle since it lowers the performance of NF/RO plants [4].  

Commonly practiced biofouling control by using chemical agents (alkalines, detergents, 

enzymes, chelating agents, acids, biocides) were found ineffective in removing biofouling 

completely from NF/RO spiral wound membrane channels [5, 6]. Besides promoting 

membrane damages [7] and being harmful to the environment [8], the use of biocides, may 

promote the resistance of microorganisms towards these biocides and worsens the biofouling 

problems [9]. Re-growth of biofouling was observed after chemical cleaning, due to the 

presence of dead bacteria, which served as nutrients for subsequent growth. Physical removal 

of remaining biomass is therefore essential to optimize biofouling control [10]. The presence 

of spacers in the membrane modules have a significant contribution to the occurrence of 

biofouling and especially the feed spacer is a source for biomass growth inducing befouling. 

Biofouling removal from membrane feed channels using two-phase flow was found effective 

and can be used as an environment and membrane friendly cleaning method [11, 12].  

In our previous work, we investigated the role of feed spacer geometry, feed pressure, 

gas/liquid ratio, cleaning duration, and liquid velocity on biofouling removal in spiral wound 

membrane elements [11]. However, in order to reduce the occurrence of biofouling, 

prevention at the source is the preferred option. In this work we therefore investigate the 

influence of charge of the employed spacers using hydrogel coated polypropylene (PP) feed 

spacers, and its effect on prevention of early attachment of biofouling. Although the effect of 

charge on the anti-biofouling properties has been investigated before, the effect of charge of a 

polymer coated feed spacer filament has however, not been investigated systematically so far. 

Three hydrogels with different charge (neutral: HEMA-co-PEG10MA; cationic: DMAEMA 

and anionic: SPMA) were selected and coated onto a polypropylene (PP) feed spacer. This 
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allowed us to systematically investigate the anti-biofouling effect of the feed spacer charge 

using bacteria adhesion tests and biofouling evaluation in nanofiltration experiments. We aim 

at providing a novel eco-friendly method to control biofouling in NF/RO systems by a 

combination of charged hydrogel-coated PP feed spacers and two-phase flow cleaning.  

 

5.2. Theory of feed spacer coating 

Biofilms initially grow alongside the feed spacer, and eventually attach to membrane surface 

[13]. The feed spacer is responsible for the accumulation of biomass in the membrane 

channels. Although numerous studies on membrane surface modification [14] exist, the 

literature on spacer surface modification is less abundant. Surface modifications of feed 

spacer have been studied using metal coatings, e.g. silver and copper [15, 16] or 

functionalized polymers, e.g. polydopamine, polydopamine-g-poly(ethylene glycol) and 

diglyme plasma coating [17, 18].   

The aforementioned surface coatings showed some limitations. Toxic coatings (silver, copper, 

biocide etc.) act similarly to chemical cleaning, the first layer of bacterial cells might be 

killed, but the material from dead bacteria provides nutrients for subsequent bacterial growth 

[16]. For polydopamine and polydopamine-g-poly(ethylene glycol) coatings, although batch 

adhesion tests using bacterial solutions or proteins under static conditions showed good anti-

biofouling properties, long-term and continuous biofouling experiments demonstrated poor 

biofouling inhibition [19]. The results might be related to instability of those polymers during 

long-term experiments. The potential of hydrophilic coatings to facilitate membrane cleaning 

is therefore still promising [19].  

Moreover, polydopamine is amphoteric and shows different surface charges in acid or basic 

environments [20], and the results suggest that surface charge effects the early attachment of 

biofouling on the feed spacer surface, since electrostatic interactions between surfaces and the 

charged outer layer of cell membranes of fouling organisms can play a role.  

Hydrogel-based materials have been reported to have good anti-biofouling properties and 

have great potential to be applied as antifouling coatings [21, 22]. Their antifouling properties 

might be correlated with the charge, entropic elasticity and strong surface hydration of the 

hydrogels [23]. Poly ethylene glycol (PEG) based coating materials are well known for their 
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remarkable antifouling properties [24, 25]. Cationic polyDMAEMA has also been reported as 

a potential antimicrobial material [26], as has the anionic counterpart polySPMA [27, 28].  

Considering that the net charge of the cell wall of most bacteria that cause biofouling is 

negative [29], it is important to investigate the effect of spacer charge  (i.e. coating charge for 

coated spacers) on biofouling control. In addition, some biofouling organisms secrete 

bioadhessives, which also consist of charged polysaccharides and proteins. 

  

5.3. Experimental section 

5.3.1. Materials 

A polypropylene (PP) feed spacer with a thickness of 0.7 mm was provided by Delstar 

Technology Inc., UK. 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA), polyethylene glycol 

methacrylate (PEG10MA), 3-sulfopropyl methacrylate potassium salt (SPMA), 2-

dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA), and nutrient broth bacterial culture media 

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Sweden AB. Crystal violet, a Gram-color modified kit 

for Gram staining was purchased from Merck, Sweden. All chemicals were used without 

further purification. Bacterial attachment assays were carried out using 12-well polystyrene 

culture plates sterilized by gamma irradiation (VWR, Sweden). Thin film composite ESNA1-

LF2 NF membranes and permeate spacers were obtained from Hydranautics, Oceanside, 

Californa, USA. Sodium acetate (CH3COONa), sodium nitrate (NaNO3), anhydrous 

monobasic sodium phosphate (NaH2PO4) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) were purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich (Germany) and used as received. 

 

5.3.2. Plasma-mediated UV-polymerization 

The grafting of charged hydrophilic polymers onto a PP feed spacer surface using plasma 

treatment of PP and UV-photopolymerization can be generally divided into two steps (Fig. 

5.1). The first step is the activation of the PP surface by oxygen plasma. After 15 minutes 

exposure to oxygen plasma at room temperature, hydroxyl, peroxide and carbonyl functional 

groups are produced. The second step is the grafting of the monomers onto the activated PP 

surfaces by UV-polymerization ( =365 nm).  
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Fig. 5.1. Reaction scheme of UV-induced grafted polymerization (UV light, =365 nm) of 
hydrophilic polymers (polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA, polyDMAEMA or polySPMA) onto a 
polypropylene (PP) feed spacer surface. PP is treated in oxygen plasma, followed by UV 
irradiation to attached the monomers (i.e. HEMA/PEG10MA mixture, DMAEMA, or SPMA). 
The resulting hydrogel polymers grafted to the PP surface have different charges: 
polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA is neutral (0), polyDMAEMA has a positive charge (+) and 
polySPMA has a negative charge (-). 

 

Fig. 5.2 illustrates the preparation of the modified feed spacer by coating with the hydrophilic 

polymers. Polypropylene feed spacer samples were sonicated for 15 min in acetone to remove 

residual chemicals from the manufacturing, dried and weighted. The samples were then 

treated with oxygen plasma (standard plasma-system Pico, Diener, Germany) for 15 min, 

under approximately 10Pa oxygen partial pressure at approximately 200W. Samples were 

then immediately incubated in HEMA and PEG10MA, SPMA, or DMAEMA solutions in 

water for 24 hours at room temperature. For photopolymerization, the incubated samples were 

placed between two transparent quartz discs and irradiated by UV light ( =365 nm) for 2 

hours. The reaction chamber was purged with moist nitrogen gas for 1 min before and during 
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UV-polymerization to prevent interference of oxygen and to prevent the solvent from 

evaporating. After irradiation, the spacer was soaked in water for 24 hours to remove un-

reacted monomers and other chemical residues. The samples were then dried in an incubator 

at 100 oC for 48 h and weighed. The percentage of grafting (PG) of polymer on the spacers 

was calculated using the following equation: 

%100(%)
0

0 x
w

ww
PG p −

=          (1) 

where w0 and wp are the weights of the spacer before and after polymerization, respectively.  

 

Fig. 5.2. Plasma mediated UV-polymerization of hydrophilic polymers on polypropylene feed 
spacers: (a) sonication, 15 min in acetone; (b) oxygen plasma treatment for 15 min; (c) 
incubation in monomer solution (HEMA and PEG10MA, DMAEMA, or SPMA) for 24 hours; 
(d) UV-polymerization (λ=365nm) for 2 hours; (e) soaking in water for 24 hours; (f) 
hydrophilized feed spacer after drying. 
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5.3.3. Polymer characterization 

All pristine and hydrogel-coated polypropylene (PP) spacers were characterized using 

Fourier-Transform Infrared Attenuated Total Reflection (FTIR-ATR) spectroscopy using a 

Pike MIRacle ATR accessory with a diamond prism in a Vertex70 FT-IR Spectrometer 

(Bruker, Germany) equipped with a DTGS detector. The samples were pressed against the 

prism with a swivel tip, which is used for non-plated surfaces and makes it possible to hold 

the substrate by adjusting or twisting its position on the substrate surface. OPUS 7.2 software 

was used for data acquisition and processing. The spectra were recorded over a wavelength 

range 4600-600 cm-1 and at a spectral resolution of 4 cm-1. IR spectra of pristine and hydrogel-

coated PP were recorded after polymerization, chemical stability test and post-filtration 

evaluation, respectively.  

Surface roughness and topography of pristine and hydrogel-coated PP were examined by a 

NanoScope IVa Dimension 3100 SPM Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) (Veeco Instruments, 

Inc., USA). The images were recorded over an area of 5x5 μm2 in tapping mode in air at an 

acquisition rate of 1 Hz.  

In order to measure the wettability of the coatings, SPMA, HEMA-PEG10MA, and DMAEMA 

were polymerized onto intiator-immobilized gold surfaces via surface mediated atom transfer 

radical polymerization (SI-ATRP). The thickness of these coatings was adjusted to 100 Å. 

The captive bubble technique was used to measure the contact angle of the hydrated polymer 

coatings using a Dataphysics OCA35 contact angle analyzer with software SCA22. After 

equilibrating the coating samples in water for 1 h, the samples were placed facing downwards 

in a glass container filled with deionized water. 2 μl of air was released to the polymer 

surfaces by a U-shaped needle under control of a computer system. Three contact angles of 

the bubble were measured and the values were averaged. 

 

5.3.4. Polymer stability test 

To evaluate the stability of the grafted polymers in water, acidic and basic environments after 

short and long-term immersion, hydrogel-coated spacers were incubated in water (pH 5, 7 and 

9) for one day, one week and one month. The pH was adjusted by adding hydrochloric acid 

(0.1 M) and sodium hydroxide (0.1 M) to deionized water (Milli-Q). The temperature used in 
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this study was 5°C to avoid the growth of microorganisms to exclude the effect of biofouling 

on the stability of the coating, as the presence of grown microorganisms might change the pH 

of system as these secrete metabolites. The weight and IR spectra of the samples were 

measured before and after incubation. The samples were washed several times in Milli-Q 

water and dried prior to the measurements. The loss of polymer coating in terms of weight 

loss (WL) was calculated using: 

if WWWL −=           (5.2) 

where Wf and Wi are the weight of the spacer after and before incubation, respectively.  

 

5.3.5. Bacterial attachment assay 

Escherichia coli (CCUG 3274) were cultured in nutrient broth (NB) medium at 37˚ C by 

shaking at 170 rpm for 16 hours. Fresh sterile NB medium was then added to the bacterial 

suspension and the optical density was adjusted to 0.1 (approximately 108 cfu/ml) at 600 nm.  

Four replicates of each feed spacer sample (pristine and hydrogel-coated PPs) were placed in 

12-well polystyrene plates and 4 ml of bacterial suspension was dispensed to each well. The 

plates were incubated at 37˚ C and 75 rpm for 1, 4 or 24 hours. After incubation, the samples 

were washed several times in Milli-Q water and transferred to a new well plate. 4 ml of 

crystal violet 0.3% was added to each well. After 15 min incubation at room temperature, 

samples were gently washed three times by Milli-Q water to remove non-bound bacterial cells 

and extra stain. The washed samples were immersed in a new well plate containing 4 ml of 

ethanol 95% (v/v) for 20 min to release crystal violet from the bacteria cell walls. The optical 

density (OD) of the solution in each well was measured at 540 nm.  

Four replicates of each sample, incubated with fresh sterile NB without bacteria, but otherwise 

treated similarly, were used as negative controls in this experiment. The optical density of 

crystal violet from bacteria was corrected by subtracting its mean OD from the negative 

control prior to statistical analysis. To obtain the images of bacteria on the spacer surfaces, the 

samples were fixed in 10 mL of 2.5% (v/v) glutaraldehyde for 20 min at room temperature. 

After washing in Milli-Q water and air-drying, the samples were attached to the sample holder 

using double-sided carbon tape. The surface of the samples was sprayed by compressed gas to 

remove any lose particles and debris. Bacteria on the feed spacers were detected by a Phenom 
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(FEI, Eindhoven, Netherlands) desktop scanning electron microscope (SEM). The SEM 

images were displayed as inverted images to enhance the visibility of the bacteria cells.  

The relative attachment of bacteria to the hydrogel-coated samples is presented as the optical 

density of the bacteria at 540 nm (OD540nm) on the spacer surface and normalized to the 

uncoated spacer. Error bars represent the standard deviation from 4 replicates of each sample. 

Statistical analysis of these data was carried out using Minitab 16 statistical software. One-

way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with  = 5% and Tukey's HSD Post-hoc test were 

performed to determine the difference between hydrogel-coated and uncoated samples. Values 

were considered significantly different from each other when p-value (p) < 0.05. 

 

5.3.6. Filtration tests 

Fig. 5.3 shows the schematic diagram of the filtration test set-up used. The lower part shows 

the feed water before entering the filtration cells. Tap water (Enschede, The Netherlands) used 

as feed. Before storage in a 60 liter feed tank, the feed water was filtered by a cartridge filter 

(1-3 μm polypropylene wound FA10”, Purtrex PX01-10, USA). The feed tank was equipped 

with a floating switch valve to regulate the water level. Storage of the feed water in the feed 

tank, resulted in a water temperature approximately equal to the room temperature. To 

promote accelerated biofouling growth, nutrients were added to the feed after the feed tank by 

using a peristaltic pump (Masterflex L/S pumps, Cole-Palmer Instrument Company, USA). 

The feed water was then pumped and equally distributed into three lines using a high pressure 

feed pump (Micropump GAF series, Micropump Inc., Canada).  

In the upper part of the filtration set-up, a mass flow controller (Cori-Flow, Bronkhorst, The 

Netherlands: 10±0.02 L/h max), regulated the flow rate within each line and allowed equal 

feed flow to each vertically positioned filtration cell. The filtration cells were covered from 

direct light to prevent growth of phototrophic organisms like algae. The feed channel pressure 

drop of the filtration cell was measured using a differential pressure sensor (EL-Press, 

Bronkhorst, The Netherlands: P max=100±0.5 kPa) and the flux was measured using a 

balance (Mettler-Toledo P3002). The retentate and permeate lines were drained without 

recirculating the water. During two-phase flow cleaning, nitrogen gas was introduced in the 

liquid line before the filtration cells, controlled by a mass flow controller (EL-Flow, 
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Bronkhorst, The Netherlands: 500±0.25 mLn/min). The filtration cells were custom-made and 

manufactured from PMMA plates with a stainless steel frame to allow for operation at 

moderate pressures (maximum operating pressure of 600 kPag).  

 

Fig. 5.3. Experimental set-up used for filtration experiments. The lower part consists of a 
water tap, cartridge filter, feed tank, dosing tank, dosing pump and feed pump. The upper part 
consists of mass flow controllers, filtration cells, differential pressure meters, balance and 
nitrogen gas line; all measurements were controlled and logged using a personal computer. 
The biofouling growth was observed daily by optical coherence tomography (OCT). 
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The filtration test procedures were similar as described in our previous work [11]. Each 

sample of modified feed spacer was tested in two stages: (1) a fouling stage; biofouling 

growth in the spacer-filled channel causing at least 300% FCP increase over the feed channel; 

and (2) a cleaning stage; two-phase flow cleaning to remove biofouling.  

During the fouling stage, fresh NF membranes were used in each experiment and each 

hydrogel-coated feed spacer was tested in a separate experimental run. Prior to use, the 

membranes were soaked in Milli-Q water overnight to remove preservation liquid after which 

the filtration cells were closed. The liquid superficial velocity was set at 0.11 m/s by mass 

flow controllers and pump speed, and the TMP was set at 600 kPag. To enhance biofouling 

growth, nutrients (sodium acetate (CH3COONa), sodium nitrate (NaNO3), and anhydrous 

monobasic sodium phosphate (NaH2PO4)), were added to the feed water in a molar ratio 

C:N:P = 100:20:10. The nutrient concentration was set at 1 mg Ac-C/L, aiming at an 

experimental run of approximately 6-7 days for uncoated feed spacers.  

The FCP and flux were recorded at least once per day for each filtration cell, and the 

biofouling growth in the filtration cells was observed daily in situ using optical coherence 

tomography (OCT) (Ganymede Spectral Domain OCT, Thorlabs GmbH, Germany). The OCT 

was set at a field of view (B-scans) of x=10 mm and z=1.5 mm, with pixel size 5429x546. As 

shown in Fig. 5.4, the observation area is located in the middle of the filtration cell (blue 

square) and the red arrow indicates the scanning direction, which is identical to the flow 

direction. The refractive index of water (1.33) was used since the light beam passes the wetted 

biofouling layer in the feed channel. The acquisition time was 2.018 s. All tomograms are 

presented as obtained, the orange scale intensity is proportional to the intensity of the detected 

reflection of the raw signal. 

 

Fig. 5.4. Left: OCT observation of biofouling in the spacer-filled channels in the middle of the 
filtration cell; the blue square indicates the observation area and the red arrow is the scan 
direction, which is in the same direction as the flow direction. Right: OCT image showing a 2-
D cross-sectional view of the biofouling structure in a spacer-filled filtration channel, exactly 
at the red line shown in the left picture. Refractive index is 1.33 and the intensity of the 
detected reflection of the raw signal is presented as the orange scale intensity. Field of view 
(FOV): x=10 mm and z=1.5 mm, with pixel size 5429x546 and acquisition time 2.018 s. 
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When the FCP of a specific filtration cell increased by at least 300%, the fouling stage was 

considered to be complete and the cleaning stage was started. During the cleaning stage, the 

liquid velocity was set at 0.44 m/s, and nitrogen gas was introduced into the liquid using a 

mass flow controller at a gas/liquid ratio θ=0.5. The TMP was set at 0 kPag during the 10 

minutes of two-phase flow cleaning. FCP and flux before and after two-phase flow cleaning 

were measured, and the cleaning efficiency was calculated based on the recovery of the FCP 

to the initial pressure drop at day 0, and the flux recovery to the clean water flux of the 

membrane [11].  

 The two-phase flow cleaning efficiency was represented as FCP-based cleaning 

efficiency or FCP recovery, which was calculated using: 
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where P0 is the initial pressure drop at day 0, P300%fouled is the final pressure drop 

determined just before two-phase flow cleaning and Pcleaned is the pressure drop after two-

phase flow cleaning. All P values are normalized to the lowest P0 of all runs.  

 The flux-based cleaning efficiency is presented as MTC recovery and calculated using:    
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where MTC0 is the initial MTC = 4.9x10-11 m/s.Pa [11], MTCfouled is the final MTC before 

two-phase flow cleaning, and MTCcleaned is the MTC after two-phase flow cleaning.  

After the filtration test and subsequent two-phase flow cleaning, the feed spacers were 

removed from the flow cell and dried in an incubator at 100°C for 24 h. The ATR-FTIR 

spectra of both pristine and polymer-coated PP were then recorded.  

 

5.4. Results and Discussion 

5.4.1. Coating characterization 

The percentage grafting (PG) of polymer on the feed spacer was calculated using Eq. (5.1). A 

slight but consistent ~ 0.32% increase in spacer weight was observed for all hydrogels (Table 
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5.1). The change relative to the original spacer weight is small and will not affect the 

geometry of the feed spacer and its hydrodynamics in the feed channel. 

Table 5.1. Percentage grafting of polymer-coated PP feed spacer. 

Polymer type PG (%) 

HEMA-co-PEG10MA 0.3203 ± 0.051 

DMAEMA 0.3203 ± 0.064 

SPMA 0.3205 ± 0.054 

 

The FTIR-ATR spectra of pristine PP, oxygen plasma-treated PP and the three hydrogel-

coated PPs are shown in Fig. 5.5. 

 

Fig. 5.5. FTIR-ATR spectra of pristine PP, oxygen plasma-treated PP and hydrogel-coated PP 
(polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA, polyDMAEMA and polySPMA). The floating bar in right upper 
corner is the absorbance scale unit. 

  

As shown in Fig. 5.5, the spectrum of pristine PP is dominated by C-H-stretching modes from 

CH2 and CH3 (3000-2800 cm-1), CH2 and CH3 deformations (1456 cm-1 and 1374 cm-1), 

skeletal vibrations (1162, 981 and 971 cm-1), and CH2 rocking (845 and 806 cm-1). After 15 
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minutes of exposure to oxygen plasma, ester carbonyl (C=O) absorptions from aldehyde, 

keton and acid groups (1730 cm-1) and carbonyl from amides (1643 cm-1) are observed [30]. 

Weak O-H stretching bands from hydroxide (3000-3200 cm-1) peroxide (3525 cm-1) are 

observed as well [30]. Weak C-O stretching bands from hydroxide and peroxide are visible at 

1055 and 1125 cm-1. The presence of polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA, polyDMAEMA and 

polySPMA is confirmed by their C=O ester carbonyl stretching peaks visible at 1712-1726 

cm-1 in the FTIR spectra, which is absent in the spectrum of the pristine spacer and slowly 

increases in the plasma-treated PP spectrum. Sulfonate functional group (S=O) from SPMA 

are observed in the polySPMA spectrum at 1041 cm-1. Tertiary amine C-H stretching in 

polyDMAEMA is observed at 2779 cm-1. Furthermore, skeletal C–O–C vibrations of PEG, 

SPMA and DMAEMA are found at 1100-1160 cm-1. These results indicate that polyHEMA-

co-PEG10MA, polyDMAEMA and polySPMA are successfully grafted on the PP spacer 

surface.  

The surface roughness and topography of pristine and hydrogel-coated PP spacers were 

observed by tapping-mode AFM in air (Fig. 5.6). 

 

Fig. 5.6. Surface topography of pristine PP and charged-hydrogel (polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA, 
polyDMAEMA and polySPMA) coated PP feed spacers, measured by tapping mode AFM in 
air over 5x5 μm2 areas at an acquisition rate of 1 Hz.
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As shown in Fig. 5.6, all hydrogel-coated PP samples exhibit a relatively smooth and 

homogenous surface compared to pristine PP. The root mean square (RMS) roughness of 

pristine PP, polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA-coated PP, polyDMAEMA-coated PP, polySPMA 

coated PP is 21.5, 8.1, 10.9 and15.3, respectively. A more rough topography is observed for 

both the pristine PP and the oxygen plasma treated PP (not shown), compared to the coated 

feed spacers. Although there is a variation in RMS values of polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA, 

polyDMAEMA, and polySPMA coated spacers, differences are minor and obviously all AFM 

measurements reproducibly showed that the hydrogel-coated PP feed spacers had smoother 

surface than the pristine PP. 

 

5.4.2. Coating stability 

The stability of the polymer coatings was evaluated by measuring their weight and IR spectra 

after incubation in water at 5 ºC for 1 (data not shown), 7 and 30 days at three different pH 

values (5, 7 and 9). The weight losses were calculated using Eq. (5.2) and summarized in 

Table 5.2, and the IR spectra are shown in Fig. 5.7. 

Table 5.2. The stability of the hydrogel polymer coating on the PP spacers evaluated by 
measuring the weight loss of the polymer coating only on the PP spacer after 7 and 30 days 
incubation in buffer solution at pH 5, 7 and 9. 

Coating 

Weight loss (mg) 

7 days incubation 30 days incubation 

pH 5 pH 7 pH 9 pH 5 pH 7 pH 9 

polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA 0.13 ± 0.07 0.10 ± 0.00 0.10 ± 0.00 0.30 ± 0.10 0.20 ± 0.00 0.30 ± 0.10 

polyDMAEMA 0.10 ± 0.00 0.10 ± 0.00 0.17 ± 0.07 0.23 ± 0.11 0.20 ± 0.00 0.17 ± 0.07 

polySPMA 0.10 ± 0.00 0.10 ± 0.00 0.13 ± 0.07 0.17 ± 0.07 0.17 ± 0.06 0.17 ± 0.06 
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Fig.5.7. FTIR-ATR spectra of hydrogel-coated (polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA, polyDMAEMA 
and polySPMA) PP spacers after incubation in water for 7 and 30 days at three different pH 
values (5, 7 and 9). Floating bars in the right upper corner of each spectrum is the absorbance 
scale unit. 

 

At shorter incubation times (1 and 7 days), the coating showed good chemical stability as 

indicated by the only small changes (relative to untreated sample) in polymer weight (Table 

5.2) and the IR spectra (Fig. 5.7). However, at longer incubation times (30 days), a change in 

weight and IR spectra of the coatings was clearly visible. The weight changes of the coatings 

were found higher in acidic and basic environment than in neutral environment (pH 7). This is 

also visible in the stronger decrease in IR intensities for the coatings exposed for 30 days, 

compared to those of 7 days exposure. PolyHEMA-co-PEG10MA suffered from significant 

degradation in acidic and basic environments, which is indicated by the higher weight loss and 

reduced C=O ester carbonyl intensity at 1717 cm-1. In addition, oxidative degradation of the 

PEG chains [31] after long exposure to water and acidic and basis environment can occur, as 

seen as a reduction in the skeletal vibrations of PEG at 1100-1160 cm-1. Although the weight 

changes of polySPMA and polyDMAEMA in acidic and basic environment were lower than 

those of polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA, the C=O ester carbonyl intensities of polyDMAEMA and 

polySPMA at 1726 and 1712 cm-1 respectively, the sulfonate peak in poly SPMA at 1041 cm-1 
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and the tertiary amine of polyDMAEMA at 2779cm-1 were all found to decrease significantly 

upon exposure to acidic and basic environments as well. The stronger degradation of 

polymers immersed in acidic and basic environments for longer times might be caused by the 

increased hydrolytic activity in acidic and basic environments, increasing the loss of 

hydrophilic polymer chain segments [32, 33].  

Understanding the chemical stability of polymers in membrane filtration is important as the 

polymeric materials might be exposed to different pH conditions during filtration due to water 

pollution and microbial activity during the filtration process. In relation to the anti-biofouling 

properties of hydrogel-coated PP spacers investigated in the remainder of this chapter, the 

obtained anti biofouling results are still representative, since the bacterial adhesion and 

filtration tests are conducted up to 7 days, in which the polymer coating shows a stable 

performance and hardly any degradation.  

 

5.4.3. Bacterial adhesion test 

To investigate the adhesion of bacteria on the charged hydrogel coated PP spacers, bacteria 

adhesion experiments using E. coli were performed. E. coli is frequently found in water and 

an emerging cause of water-borne diseases. It is also a very common model bacteria used in 

lab experiments due to its rapid growth and inexpensive handling and maintenance. Relative 

attachment of E. coli on both pristine and hydrogel-coated PP spacers after 1, 4 and 24 h of 

incubation is presented in Fig. 5.8. 

At shorter incubation time (1 h), relative attachment of E. coli was found to be very low on 

polySPMA-coated PP surfaces, compared to that on pristine PP, but also compared to 

polyDMAEMA- and polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA-coated PP surfaces. The statistical analysis of 

these bacterial attachment data shows that the attachment on the anionic polySPMA coating 

differs significantly (p < 0.05) from that on the neutral polyHEMA-co-PEGMA coating and 

the pristine PP spacer, but is not significantly different from the cationic polyDMAEMA 

coating (p > 0.05). The bacterial attachment at the surface gradually increased when the 

incubation time increased. Relative to the uncoated, pristine PP spacer, the PolySPMA and 

polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA-coated spacers show a reduced bacterial adhesion of about 50 % (p 

>0.05) after 24 h of incubation. We hypothesize that this lower attachment can be associated 
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with the higher degree of hydrophilicity of polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA and polySPMA. The 

absence of electrostatic attractive interactions between the E. coli cell walls and the hydrogels 

might also contribute to the lower degree of attachment. In addition, as the net charge of the 

cell walls of E. coli at physiological pH is negative [34], a repulsive electrostatic interaction 

between E.coli and the anionic polySPMA can also explain the lower degree of attachment of 

E.coli on the anionic polySPMA. The relatively high bacterial attachment found for the 

polyDMAEMA-coated PP spacer might probably result from attractive electrostatic 

interactions.  

 

Fig. 5.8. Relative attachment of E. coli cells on pristine and polymer coated PP feed spacer 
surfaces after 1, 4, and 24 h of immersion in bacterial solutions at 37oC. Error bars indicate 
the standard deviation obtained from four replicates. The different letters above the bars 
indicate whether the data are significantly different to each other at p < 0.05. 

  

SEM imaging revealed the adhesion of E. coli colonies on the surface of all feed spacers 

investigated after 1 h of immersion in bacterial solutions at 37oC (Fig. 5.9).  
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Fig. 5.9. E. coli cells attached on pristine and coated PP feed spacer surfaces after 1 h of 
immersion in bacterial solutions at 37oC as observed by SEM (scale bar length is 40 μm). 
Colonies of bacteria cells adhered on polyDMAEMA-, polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA- and 
polySPMA-coated PP feed spacers are shown highlighted in the red circles.  

 

As shown in Fig.5.9 (top), colonies of E. coli attach both to pristine PP and hydrogel-coated 

PP feed spacers. E. coli cells attached abundantly at the surface of pristine PP feed spacers 

compared to the hydrogel-coated PP feed spacers. Less bacteria cells were observed on the 

surface of the polyDMAEMA-coated and the polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA-coated PP feed 

spacers, and only very few bacteria cells adhered to the surface of the polySPMA-coated PP 

feed spacer. The images support the aforementioned conclusion that especially the anionic  

polySPMA coating minimizes bacteria (E. coli) attachment.  
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Another reason that can contribute to the lower degree of attachment of bacteria on the 

polySPMA-coated spacer, is the more hydrophilic nature of this coating. Captive bubble 

contact angles of polySPMA, polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA and polyDMAEMA prepared via 

surface mediated atom transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP) on intiator-immobilized 

gold surfaces at 100 Å thicknesses were 148±1.2, 138±1.8, and 134±1.8 degrees, respectively 

(as measured inside the bubble). This indicates that especially the polySPMA layer is more 

hydrophilic than the two others (polyDMAEMA and polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA). 

Hydrophilicity is an important parameter in determining the anti-biofouling properties of 

surfaces; in general, more hydrophilic surfaces have better anti-biofouling properties. In this 

work, the contact angle of pristine PP was not measured due to small surface area and non-flat 

surface. However, it has been reported [35] that unmodified PP membranes have a contact 

angle (sessile drop contact angle measured in air) of 108o which is hydrophobic. This 

hydrophobic surface might result in increased attachment of E. coli via hydrophobic 

interactions. 

 

5.4.4. Filtration test and two-phase flow cleaning 

5.4.4.1.  Dynamics of feed channel pressure drop and water flux 

Feed channel pressure drop and MTC dynamics during filtration (fouling stage and two-phase 

flow cleaning) using pristine PP spacers and the coated PP spacers are shown in Fig. 5.10.  

As shown in the left panel of Fig. 5.10, the growth of biofouling in the feed spacer channels is 

shown as an increase in feed channel pressure drop (FCP). An exponential growth is observed 

for uncoated PP, polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA-, and polyDMAEMA- coated feed spacers. The 

FCP increase of the polyDMAEMA-coated feed spacer shows a significant increase between 

Day 2 and Day 4 especially. As the fouling stage is considered to be completed when the FCP 

increase is at least 300%, on Day 4, two-phase flow cleaning was carried out for this 

polyDMAEMA-coated feed spacer. Longer operation times are required to achieve similar 

FCP increase for pristine PP and polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA-coated PP feed spacers. 

Interestingly, a long-lasting and linear increase in pressure drop was observed for the 

polySPMA-coated feed spacer. In contrast to the results observed for the other spacers, the 

FCP increase for the polySPMA-coated feed spacer develops very slowly and only after one 
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week of operation (Day 7), an FCP increase of 300% is reached (an increase from an initial 

FCP of 19 mbar to 60 mbar).  On the other hand, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 5.10, the 

MTC decrease shows a similar behavior for both uncoated and polymer-coated PP spacers. 

Consequently, two-phase flow cleaning is able to remove biofouling from the feed spacer 

channels. However, the MTC recovery due to two-phase flow cleaning is not as high as the 

FCP recovery (as will be discussed later; see also Fig. 5.12).  

 

Fig. 5.10. Left: Feed channel pressure drop (FCP) during biofouling in filtration cells with 
different feed spacer coatings (pristine PP, polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA (0), polyDMAEMA (+) 
and polySPMA (-)), and cleaning by two-phase flow (indicated by arrow). Right: MTC 
dynamics (pristine PP, polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA, polyDMAEMA and polySPMA spacers) 
during fouling stage and two-phase flow cleaning (indicated by arrow). 

   

5.4.4.2. Daily OCT observations 

The biofouling growth during the fouling stage of both uncoated and hydrogel-coated PP 

spacers is observed daily using optical coherence tomography (OCT). Representative 

tomograms are shown in Fig. 5.11.  

As shown in Fig. 5.11, for pristine PP and polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA-coated PP feed spacers 6 

days are necessary to achieve a 300% FCP increase. The tomograpms clearly show the 

presence of biofouling from day 4 on in these cases, at the region between feed spacer 
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filaments and membrane surface. This region has the lowest flow velocity, and layers of 

biofilms can develop on top of each other. From day 5 on, biofouling clearly becomes more 

severe on pristine PP and as well as on polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA-coated PP feed spacers. 

After two-phase flow cleaning on Day 6, the filaments of the polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA-

coated feed spacer look cleaner than those of the pristine PP feed spacer filaments after two-

phase flow cleaning on day 7. This implies that biofouling attached to the polyHEMA-co-

PEG10MA-coated PP feed spacer surface is easier to remove by two-phase flow cleaning than 

that on the pristine PP feed spacer. 

 

Fig. 5.11. Series of equidistant OCT images (1.5 mm x 10 mm, resolution 5429x546 pixels, 
measured daily using the refractive index of water (1.33)) of: pristine, polyHEMA-co-
PEG10MA-coated, polyDMAEMA-coated, and polySPMA-coated polypropylene feed spacer-
filled channels during biofouling and after two-phase flow cleaning. Two-phase flow cleaning 
was conducted at a liquid velocity of uL=0.44 m/s and a gas/liquid ratio of θ=0.5. The orange 
scale intensity is proportional to the intensity of the detected reflection of the raw signal. 
Pristine PP spacer: two-phase flow cleaning on day 6; polyDMAEMA-coated spacer: two-
phase flow cleaning on day 4; polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA-coated spacer: two-phase flow 
cleaning on day 6; polySPMA-coated spacer: two-phase flow cleaning on day 7; 
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For the polyDMAEMA-coated PP feed spacer, a steep increase in FCP was observed between 

Day 2 and Day 4. The OCT images support this and a large biofouling matrix is 

clearlyobserved, mainly in the regions around the feed spacer filaments. Two-phase flow 

cleaning removed the majority of the biofouling, but still a lot remained. As the net charge of 

bacteria commonly causing biofouling is negative [29], strong adhesion to the positively 

charged polyDMAEMA coated spacers occurrs. Oppositely, the strong repulsion between 

bacteria and the negatively charged polySPMA-coated PP feed spacer account for the much 

better anti fouling properties of this hydrogel coated spacer. During the 7 days fouling stage, 

significantly biofouling development on the surface of polySPMA-coated feed spacer 

filaments is not observed. The effect of two-phase flow cleaning is obvious, when we 

compare the OCT tomogram of the cleaned polySPMA channel with the pristine channel at 

day 0. The hydrophilic polySPMA-coated PP feed spacer is very well suited for easy 

biofouling removal using two-phase flow. 

 

5.4.4.3. Efficiency of two-phase flow cleaning 

The efficiency of the applied two-phase flow cleaning in terms of FCP and MTC recovery is 

calculated based on both FCP and MTC data using Eq. (5.3) and Eq. (5.4) and presented in 

Fig. 5.12.  

In terms of FCP recovery, two-phase flow cleaning is rather effective and powerful to remove 

a large part of the biofouling from the spacer filled channel itself, regardless of the presence or 

absence of a feed spacer coating. The FCP level after two-phase flow cleaning is between 0.5-

0.9 kPag, although the FCP value before the two-phase flow cleaning was very high (see Fig. 

10 left panel). When comparing the FCP data of all different spacers, the FCP recovery is 

equal for all spacer types and recoveries of 60 to 70% are obtained. 
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Fig. 5.12. FCP and MTC recovery by two-phase flow cleaning (pristine PP (0) spacers, 
polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA (0) coated, polyDMAEMA (+) coated and polySPMA (-) coated 
PP feed spacers). 

   

Regarding MTC recovery, pristine PP and polySPMA-coated PP feed spacers yield flux 

recoveries of about 60%, while polyDMAEMA- and polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA-coated PP 

feed spacers generate lower flux recoveries, below 40%. Initially, all systems had the same 

initial flux (as all use the same membrane). However, to reach an FCP increase of 300%, 

different operation times are required depending on the type of spacer. For polySPMA-coated 

PP feed spacers, a 300% FCP increase was reached after 7 days and during that period, the 

flux in terms of MTC value to 0.86⋅10-11 m/s⋅Pa. After two-phase flow cleaning, the MTC 

recovered to approximately 3.11⋅10-11 m/s⋅Pa, which is close to the initial MTC0 value of 

4.9⋅10-11 m/s⋅Pa. The OCT image of the polySPMA-coated PP feed spacer after cleaning 

supports this and shows an almost identically clean feed channel as on day 0 (see Fig. 5.11). 

Similar behavior is observed for pristine PP. For polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA-coated PP feed 

spacers, although the MTC of the fouled system is identical to the MTC value of the fouled 

polySPMA-coated PP and pristine PP, the MTC recovery after two-phase flow cleaning is 

lower. This is the same for polyDMAEMA-coated PP spacers, since also in this case the 
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filtration time to reach 300% FCP increase is relatively short, resulting in relatively high MTC 

values when two-phase flow cleaning was applied, resulting in low MTC recoveries. 

Based on the FCP- and MTC-recovery data, especially the anionic polySPMA-coated PP feed 

spacers showed delayed biofouling growth and a delayed FCP increase, resulting in a reduced 

need for two-phase flow cleaning. 

 

5.4.5. Post-filtration analysis 

Foulant characteristics on the surfaces of pristine and hydrogel-coated PP spacers were 

evaluated by detemining the change in weight due to biofouling attachement and measuring 

the IR spectra of the samples after being exposed to filtration experiments up to 7 days and 

subsequent two-phase flow cleaning. The FTIR-ATR spectra were recorded after the samples 

were air dried at room temperature. Spectra are shown in Fig. 5.13.  

 

Fig. 5.13. FTIR-ATR spectra of of pristine PP and the three hydrogel-coated PP spacers after 
filtration experiments and two-phase flow cleaning. Floating bar in the right upper corner 
represents the absorbance scale unit. 
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The N-H band of Amide A is normally seen at 3270-3310 cm-1 [36-39] and its specific IR 

frequencies depend on the structure of the amino acids presnet. For example, -Poly-alanine 

has an N-H stretching bond of the amide A near 3300 cm-l [40], for polyglycine II this is 3303 

cm-1 [41] and for Ca-poly(L-glutamate) this can be found at 3275 cm-1[42]. In this work, 

prominent signals of the N-H band of Amide A are clearly observed at 3284-3290 cm-1 on the 

surface of pristine PP, polyDMAEMA-coated and polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA-coated PP 

spacers (Fig. 5.13). Furthermore, on these three samples, amide I and II are also observed at 

1641-1653 cm-1 and 1537-1543 cm-1, respectively. These results suggest the presence of 

proteins on the surface of pristine PP, polyDMAEMA and polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA spacers. 

The presence of a phosphodiester backbone of nucleic acid is clearly found for pristine PP and 

polyDMAEMA surfaces, as suggested by the bands at 1236 and 1238 cm-1. In addition, the 

peak at 1080 cm-1 faintly found on pristine PP suggests the presence of C-O and C-O-C from 

sugars [39]. These results suggest the presence of biological materials on the surface of 

pristine PP, polyDMAEMA and polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA. Interestingly, these fingerprints 

were not found on the surface of the polySPMA-coated PP spacers and support the previous 

results obtained from bacterial adhesion experiments, FCP and MTC data and OCT images.  

The foulants on the surface of pristine and polymer-coated PP spacers were visualized by 

SEM and the images are shown in Fig. 5.14. Foulants were found to be omnipresent on the 

surface of pristine PP. Fouling was less dominant on the surface of polyHEMA-co-PEG10Ma-

coated and polyDMAEMA-coated spacers and lowest on the anionic polySPMA-coated 

spacer. These images also demonstrate that the coating of hydrogels on spacer surfaces and 

especially the application of an anionic polySPMA coating enhance the performance of the 

membrane process and the effectiveness of two-phase flow cleaning.  
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Fig. 5.14. SEM images of the surface of pristine and polymer-coated PP feed spacers before 
(left) and after (right) filtration/two-phase flow cleaning (scale bar length is 40 μm). Abundant 
amounts of biomass are observed on the pristine PP surface, while less biomass is found on 
the polymer-coated PP feed spacers, and especially the polySPMA-coated spacer. 
  

5.5. Conclusion 

PolyHEMA-co-PEG10MA (0), polyDMAEMA (+) and polySPMA (-) were successfully 

coated on PP feed spacer surfaces via plasma mediated UV-polymerization. These coatings 

are chemically stable for at least 7 days upon immersion into neutral, acidic and basic 

environments. All hydrogel-coated PP samples showed improved anti-biofouling properties 

during bacterial adhesion tests. During filtration experiments, polyDMAEMA shows low anti-

biofouling properties due to hydrophobic interactions. The performance of polyHEMA-co-
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PEG10MA is fairly good. PolySPMA-coated PP feed spacers on the contrary show significant 

anti-biofouling properties. Employing this highly hydrophilic surface during removal of 

biofouling by two-phase flow cleaning also showed enhanced cleaning efficiency, feed 

channel pressure drop and flux recoveries. A combination of polySPMA-coated PP feed 

spacers and two-phase flow cleaning therefore is promising and an environmentally friendly 

approach to control biofouling in NF/RO systems employing spiral-wound membrane 

modules. 
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Abstract 
 

 

Two-phase flow cleaning has been successfully applied to control fouling in spiral wound 

membrane elements. This study focuses on its experimental optimization using a Taguchi 

Design of Experiment method (L-25 orthogonal arrays) to elucidate the influence of different 

parameters and to reveal the important factor(s) affecting the cleaning efficiency of two-phase 

flow cleaning. All possible combinations of the factors, i.e. feed type, spacer geometry, 

gas/liquid ratio and liquid velocity, each at five levels were evaluated. The main effect of each 

factor on the efficiency of two-phase flow cleaning was measured by determining the 

performance response and by calculating the mean signal-to-noise ratio. An analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) was applied to calculate the relative contribution of each factor on the 

efficiency of two-phase flow cleaning. The results showed that the feed type is by far the most 

essential factor contributing to the cleaning efficiency. The spacer geometry is ranked second, 

followed by the gas/liquid ratio and the liquid velocity, which both have an only very minor 

effect. In terms of a practical application, the operator should consider first the type of foulant 

prior to taking a decision on whether or not two-phase flow cleaning will be effective. Once 

the feed type is defined, the use of the highest gas/liquid ratio, the highest liquid velocity and 

the thickest feed spacer (diamond type) are recommended to achieve maximum two-phase 

flow cleaning efficiency. 
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6.1. Introduction 

About 80% of the world’s inhabitants does not have access to clean water for drinking and 

sanitation [1], although technological investments on modern water treatment systems via the 

use of alternative water sources such as saline water and recycling used water, has increased 

significantly the reliability of future supply [2]. Conventional treatment processes, e.g. 

coagulation-flocculation-sedimentation, adsorption and chlorination, fail to get rid of all 

contaminants in potable water sources and triggered the development of advanced water 

treatment approaches such as the use of membranes [3]. Membrane technology is now being 

used widely for purification of water and waste water, providing superiority in terms of a 

small foot print, short construction times, cost effectiveness, clean, easy and long term reliable 

operation while producing high rejection rates for contaminants [4]. Nanofiltration (NF) and 

low pressure reverse osmosis (RO) membranes are among the most efficient to treat water for 

drinking purposes, due to an adequate rejection of divalent and multivalent ions (water 

softening) combined with a lower rejection of monovalent ions such as sodium chloride (low 

changes in water salinity). Meanwhile NF and low pressure RO have an increased rejection of 

dissolved organic contaminants and produce high water fluxes at a relatively low feed 

pressure [5]. Yet, a major shortcoming of the application of membranes in water and 

wastewater treatment is membrane fouling. Membrane fouling in NF/RO systems employing 

spiral wound membrane modules causes feed channel pressure drop increase and permeate 

flux decline, leading to extensive expenses on pumping energies and cleaning chemicals.  

Two-phase flow cleaning can effectively remove fouling in spiral-wound membrane elements 

often used in NF/RO systems, and hence enhance membrane process performance [6, 7]. In 

our previous study [8], we have shown that feed spacer geometry, gas/liquid ratio, liquid 

velocity and foulant type all turned out to affect the two-phase flow cleaning efficiency. The 

spacer geometry determined the channel porosity and channel hydraulic diameter, and hence 

influenced the two-phase flow cleaning efficiency. The gas/liquid ratio was crucial to generate 

a good bubble distribution with full channel coverage by the bubbles. The liquid superficial 

velocity affected the bubble velocity, and thus is an important parameter to improve the two-

phase flow cleaning efficiency. Moreover, from our previous chapter we concluded that 

colloidal-type of fouling was easier to remove from spacer-filled membrane channels 

compared to macromolecular fouling. In another work [9], we have reported that two-phase 

flow cleaning was able to mitigate biofouling in spacer-filled membrane channels.  
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Despite these observations, a systematic study, investigating the specific contribution and 

importance of each of these parameters on the efficacy of two-phase flow cleaning in spiral-

wound membrane elements is missing still. Understanding of the dominant factors and mutual 

interactions between the different parameters in this case is essential to further improve the 

process performance of NF and RO membrane processes for drinking water production and 

waste water treatment. In order to obtain a systematic understanding of the effect of the 

relevant factors in two-phase flow cleaning, we investigated the influence of foulant type, 

spacer geometry, gas/liquid ratio and liquid velocity, each at five different levels, on the 

efficiency of two-phase flow cleaning applied in spacer-filled membrane channels. The 

Taguchi method, a developed optimization method to analyze experimental results and find 

possible correlations, is employed. We study and report the importance of the different factors 

on their ability to promote high efficiency two-phase flow cleaning.  

   

6.2. Experimental 

6.2.1. Materials 

Five different foulants were selected, serving as representative model foulant. Sodium alginate 

(SA) and humic acid (HA) were selected as model organic foulants. Alginate and humic acid 

have been identified as major organic components in natural water and they have been 

extensively used to study membrane fouling in pressure-driven membrane processes [10]. 

Both sodium alginate (Sigma-Aldrich) and humic acid (Acros Organics) were received in 

powder form and used as received. Fresh solutions of sodium alginate and humic acid were 

prepared prior to each experiment by dispersing 1 g of sodium alginate or humic acid powder, 

respectively, in 1 L of deionized water with a conductivity of less than 1 μS/cm (Milli-Q, 

Millipore, USA), under constant magnetic stirring for at least two hours until no more 

sedimentation occurred. 4 mM or 10 mM calcium chloride (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the 

solutions to increase particle adhesion to the membrane surface [8, 11].  

Dry yeast (Dr. Oetker, Bielefeld, Germany) was selected as model foulant for colloidal 

particle fouling. An untreated yeast suspension was prepared by mixing 3 g of dry yeast into 

0.3 L deionized water and then stirring for half an hour to complete dissolution. Yeast 

washing was conducted according to a procedure described by Ye et al. and Çulfaz et al. [12, 

13], as follows: the unwashed yeast was centrifuged at a speed of 2,500 rpm for 10 min. The 
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suspension liquid was then drawn out using a syringe and discharged, while the yeast 

sediment was collected by a lab spoon. The above process was repeated twice. Washed yeast 

was then dried under airflow for 24 h. After the washing process, the weight ratio of dry 

washed yeast to dry unwashed yeast was found to be 70%. All yeast concentrations in our 

experiments were concentrations based on dry washed yeast. Yeast solutions were prepared 

by dissolving 1 g washed and dried yeast in 1 L of deionized water (Milli-Q, Millipore, USA), 

under constant magnetic stirring until complete dissolution. Particle size and distribution of all 

solutions containing alginates, humic acids or yeast, were determined using a Zetasizer Nano 

ZS and Mastersizer 2000 (Malvern). 

To create biofouling, tap water was enriched with nutrients. The nutrients added were sodium 

acetate (CH3COONa) to provide C, sodium nitrate (NaNO3) for N and anhydrous monobasic 

sodium phosphate (NaH2PO4) for P addition respectively. Nutrients were added at a molar 

ratio of C:N:P = 100:20:10 to enhance biofouling growth. All nutrients were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich and used as received.  

Commercially available thin-film composite polyamide NF membrane sheets (Hydranautics 

ESNA1-LF2-LD, Oceanside, California, USA) were used. The same membranes were used in 

all our previous studies [8, 9, 14]. The ESNA1 is a low-pressure nanofiltration membrane and 

is widely applied in water reclamation applications. The membranes were extensively rinsed 

with and soaked in Milli-Q water before use.  

Five different spacers were selected, all commonly used in practice in spiral wound membrane 

modules. The five spacers differed in terms of thickness and filament angle. An overview of 

the spacer geometries is presented in Table 6.1. The pictures of the different spacers and 

corresponding spacer code are shown in Fig. 6.1. 

Table 6.1. Selected spacer geometries used in this study. 

Channel gap 
(103 m) 

Spacer Geometries 
Supplier 

Spacer 
code Average Thickness 

(10-3 m) 
Shape Filament Angle 

0.5 
0.508a Diamond 90o Naltex A 
0.508a Diamond 60o Naltex B 

0.7 
0.800b Diamond 90o Trisep C 
0.650b Diamond 90o Hydranautics D 

1.2  1.2b Diamond 90o Toray  E 
a Manufacturers’ data 
b Measured using a digital caliper 
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Fig. 6.1. Images of investigated feed spacers. 

 

6.2.2. Liquid velocity and gas/liquid ratio 

The foulant type and feed spacer geometry as described above are categorized as discrete 

factors, as these only have discrete values, one state or another. The liquid velocity and 

gas/liquid ratio on the other hand are categorized as continuous factors, as these can be 

adjusted in a continuous manner over a wide range of values to carry out the experiments [15]. 

Cross-flow velocities selected in our experiments are common for lead elements in industrial 

installations [16], i.e. a constant liquid velocity (uL) of 0.04-0.116 m/s. Moreover, the 

gas/liquid ratio is an important factor affecting the recovery of the feed channel pressure drop 

(FCP) and the flux [6]. The gas/liquid ratio (θ) used during two-phase flow cleaning is defined 

as: 
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where uG and uL are the superficial velocities of the gas and the liquid (m/s), respectively. The 

gas/liquid ratio ranged from 0.167-0.629, associated with bubble and slug flow patterns in 

two-phase flow [6]. The gas flow set by the mass flow controller is defined at 0°C and 1 atm; 

the ideal gas law was used to correct for this and obtain the actual gas flow. 

 

 

6.2.3. Experimental factors and levels 

Four different experimental factors were investigated: (1) feed type, (2) liquid velocity, (3) 

gas/liquid ratio, and (4) spacer geometry. All factors were tested at 5 different levels. Table 

6.2 summarizes the experimental factors and their corresponding levels as selected for this 

study. 
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Table 6.2. Experimental factors and corresponding 5 levels studied. 

Factors 
Levels 

1 2 3 4 5 

Feed type Tap water + 
1000 μg 
C/liter  

(C:N:P 
100:20:10) 

Humic acid 
1000 ppm + 
4 mM CaCl2 

Sodium 
alginate 

1000ppm + 

4 mM CaCl2 

Humic acid 
1000 ppm + 

10 mM 
CaCl2 

Washed 
yeast, 1000 

ppm 

Liquid velocity (m/s) 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.082 0.116 

Gas/liquid ratio (-) 0.167 0.33 0.412 0.5 0.629 

Spacer geometry A B C D E 

 

6.2.4. Operational protocol 

All measurements were characterized by their feed channel pressure drop (FCP or ΔP). The 

feed channel pressure drop is a simple but sensitive parameter that corresponds to the 

resistance in the feed flow channel and is not affected by the flux [17].  

Each experiment consisted of two stages: (1) a fouling stage, in which the fouling on the 

membrane and spacer was allowed to develop until a certain FCP increase over the feed 

channel was reached (approximately 100% FCP increase for colloidal fouling (humic acid, 

sodium alginate, yeast) and 300% FCP increase for biofouling, relative to its initial value), 

and (2) a cleaning stage, in which gas/liquid two-phase flow was introduced to the fouled 

cells. Once the FCP of the flow cell had increased until a certain level as set before (100% or 

300% FCP increase), the fouling stage was considered complete and the cleaning stage was 

started. The cleaning stage was conducted for 60 s for all experiments, comparable to what we 

used in our previous work [8]. After completion of the two-phase flow cleaning, the operating 

conditions were restored to those of the fouling stage and the FCP of the cleaned flow cell was 

measured again. Exact details of the experimental conditions, set-ups and flow cell simulators 

used for both colloidal/organics fouling and biofouling experiments are described in our 

previous work [8, 9]. 

The performance of two-phase flow cleaning was evaluated in terms of cleaning efficiency (η), 

which is defined as: 
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where ΔP0 is the initial feed channel pressure drop (mbar), ΔPt is the feed channel pressure 

drop at time t (100% FCP increase for colloidal fouling and 300% FCP increase for biofouling, 

relative to ΔP0) when two-phase flow cleaning was performed (mbar). ΔPTPF is the feed 

channel pressure drop after two-phase flow cleaning (mbar). 

 

6.2.5. Taguchi Method 

The modern methods of design and analysis of experiments involving multiple factors 

(parameters or variables) and replicated trials were first developed by Fisher [18]. Fisher 

called his method for the systematic and efficient investigation on the relevance of a 

parameter on an output variable in a multiple parameter system ‘factorial design in 

experimentation’, which later popularly became well known as ‘factorial design of 

experiments’ [19]. A full factorial design includes all possible combinations of factors, hence 

it requires a large number of experiments when it involves a significant number of factors, 

such as is often the case in manufacturing industries. Taguchi proposed a versatile approach 

on the design of experiments that allowed the selection of the smallest set of experiments from 

all possibilities, still providing sufficient information on the effect of a certain parameter and 

cross effects of different parameters. Hence the Taguchi approach reduces the number of 

experiments significantly without excluding the influence of all factors, nor neglecting 

consistency and reproducibility [20]. The Taguchi method provides a shortcut to design 

experiments based on a set of orthogonal arrays [21]. A comprehensive explanation of this 

design of experiments approach using the Taguchi method can be found elsewhere [15]. 

As we have 4 controllable factors (feed type, liquid velocity, gas/liquid ratio and spacer 

geometry) with 5 different levels each (see Table 6.2), an L-25 orthogonal array (OA) for the 

Taguchi method and design of experiments was selected. In a conventional full factorial 

design, this would require a total number of 54 = 625 experimental trials to study 4 

controllable factors each at 5 levels. Using the Taguchi method, only 25 experiments are 

necessary, hence this decreases drastically the experimental time, while, when performed 

systematically, still provides the necessary information. Each experiment was repeated twice 

under the same conditions to investigate noise effects with respect to two-phase flow cleaning 

efficiency. Noise factors are those factors that do influence the response but cannot be 

controlled in the actual application, such as humidity, ambient temperature or operators [20]. 

To take into account these noise factors and to avoid any influence of the experimental set-up 
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on the output data, the experiments were conducted randomly (not in sequence) at different 

times. Table 6.3 summarizes the L-25 orthogonal arrays of the 25 experimental trials and the 

combination of the different factors and their corresponding levels.  

Table 6.3. Structure of the Taguchi L-25 orthogonal array scheme [22].  

Experiment 
trial 

Factors and their levels* 

Feed Type 
Liquid 

velocity 
(m/s) 

Gas/liquid 
ratio (-) 

Spacer 
geometry 

1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 2 2 2 
3 1 3 3 3 
4 1 4 4 4 
5 1 5 5 5 
6 2 1 2 3 
7 2 2 3 4 
8 2 3 4 5 
9 2 4 5 1 

10 2 5 1 2 
11 3 1 3 5 
12 3 2 4 1 
13 3 3 5 2 
14 3 4 1 3 
15 3 5 2 4 
16 4 1 4 2 
17 4 2 5 3 
18 4 3 1 4 
19 4 4 2 5 
20 4 5 3 1 
21 5 1 5 4 
22 5 2 1 5 
23 5 3 2 1 
24 5 4 3 2 
25 5 5 4 3 

* Actual values for Levels 1-5 used in the tests can be found in Table 6.2. 

  

The main effect of each controllable factor was defined as the performance response (PR), 

which is the mean of the cleaning efficiency of each duplicate (η1 and η2). The corresponding 

signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio is defined as the ratio of the power of a signal (response) to the 

power of the noise (error). We choose ‘the higher, the better’ to define how the factors 

contribute to the efficiency of two-phase flow cleaning. The S/N ratio (SNR) of this ‘the 

higher, the better’ approach [15] is then defined as: 

                                            SNR = −10 log
1

n

1

yi
2

i=1

n

        (6.3) 
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where n is the number of trials (n=2 in this study) and yi is the observed performance response 

(PR in this study).  

Since the Taguchi method replaces a full factorial set of experiments by a leaner and faster 

partial factorial set of experiments, the confidence interval of the results is based on the 

variance. For this purpose, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used. Comparison of the 

different variances subsequently allows determining the relative contribution of each of the 

different factors. The analysis of variance was conducted using Design-Expert v6.0 software 

(Stat-Ease Inc., Minnesota, US), which calculates the degree of freedom, the sum of square, 

the variance (mean squares), the experimental error, the totals of the results and the 

percentage contribution of each controllable factor.  

 

6.3. Results and Discussion 

6.3.1. Particle size and particle size distribution 

Fig. 6.2 shows the particle size and particle size distribution of the different foulants used in 

this study: freshly prepared humic acid, sodium alginate, unwashed, and washed yeast (all at a 

concentration of 1 g/L, without salt).  

 

Fig. 6.2. Particle sizes and particle-size distributions of colloid particles (without salt added) 
used as feed suspensions as determined by dynamic light scattering at 25°C. 
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After washing, the average particle size of the yeast particles shifted from approximately 3.80 

μm to slightly smaller sizes (approx. 2.88 μm). The yeast particles are the biggest particles 

used. The humic acid particles are 0.55 μm and the alginate particle size is 0.068 μm. Prior to 

the experiments, CaCl2 was added to the humic acid and sodium alginate solutions to enhance 

the fouling tendency of the colloids. The added Ca2+ ions enhance the interaction between the 

humic acid or sodium alginate molecules [8, 23], resulting in an increased fouling tendency. A 

higher fouling rate is desirable, as the objective of this study is to define the dominant factor(s) 

determining the efficiency of the two-phase flow cleaning process. Hence the investigation 

focuses on the cleaning stages and not on the fouling stage in itself. Shorter fouling stages 

shorten the duration of the experiments. It is worth mentioning that two-phase flow cleaning 

might be less efficient in real applications, compared to the cleaning efficiency obtained for 

this accelerated fouling study. This is due to the specific characteristics of the fouling layer 

formed. Accelerated fouling may result in film structures different than the ones obtained in 

natural fouling. Parameters like structure, compactness etc. determine the specific 

effectiveness of two-phase flow cleaning in removing fouling. Nevertheless, the results 

obtained from this study in terms of dominant factors remain valid.  

 

6.3.2. Pressure drop recovery 

Fig. 6.3 shows the pressure drop recovery in terms of two-phase flow cleaning efficiency for 

all 25 experiments (in duplicate) as calculated using Eq. 2. The results of the duplicates are 

shown as standard error. 

As shown in Fig. 6.3, the two-phase flow cleaning efficiency varies between approximately 

15% and 93%. As the error bars clearly show, the noise factors are not very significant and do 

not disturb the response, except for experiments 3, 6, 22 and 23. However, in the Taguchi 

method, this deviation is included in the signal-to-noise ratio analysis. When the trend is 

similar, the noise factor is not considered significant.  

Furthermore, two-phase flow cleaning is a valuable technology to remove fouling in spacer-

filled membrane channels regardless of foulant type, spacer geometry, gas/liquid ratio and 

liquid velocity, although the efficiency in some cases does depend to a large extent on the 

input values selected. None of the results shows a total (100%) recovery of the pressure drop, 

meaning that some fouling remained in the feed channels for all combination of factors. 
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Fig. 6.3. Two-phase flow cleaning efficiency of each experiment (all experiments performed 
in duplicate, shown as error bars). Numbers on the X-axis correspond to the experiment 
number, as summarized in Table 6.3. 
 

6.3.3. S/N ratio analysis 

The Taguchi method using orthogonal arrays (OA) is a powerful tool for analyzing the 

influence of controllable factors on the performance response PR (i.e. two-phase flow 

cleaning efficiency in this study). Table 6.4 summarizes for each experiment the different set 

values and corresponding obtained experimental data. In Table 6.4, each column represents 

the L-25 orthogonal array based on the standard OA as shown in Table 6.3. The very left 

column shows the experiment number, each number in a row represents a combination of 

factor levels. The next four columns are the controllable factors tested in this study: feed type, 

liquid velocity, gas/liquid ratio (θ) and spacer geometry. The four columns on the right are the 

responses obtained from the experimental trials. η1 is the two-phase flow cleaning efficiency 

of the experiment and η2 is the duplicate of the same experiment. The performance response 

(PR) is the mean value of the two running efficiencies (η1 and η2), and shows the nominal 

response of each experimental trials. The very right column is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), 

calculated using Eq. 6.3. The SNR is calculated from the PR value and represents the 

deviation of the response due to noise factors. In this work noise factors include small 

variations in room temperature, humidity, uniformity of the feed solutions, interaction of 

foulants with membrane/feed spacer surfaces and influence of operating conditions on the 

membranes. 
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Table 6.4. Selected values of controllable factors, corresponding calculated two-phase flow 
cleaning efficiency of the duplicate experiments (η1 and η2), performance response (PR) value 
and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) obtained for the 25 experiments carried out in this study.  

Exp. trial Feed type 
Liquid 

velocity 
G/L ratio 

(θ) 
Spacer η1 η2 PR SNR 

1 
Tap water + C:N:P 

100:20:10 
0.04 m/s 0.167 A 53.15 58.54 55.85 34.9 

2 
Tap water + C:N:P 

100:20:10 
0.06 m/s 0.33 B 73.86 69.07 71.47 37.1 

3 
Tap water + C:N:P 

100:20:10 
0.07 m/s 0.412 C 71.87 59.44 65.66 36.3 

4 
Tap water + C:N:P 

100:20:10 
0.082 
m/s 

0.5 D 75.72 80.41 78.07 37.8 

5 
Tap water + C:N:P 

100:20:10 
0.116 
m/s 

0.629 E 88.59 86.13 87.36 38.8 

6 
Humic acid 1000 ppm 

+ 4 mM CaCl2 
0.04 m/s 0.33 C 60.68 81.20 70.94 37.0 

7 
Humic acid 1000 ppm 

+ 4 mM CaCl2 
0.06 m/s 0.412 D 70.75 68.84 69.80 36.9 

8 
Humic acid 1000 ppm 

+ 4 mM CaCl2 
0.07 m/s 0.5 E 63.10 69.05 66.08 36.4 

9 
Humic acid 1000 ppm 

+ 4 mM CaCl2 
0.082 
m/s 

0.629 A 50.64 53.89 52.27 34.4 

10 
Humic acid 1000 ppm 

+ 4 mM CaCl2 
0.116 
m/s 

0.167 B 52.65 58.68 55.67 34.9 

11 
Sodium alginate 1000 
ppm + 4 mM CaCl2 

0.04 m/s 0.412 E 60.22 64.56 62.39 35.9 

12 
Sodium alginate 1000 
ppm + 4 mM CaCl2 

0.06 m/s 0.5 A 43.28 43.79 43.54 32.8 

13 
Sodium alginate 

1000ppm + 4 mM 
CaCl2 

0.07 m/s 0.629 B 40.25 49.95 45.10 33.1 

14 
Sodium alginate 1000 
ppm + 4 mM CaCl2 

0.082 
m/s 

0.167 C 27.38 28.74 28.06 29.0 

15 
Sodium alginate 1000 
ppm + 4 mM CaCl2 

0.116 
m/s 

0.33 D 34.08 31.00 32.54 30.2 

16 
Humic acid 1000 ppm 

+ 10 mM CaCl2 
0.04 m/s 0.5 B 93.18 86.44 89.81 39.1 

17 
Humic acid 1000 ppm 

+ 10 mM CaCl2 
0.06 m/s 0.629 C 88.95 90.29 89.62 39.0 

18 
Humic acid 1000 ppm 

+ 10 mM CaCl2 
0.07 m/s 0.167 D 84.00 89.00 86.50 38.7 

19 
Humic acid 1000 ppm 

+ 10 mM CaCl2 
0.082 
m/s 

0.33 E 90.59 87.74 89.17 39.0 

20 
Humic acid 1000 ppm 

+ 10 mM CaCl2 
0.116 
m/s 

0.412 A 87.49 83.08 85.29 38.6 

21 Yeast 1000 ppm 0.04 m/s 0.629 D 55.16 54.19 54.68 34.8 
22 Yeast 1000 ppm 0.06 m/s 0.167 E 32.62 52.14 42.38 32.5 
23 Yeast 1000 ppm 0.07 m/s 0.33 A 8.19 22.01 15.10 23.6 

24 Yeast 1000 ppm 
0.082 
m/s 

0.412 B 29.43 29.95 29.69 29.5 

25 Yeast 1000 ppm 
0.116 
m/s 

0.5 C 41.05 43.93 42.49 32.6 
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Both the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the maximum performance response (PR) rely on the 

approach ‘the higher, the better’. The ‘signal’ in the signal-to-noise ratio is the value of the 

desired output parameter (mean). The “noise” represents the value of the undesired output 

parameter (standard deviation). Therefore, the SNR is the ratio of the mean and the standard 

deviation. The use of highest SNR means a smaller variability. Since the experimental design 

is orthogonal, the effect of each factor at all different levels can be, for instance the mean PR 

and SNR for the feed type at level 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, and can be calculated by averaging the PR 

and SNR values in Table 6.4 for the experiments 1-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16-20 and 21-25, 

respectively. In a similar manner, the mean PR and SNR values for all other factors at all 

levels can be calculated as well. The main contribution of each controllable factor to the 

performance response (in %) and the corresponding SNR values are shown in Fig. 6.4.  

 

Fig. 6.4. Variation of cleaning efficiency and signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio SNR for the 
controllable factors investigated. HA = humic acid; uL = liquid velocity [m/s], θ = gas/liquid 
ratio. The two horizontal lines represent the mean PR and SNR of all controllable factors. 

 

The strength of this approach and more specifically Fig. 6.4 is that it immediately shows the 

relevant variables that control and determine the performance. In terms of application this 

means that Fig. 6.4 directly shows the possibilities an operator of a membrane water 
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purification plant has on how and to what extent to increase the cleaning efficiency of two-

phase flow cleaning resulting in increased flux values. Fig. 6.4 shows that the PR and SNR 

values vary with all controllable factors and that in general the PR and SNR values show 

similar trends. However, the effect of the feed type (foulant) is by far the most dominant, 

compared to the other factors. So, in order to increase the efficiency of two-phase flow 

cleaning, the highest effect can be expected when the feed type and foulant is controlled. Also 

control of the other three factors (liquid velocity, gas/liquid ratio and spacer type) does have 

an effect, but the response is less strong and the increase in efficiency is less.  

Two-phase flow cleaning works effectively to remove fouling by humic acids with added 10 

mM CaCl2. On the other hand, the cleaning efficiency is lowest for removing fouling caused 

by washed yeast and alginates. The two-phase flow cleaning efficiencies for HA+4mM CaCl2 

and biofouling are fairly better.  

When CaCl2 is added to humic acid solutions, Ca2+ ions bind to the carboxylate and phenolate 

groups of the humic acids and enhance the interaction between the humic acid molecules. The 

higher the Ca2+ ion concentration, the stronger this molecular interaction; the calcium ions 

may promote the formation of aggregates or form a physical bridge between foulants and 

membrane surface [8]. These larger particles easily clog narrow, spacer-filled channels, 

decrease porosity and therefore lead to a greater increase in the FCP in case 

HA + 10 mM CaCl2 solutions are used when compared to the use of a HA + 4 mM CaCl2 feed 

solution. These bigger, clogged particles are at the same time more easy to remove by two-

phase flow cleaning, hence the cleaning efficiency is higher for HA + 10 mM CaCl2 solutions 

than for  HA + 4 mM CaCl2 feed solutions. 

Fouling by organic macromolecules, including humic acids and alginates, is developed by 

binding of the carboxylic functional groups. The presence of Ca2+ ions facilitates a more 

complex binding and increases foulant-foulant intermolecular interactions. The adhesion 

forces of alginates are much stronger than those of humic acids in the presence of Ca2+ ions, 

and alginates form a cross-linked network by intermolecular bridging [24, 25]. Also the 

foulant-membrane surface intermolecular interactions are enhanced when Ca2+ ions are 

present, inducing a strong interaction between the carboxylic groups of the organic 

macromolecular particles (humic acids and alginates) and the functional groups on the 

membrane surface and the feed spacer [26]. Since the adhesion forces of alginates are much 
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stronger than those of humic acids [26], alginate binding to the membrane surface is also 

much stronger. Consequently, when a hydrodynamic force is applied to remove this fouling, 

as in two-phase flow cleaning, the effect of the bubbles on removal of alginate fouling is less 

than when removing humic acid fouling. In addition, the presence of divalent Ca2+ ions also 

induce the formation of gel-like structures in the case of alginates [27] that are more difficult 

to remove by two-phase flow cleaning as well. 

Regarding biofouling removal, as we found in our previous work [9], the use of a feed 

solution consisting of tap water with addition of a high concentration of nutrients (1 mg Ac-C 

/L) is able to accelerate biofilm growth in spacer-filled membrane channels. However, the use 

of this nutrient concentration produces a thick, but fluffy biofilm in the feed channel in 

relatively short times of only 5-7 days, that can also be easily removed by two-phase flow 

cleaning, hence resulting in a relatively good biofilm removal of approximately 70%. The use 

of a lower amount of nutrients would decrease the biofilm growth, and produce more dense 

biofouling layers. However, that would take too much experimental time for this study, while 

not adding essential information at this stage. Nevertheless, the obtained results can be 

considered as representative in terms of dominance of the different factors. 

Due to their larger size, deposition of yeast particles is driven by random Brownian diffusion 

of yeast cells to the NF membrane surface [28]. At the earlier stages, individual cells deposit 

at different locations on membrane and feed spacer surfaces, followed by the deposition and 

adhesion of new yeast cells onto the already deposited cells and the formation of aggregates. 

These aggregates are sticky and two-phase flow cleaning to a large extent fails to remove all 

aggregates completely from the feed spacer channels.  

Although a continuous factor, as shown in Fig. 6.4, the effect of the liquid velocity on the 

two-phase flow cleaning efficiency is less essential. The efficiency is highest when the liquid 

velocity is lowest (uL = 0.04 m/s), showing a minimum when uL = 0.07-0.082 m/s. Liquid 

velocities used were always equal in both the fouling and corresponding cleaning stage for 

each specific experiment. When the lowest liquid velocity is applied during the fouling stage, 

shear forces are low, and hence more fouling can develop in the feed spacer channel. 

Consequently a 100% FCP increase was obtained faster, and a thick but less compact fouling 

was formed. This thick fouling layer can be easily removed by two-phase flow cleaning, 

leading to the highest cleaning efficiency. At intermediate velocities (uL = 0.06-0.082 m/s), the 
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formed fouling layer is more compact. At these intermediate velocities, however, shear forces 

are not so dominant and two-phase flow cleaning is not so efficient yet, which is visible as a 

minimum in Fig. 6.4. At the highest liquid velocity (uL = 1.116 m/s) investigated however, a 

more dense fouling layer is formed during the fouling stage. Also during the cleaning stage, 

this high liquid velocity is applied. This significantly affects the gas bubble velocity as well 

(as shown in [8]) and creates additional and higher shear forces on the fouling layer, and 

hence the cleaning efficiency is increased again. 

The effect of gas/liquid ratio is obvious, although less dominant than the foulant type. As 

found in many applications of two-phase flow cleaning processes, a higher gas/liquid ratio 

promotes higher cleaning efficiency [6]. A higher gas/liquid ratio introduces more bubbles, 

and consequently more shear and a better cleaning efficiency is obtained.  

For the discrete variable spacer type, the efficiency increases going from spacer A to E. The 

highest cleaning efficiency is found when the thickest spacer (1.2 mm) is used. However, not 

only the spacer thickness is responsible for the higher cleaning efficiency, also e.g. the 

filament length and length, hydraulic diameter and the specific spacer surface chemistry and 

area play a role. As it is a discrete factor, a specific trend in terms of the individual and 

combined effects of these spacer characteristics cannot be distinguished at this stage. The 

results are in agreement with what we found in our previous work [8]. 

  

6.3.4. ANOVA analysis 

In order to define the variance and significance of the contribution of each controllable factor, 

an ANOVA was performed on the experimental data. The results are summarized in Table 6.5. 

 

Table 6.5. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the performance response (PR). 

Controllable factors Degrees of 
freedom 

Sum of 
squares 

Variance Percent 
contribution 

Process 
influencing rank 

Feed type 4 8900.76 2225.19 78.11 1 

Liquid velocity (m/s) 4 478.27 119.57 4.20 4 

Gas/liquid ratio 4 563.02 140.75 4.94 3 

Spacer geometry 4 1014.29 253.57 8.90 2 

Error 8 438.16 54.77 3.85  

Total 24 11394.5  100  
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Table 6.5 presents the degrees of freedom, the sum of squares, the variance (mean squares), 

the percentage contribution and the process influence rank of each controllable factor on the 

output performance response (i.e. two-phase flow cleaning efficiency). By definition, the 

degrees of freedom for a factor equals the number of levels for that specific factor minus 1 

[20]. ANOVA reveals that the feed type contributes for more than 78% to the two-phase flow 

cleaning efficiency, while the contributions of all other factors are (far) less than 10%. The 

feed type therefore is the major, essential factor determining the efficiency. Flux enhancement 

and fouling removal efficiency increase can therefore best be reached by changing the feed (as 

far as that is possible in practical applications), as this has by far the highest impact. As 

presented in Table 6.5, the spacer geometry is ranked second, followed by the gas/liquid ratio 

and the liquid velocity, which both have an only very minor effect. In terms of practical 

applications however, especially these last two parameters are the easiest to change, as these 

are two operating parameters, while the other two factors are usually system characteristics 

that cannot be easily changed.  

 

6.3.5. Final remarks 

The Taguchi method and the subsequent calculation of the SNR and ANOVA for all 

combinations of controllable factors is a valuable, efficient tool to predict optimum conditions 

for a certain process, without running a full set of experiments changing each variable 

individually. At a later stage a subsequent additional confirmation experiment can be 

conducted.  

 

In this study the objective was to determine the dominant factor determining the two-phase 

flow cleaning efficiency in spiral-wound membrane elements. As half of the controllable 

factors tested here are discrete factors (feed type and spacer geometry) the results of the 

optimization analysis do not directly give precise insights in the specific improvements of 

these two factors regarding two-phase flow cleaning efficiency, but they do show the 

relevance of the different factors. Only continuous factors (in this case the gas/liquid ratio and 

the liquid velocity) can be directly and easily optimized using this analysis. 

 

More practically, in order to use the results of this study in practical applications of two-phase 

flow cleaning, the operator or engineer should consider first the type of foulant prior to taking 
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a decision on whether or not to clean by two-phase flow. Once the feed type is defined, the 

use of the highest gas/liquid ratio, the highest liquid velocity and the thickest feed spacer 

(diamond type) are recommended to achieve maximum two-phase flow cleaning efficiency. 

 

6.4. Conclusions 

In this study, the dominant factor in terms of two-phase flow cleaning efficiency in spiral-

wound membrane elements was determined using a Taguchi design of experiment with a L-25 

orthogonal array. Four controllable factors (feed type, feed spacer geometry, gas/liquid ratio 

and liquid velocity) were tested at five different levels. Analysis of responses was conducted 

and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and an ANOVA were determined. This approach clearly 

revealed that the feed type is the most crucial factor determining the efficiency of two-phase 

flow cleaning. The spacer geometry is ranked second, followed by the gas/liquid ratio and the 

liquid velocity, which both have a very minor effect. 
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Abstract 
 

 

Two-phase flow instabilities are ubiquitous in many industrial processes. While such flow 

instabilities are undesirable in many cases, in membrane processes two-phase flow 

instabilities are beneficial to control fouling phenomena. Such instabilities employed in 

membrane processes occur on a macroscopic scale rather than at a microscopic level such as 

local phenomena at the liquid/gas interface. Several parameters determine two-phase flow 

phenomena: (i) geometry of the channels, (ii) operating conditions, and (iii) boundary 

conditions [1]. In this thesis, the focus was on the potential of two-phase flow instabilities to 

control membrane fouling in spacer-filled narrow channels. In the following chapter, the main 

conclusions of the work are summarized. The chapter is concluded with a discussion on the 

limitations, improvements and suggestions for future research of two-phase flow in spacer-

filled channels. 
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7.1. Conclusions 

Chapter 2 presented a critical and comprehensive literature review on the use of two-phase 

flow in membrane processes and showed the following parameters enhance the flux, MTC 

and rejection, while decreasing the feed channel pressure drop due to the application of two-

phase flow: (i) vertical positioning of the membrane modules has a positive effect for all types 

of membrane modules, (ii) the gas/liquid ratio is the most important parameter for maximum 

process enhancement, yet the degree of enhancement may differ depending on the channel 

geometry, and (iii) operating two-phase flow at low trans-membrane pressure yields optimum 

process enhancement. Subsequently, the overview of commercial applications of two-phase 

flow in membrane processes suggests the technology is cost efficient. 

In Chapter 3, several factors have been investigated to elucidate which parameters (i.e. feed 

spacer geometry (thickness and orientation), gas/liquid ratio, liquid velocity, and feed type) 

control the efficiency of two-phase flow cleaning. The results show that although the channel 

porosity and the hydraulic diameter of spacer-filled channels are important factors in terms of 

efficiency, the bubble velocity is far more important in improving the two-phase flow 

cleaning efficiency. A higher bubble velocity will exert higher shear stresses on deposited 

foulants. The gas/liquid ratio should be maintained in such a way that a slug-like flow pattern 

is formed, so as to generate a good bubble distribution. Channel coverage strongly depends on 

the geometry of the spacer-filled channel; maintaining full channel coverage by the bubbles is 

crucial.  

A more detailed study on the effect of the different parameters in the efficiency of two-phase 

flow cleaning was presented in Chapter 6. A Taguchi method of L-25 orthogonal arrays was 

used for parameter optimization and revealed that the feed type is the key factor for feed 

channel pressure drop recovery. However, the use of thick feed spacers, high gas/liquid ratio 

and high liquid velocity are still important to maintain a good cleaning performance as well. 

Biofouling removal in spiral wound nanofiltration elements was mitigated using two-phase 

flow cleaning and presented in Chapter 4. At a liquid velocity of 0.11 m/s for Spacer A (0.7 

mm thickness), increasing the gas/liquid ratio from 0.5 to 0.8 resulted in similar cleaning 

efficiencies in terms of the FCP (feed channel pressure drop) and MTC (mass transfer 

coefficient; about 90% and 17%, respectively). For Spacer B (0.5 mm thickness), 

maldistribution of the bubbles was observed at a gas/liquid ratio of 0.5 resulting in lower 
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cleaning efficiencies (about 65% and 5% for FCP and MTC, respectively). When the 

gas/liquid ratio was increased to 0.8, for Spacer B the same cleaning results as in Spacer A 

were obtained. At the same gas/liquid ratio of 0.5, operating at a higher pressure of 600 kPag 

had no influence on the results obtained for spacer B. This indicates that bubble flow and -size, 

which is critical for the efficiency of the process, is controlled by the structure of the feed 

spacer. An increase in the liquid velocity during two-phase flow cleaning was responsible for 

increasing bubble velocity and this was most effective in improving the MTC efficiency. The 

largest efficiency (about 40%) was obtained at the highest liquid velocity (0.44 m/s). 

Mesoscale visual inspections using OCT clearly showed a significant increase of biomass 

removed from the membrane surface with increasing velocity. The observed bubble velocities 

where found to be approximately 4.5 times higher than the liquid velocities. At identical 

gas/liquid ratio, the increased efficiency is due to increasing bubble velocity resulting in 

higher shear forces on the surface of the membrane. Finally, using the FCP only, as an 

indicator for biofouling removal was found to be insufficient. For example, the short cleaning 

duration required (about 5 min) for FCP recovery is misleading since it does not take into 

account the biomass present on the membrane surface. The information provided by the MTC 

gave a better indication about the biofilms present directly on the membrane surface, thus 

providing more insight in actual removal rates.  

In Chapter 5, the potential of two-phase flow cleaning to control biofouling was tested using 

modified feed spacers. PolyHEMA-co-PEG10MA (neutral), polyDMAEMA (cationic) and 

polySPMA (anionic) were successfully coated onto PP feed spacer surfaces via plasma 

mediated UV-polymerization. These coatings were chemically stable for at least 7 days 

immersion into neutral, acidic and basic environment. All hydrogel-coated PP samples 

showed good anti-biofouling properties during bacterial adhesion tests. During filtration tests, 

polyDMAEMA showed low anti-biofouling properties due to hydrophobic interactions. The 

performance of polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA is fairly good. PolySPMA-coated PP feed spacers 

on the contrary showed significant anti-biofouling properties. Employing these highly 

hydrophilic spacers, during removal of biofouling by two-phase flow cleaning enhances the 

cleaning efficiency, feed channel pressure drop and improved the flux recoveries. A 

combination of polySPMA-coated PP feed spacers and two-phase flow cleaning therefore is 

promising and this environmentally friendly biofouling control could be considered in the 

operation of NF/RO systems employing spiral-wound membrane modules. 
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7.2. Outlook 

Further research on this topic should focus on especially biofouling control using two-phase 

flow cleaning, since biofouling problems are more profound for high-pressure membrane 

processes. Additionally, the effect of antiscalants on the two-phase flow cleaning efficiency is 

important to be considered, as this affects biofouling growth [2].  

In this work, a relatively high nutrient concentration (1 mg Ac-C/L, a concentration typically 

100 times higher than used in industrial systems) was used. The use of this high concentration 

produced thick biofilms on the surface of the membrane, and was necessary to shorten the 

time of the experiment. Lower concentrations may result in more open biofilm structures due 

to limitations in nutrient supply [3], thus requiring lower liquid velocities to obtain similar 

cleaning efficiencies. However, if an open biofilm structure is created, the film resistance is 

most likely lower as well. In such a case, it will be harder to detect changes in the amounts of 

biomass attached to the membrane surface by use of the MTC. As such, for mesoscopic 

studies the use of OCT and for microscopic investigations, the application of CLSM (confocal 

laser scanning microscopy) may provide better visualization of the biofouling structure before 

and after two-phase flow cleaning. 

Fundamental studies on bubble behavior during two-phase flow cleaning are needed for better 

understanding and improving the efficiency of two-phase flow cleaning. Especially the effect 

of e.g. bubble size and shape in different feed suspensions, the bubble/wall interactions (actual 

shear stress of the bubbles on the fouling layer), bubble-bubble interactions (break-up, 

collapse, and coalescence), and bubble/fouling-particle interactions (hydrophobicity, 

interfacial forces) is worthwhile investigating.   

Since two-phase flow applied in real membrane applications also implies impurities [4], it is 

important to study the bubble structure and deformation in the presence of surfactants (e.g. 

non-ionic surfactant, anionic surfactant, base-cleaning agent and salt). 

In relation to studying bubble/wall interactions, it is important to answer more scientific 

questions, such as ‘Are the thin liquid films - as postulated in slug flow patterns – the 

dominant factor in generating high shear forces at the membrane surface?’, or ‘Is the 

turbulence created by the bubbles sufficient to remove biofouling?’. Particle Imaging 

Velocimetry (PIV) or the use of shear stress sensors could be used to obtain quantitative 
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information regarding the actual shear forces present at the interfaces. This information could 

lead to new feed spacer designs with better cleaning performance. CFD modeling can be used 

for process optimization. 

The use of an antibiofouling coating on the surface of the feed-side spacer increases the 

efficacy of two-phase flow cleaning. Yet, modification of the membrane was left unmodified 

in this work. Once both membrane and feed spacer structure and material are optimized with 

respect to two-phase flow cleaning, the efficiency is expected to be higher. Many studies have 

been conducted to enhance the anti-biofouling properties of membranes and these strategies 

can be used in combination with the modification of feed spacer surfaces. 

Finally, practical studies on the up-scaling of two-phase flow cleaning on NF/RO processes 

for water purification, waste water treatment or desalination optimized for long-term 

operation is essential. Key factors affecting two-phase flow cleaning as identified in this study, 

should be tested at larger scales to elucidate their effect on full scale NF/RO installations 

using real feed waters. In addition also more extensive economic evaluations need to be 

performed. 
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Abbreviations and symbols 
 

Chapter 2 

ABFR  air bubble flow rate 
ATP  adenosine triphosphate 
AVMD  air-bubbling vacuum membrane distillation 
AWC  air/water cleaning 
BSA  bovine serum albumin 
C0  concentration         [g/L] 
CR  concentration ratio 
CFD  computational fluid dynamics 
CIP  cleaning in place 
COD  chemical oxygen demand 
CSD  copper sulfate dosing 
CWF  clean-water flux 
d  diameter  
dref  reference diameter 
d%  dimensionless diameter number 
DCMD  direct contact membrane distillation 
DWP  demineralized-water plant 
ED  electrodialysis 
EDTA  ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 
g   acceleration due to gravity       [m/s2]  
HRT  hydraulic retention time 
HSA  human serum albumin 
IgG  immunoglobulin 
J  permeate flux         [L/m2h]  
MBR  membrane bioreactor 
MD  membrane distillation 
MDBR  membrane distillation bioreactor 
MF  microfiltration 
MFC  microbial fuel cell 
MFS  membrane fouling simulator 
MLSS  mixed liquor suspended solid 
MTC  mass transfer coefficient       [L/m2h bar]  
MWCO  molecular weight cut off       [kDa] 
Nf   dimensionless resistance number  
N’s  dimensionless shear stress number 
NF  nanofiltration 
NOM  natural organic matter 
NPOC  non-purgable organic carbon 
NTU  nephelometric turbidity unit 
PDMS  polydimethylsiloxane 
PEI  polyethylenimine 
PEM  proton exchange membrane 
PES  polyethersulfone 
PIV  particle imaging velocimetry 
PMMA  poly(methyl methacrylate) 
PP  polypropylene 
PPA  polyphthalamide 
ppm  part per million 
PSf  polysulfone 
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PTFE  polytetrafluoroethylene 
PVDF  polyvinylidene fluoride 
PVA  polyvinyl alcohol 
PVP  polyvinylpyrrolidone 
QG   gas flow rate         [Nm3/min] 
QL   liquid flow rate         [L/h] 
R  retention         [%] 
RNG  renormalized group 
RSM  response surface methodology 
RO  reverse osmosis 
TCM  traditional Chinese medicine 
TMP  trans-membrane pressure       [bar] 
VMD  vacuum membrane distillation 
VOF  volume of fluid 
uG  gas superficial velocity        [m/s] 
uL  liquid superficial velocity       [m/s] 
v  velocity         [m/s] 
vref  reference velocity        [m/s] 
v%  dimensionless velocity number  
UF  ultrafiltration 
WTP  water treatment plant 
 
Greek symbols 
θ  gas/liquid ratio 
σ   interface tension        [N/m] 
σ%  dimensionless interface number 
Δρ   modulus of density difference of phases      [kg/m3] 
ρ   density of continuous phase       [kg/m3] 
ρd  density of dispersed phase       [kg/m3]  
η   dynamic viscosity of continuous phase      [Pa s]  
ηd  dynamic viscosity of dispersed phase      [Pa s] 
η%  dimensionless dynamic viscosity 
 

Chapter 3 

A   cross section of flow channel      [m2] 
σ   filament angle        [o] 
αc   channel coverage of the bubbles     [-] 
C   wetted circumference of flow channel     [m] 
C0   initial concentration        [g/L] 
Dave   average particle size       [μm] 
dh   hydraulic diameter       [m] 

sp
hd     hydraulic diameter of spacer-filled channel    [m] 

ds   diameter of feed spacer strand      [m] 
ΔP0   initial feed channel pressure drop     [mbar] 
ΔPt   feed channel pressure drop in t-time     [mbar] 
ΔPTPF   feed channel pressure drop post two-phase flow cleaning  [mbar] 
ε   spacer porosity        [-] 
F   frame rate         [fps] 
γ   interfacial tension       [mN/m] 
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H   flow channel height       [m] 
hsp   feed spacer thickness       [m] 
Lc   distance between channel inlet and outlet    [m] 
Ls   length of feed spacer strand      [m] 
NF   total number of frames        [-] 
NPD   normalized pressure drop      [-] 
Pgas   gas pressure        [bar] 
QG   gas flow rate        [L/h] 
QL   liquid flow rate        [L/h] 
Ssp   feed spacer surface       [m2] 

sp
vS    specific surface of the spacer      [m-1] 

θ    gas/liquid ratio        [-] 
uG   superficial gas velocity       [m/s] 
uL   superficial liquid velocity      [m/s] 
uσ   velocity vector of σ       [m/s] 
υb   bubble velocity        [m/s] 
vL    feed inlet velocity       [m/s] 
Vsp   feed spacer volume       [m3] 
Vtot   total volume of flow channel       [m3] 
W   flow channel width       [m] 
wb   width of two-dimensional bubble     [m] 
 

Chapter 4 

Am    membrane area        [m2] 

dc     concentrations of carbon in the dosing bottle    [mgC/L] 

fc  concentrations of carbon in the flow cells    [mgC/L] 

cm    molar concentration of ions on the feed side     [mol/m3]  
cperm   molar concentration of ions on the permeate side    [mol/m3] 
dh   hydraulic diameter       [m] 
df   diameter of feed spacer filament     [mm] 
FCP= ΔP   feed channel pressure drop      [Pa] 
ΔP0   initial feed channel pressure drop     [Pa] 

P0,s   initial pressure drop over a section of the entire element   [Pa] 
Ps   pressure drop over the fouled section      [Pa] 

F   frame rate         [fps] 
H   feed channel height       [m] 
i    Van 't Hoff factor of the solute       [-] 
Jv   volumetric flux        [L/m2.h] 
L0   length of the entire element      [m] 
Lc   distance between channel inlet and outlet    [m] 
Ls   length of the inlet section of the element    [m] 

    mass flow rate         [kg/h] 

MTC   mass transfer coefficient      [m/Pa.s] 
NF   total number of frames        [-] 
Pin    pressure at the inlet of the feed side      [Pa] 
Pout   pressure at the outlet of the feed side      [Pa] 
R    gas constant (8.314)       [J/mol.K]  
Rcp   resistance due to concentration polarization    [m-1] 
Rf   fouling resistance       [m-1] 
Rm   membrane resistance       [m-1] 
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Rt   total resistance        [m-1] 
Pperm    average pressure on the permeate side      [Pa] 
T    absolute temperature        [K] 
TMP   trans-membrane pressure of pressure drop    [bar] 
uL   superficial liquid velocity      [m/s] 
Vsp   spacer volume        [m3] 
Vtot   total volume of feed channel       [m3] 
W   flow channel width       [m] 
 
Greek letter 
σ   filament angle        [o] 

    osmotic pressures difference       [Pa] 
η   two-phase flow cleaning efficiency     [%] 
ε   spacer porosity        [-] 
μ   liquid dynamic viscosity      [Pa s] 
ρ   liquid density        [kg/m3] 
θ    gas/liquid ratio        [-] 
φ     the volumetric flow rate       [m3/s] 

υb   bubble velocity        [m/s] 
 

Chapter 5 

FCP   ΔP = feed channel pressure drop     [Pa] 
ΔP0   initial feed channel pressure drop     [Pa] 

Pfouled   feed pressure drop over the fouled channel    [Pa] 
Pcleaned   feed channel pressure drop after two-phase flow cleaning  [Pa] 

MTC   mass transfer coefficient      [m/Pa.s] 
TMP   trans-membrane pressure      [Pa] 
uL   superficial liquid velocity      [m/s] 
η   two-phase flow cleaning efficiency     [%] 
θ     gas/liquid ratio        [-] 
  

Chapter 6 

ANOVA   Analysis of variance 
σ   Filament angle        [o] 
η   Two-phase flow cleaning efficiency     [%] 
ΔP0   Initial feed channel pressure drop     [mbar] 
ΔPt   Feed channel pressure drop in t-time     [mbar] 
ΔPTPF   Feed channel pressure drop post two-phase flow cleaning  [mbar] 
θ   Gas/liquid ratio        [-] 
SNR   Signal-to-noise-ratio 
OA   Orthogonal array 
Pgas   Gas pressure        [bar] 
uG   Superficial gas velocity       [m/s] 
uL   Superficial liquid velocity      [m/s] 
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Summary 

The research presented in this thesis is about two-phase flow cleaning for fouling control in 

membrane processes. This comprehensive study aims at providing a better understanding of 

the underlying mechanisms and the role of the different parameters in order to enhance the 

effectiveness of two-phase flow cleaning processes applied in spiral-wound membrane 

elements and to determine the optimum operating conditions of NF/RO systems for water 

treatment.  

An introduction to the thesis is presented in Chapter 1, and describes the problem definition, 

scope and outline of the thesis. This is followed by an extensive literature review on the use of 

two-phase flow in membrane processes, which is presented in Chapter 2. This chapter 

comprehensively describes the basic concepts of the two-phase flow process, including flow 

patterns in tubular and in closely spaced rectangular channels and the effect of impurities on 

the motion of bubbles in the membrane feed channels. A critical analysis of normalized data 

from the literature database is also presented. The following parameters enhance the flux, 

MTC (mass transfer coefficient) and rejection, while decreasing the feed channel pressure 

drop due to the application of two-phase flow: (i) vertical positioning of the membrane 

modules has a positive effect for all types of membrane modules, (ii) the gas/liquid ratio is the 

most important parameter for maximum process enhancement, yet the degree of enhancement 

may differ depending on the channel geometry, and (iii) operating two-phase flow at low 

trans-membrane pressure yields optimum process enhancement. Subsequently, a brief 

overview of some recent commercial applications of two-phase flow membrane processes 

concludes this chapter. Chapter 3 describes the key factors that control the effectiveness of 

two-phase flow cleaning. In this chapter the importance of several factors (i.e. feed spacer 

geometry (thickness and orientation), gas/liquid ratio, liquid velocity, and feed type) to control 

the efficiency of two-phase flow cleaning is investigated. The results show that although the 

channel porosity and the hydraulic diameter of spacer-filled channels are important factors in 

terms of efficiency, the bubble velocity determined by high speed camera, is far more 

important in improving the two-phase flow cleaning efficiency. The gas/liquid ratio should be 

maintained in such a way that a slug-like flow pattern is formed, so as to generate a good 

bubble distribution. Channel coverage strongly depends on the geometry of the spacer-filled 

channel; maintaining full channel coverage by the bubbles is crucial.  
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Biofouling control in spiral wound nanofiltration elements using two-phase flow cleaning was 

investigated as well and presented in Chapter 4. In this chapter, the role of feed spacer 

geometry, feed pressure, gas/liquid ratio, cleaning duration, and liquid velocity are 

investigated. The results indicate that bubble flow and bubble size determined by gas/liquid 

ratio, which is critical for the efficiency of the process, is controlled by the structure of the 

feed spacer. An increase in the liquid velocity during two-phase flow cleaning was 

responsible for increasing bubble velocity and this was most effective in improving the MTC 

efficiency. Mesoscale visual inspections using optical coherence tomography (OCT) clearly 

showed a significant increase in biomass removed from the membrane surface with increasing 

velocity. Finally, using the FCP (feed channel pressure drop) only as an indicator for 

biofouling removal was found to be insufficient. For example, the short cleaning duration 

required (about 5 min) for FCP recovery is misleading since it does not take into account the 

biomass present on the membrane surface. The information provided by the MTC gave a 

better indication about the biofilms present directly on the membrane surface, thus providing 

more insight in actual removal rates.  

In Chapter 5, the potential of two-phase flow cleaning to control biofouling is tested using 

modified feed spacers. PolyHEMA-co-PEG10MA (neutral), polyDMAEMA (cationic) and 

polySPMA (anionic) were successfully coated onto PP feed spacer surfaces via plasma 

mediated UV-polymerization. These coatings were chemically stable for at least 7 days 

immersion into neutral, acidic and basic environment. All hydrogel-coated PP samples 

showed good anti-biofouling properties during bacterial adhesion tests. During filtration tests, 

polyDMAEMA shows low anti-biofouling properties due to hydrophobic interactions. The 

performance of polyHEMA-co-PEG10MA is fairly good. PolySPMA-coated PP feed spacers 

on the contrary showed significant anti-biofouling properties. Employing these highly 

hydrophilic surfaces during removal of biofouling by two-phase flow cleaning enhances the 

cleaning efficiency, feed channel pressure drop and flux recoveries.  

A more detailed study on the effect of the different parameters on the efficiency of two-phase 

flow cleaning was presented in Chapter 6. A Taguchi method of L-25 orthogonal arrays was 

used for parameter optimization and revealed that the feed type is the key factor for feed 

channel pressure drop recovery, although also the other parameters play a (though less 

important) role. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and suggests studies for future 

research to enhance the performance of two-phase flow cleaning in membrane processes. 
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Samenvatting 

Het hier gepresenteerde onderzoek behandelt reiniging door middel van tweefasenstroming 

om vervuiling te beheersen in membraanprocessen. Deze omvattende studie beoogt een beter 

begrip te bieden van het onderliggende mechanisme en de rol van de verschillende parameters 

om zodoende de effectiviteit te vergroten van in spiraalgewonden membraanelementen 

toegepaste tweefasenstroming in reinigingsprocessen en om de optimale bedrijfscondities van 

NF/RO-systemen voor waterzuivering te bepalen. 

Een inleiding tot het proefschrift wordt gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 1, en beschrijft de 

probleemstelling, de omvang en opzet van het proefschrift. Dit wordt gevolgd door een 

uitgebreide literatuurstudie over het gebruik van tweefasenstroming in membraanprocessen, 

welke wordt gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 2. Dit hoofdstuk beschrijft uitvoerig de 

basisconcepten van het tweefasenstroming-proces, met inbegrip van stromingspatronen in 

buisvormige en nauw verdeelde rechthoekige kanalen en het effect van onzuiverheden op de 

beweging van bellen in de membraanvoedingskanalen. Een kritische analyse van de 

genormaliseerde data uit de literatuur is tevens gepresenteerd. De volgende parameters 

verhogen de flux, MTC (massa-overdrachtscoëfficiënt) en retentie, terwijl het de drukval in 

het toevoerkanaal door de toepassing van tweefasenstroming vermindert: (i) verticale 

positionering van de membraanmodules heeft een positief effect voor alle soorten 

membraanmodules, (ii) de gas/vloeistof verhouding is de belangrijkste parameter voor 

maximale procesverbetering, maar de mate van versterking kan afhankelijk van de 

kanaalgeometrie verschillen, en (iii) gebruik van tweefasenstroming bij lage 

transmembraandruk levert een optimale procesverbetering. Vervolgens sluit een kort 

overzicht van enkele recente commerciële toepassingen van tweefasenstroming in 

membraanprocessen dit hoofdstuk af.  

Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft de belangrijkste factoren die de reinigingseffectiviteit met 

tweefasenstroming beheersen. In dit hoofdstuk wordt het belang van een aantal factoren (bijv. 

geometrie van de voedingsspacer (dikte en oriëntatie), gas/ vloeistof verhouding, 

vloeistofsnelheid en type voeding) op de doelmatigheid van de controle van reiniging met 

tweefasenstroming onderzocht. De resultaten tonen aan dat, hoewel de kanaalporositeit en de 

hydraulische diameter van spacer-gevulde kanalen belangrijke factoren zijn in termen van 

efficiëntie, de belsnelheid, bepaald met een high-speedcamera, veel belangrijker is in het 
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verbeteren van de reinigende werking van tweefasenstroming. De  gas/vloeistof verhouding 

moet gehandhaafd worden op zo’n manier dat een slak-achtig stromingspatroon wordt 

gevormd teneinde een goede belverdeling te genereren. De kanaaldekking is sterk afhankelijk 

van de geometrie van de spacer-gevulde kanalen; behoud van volledige kanaaldekking door 

de bellen is cruciaal. 

Controle van biologische vervuiling in spiraal gewonden nanofiltratie elementen met behulp 

van reiniging met tweefasenstroming werd ook onderzocht en gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 4. 

In dit hoofdstuk worden de rol van voedingsspacergeometrie, voedingsdruk, gas/vloeistof 

verhouding, reinigingsduur, en vloeistofsnelheid onderzocht. De resultaten geven aan dat 

bellenstroming en bellengrootte, bepaald door de gas/vloeistof verhouding, wat essentieel is 

voor het rendement van het proces, worden geregeld door de structuur van de voedingsspacer. 

Een verhoging van de vloeistofsnelheid in reiniging met tweefasenstroming was 

verantwoordelijk voor het verhogen van de  belsnelheid en dit was het effectiefst in het 

verhogen van de MTC-efficiëntie. Mesoschaal visuele inspecties met Optische Coherentie 

Tomograaf (OCT) toonden duidelijk een significant toegenomen verwijdering van de 

biomassa van het membraanoppervlak aan met toenemende snelheid. Tot slot, het gebruik van 

alleen de FCP (voedingskanaal drukval) als indicator voor verwijdering van biologische-

vervuiling, bleek onvoldoende. Bijvoorbeeld, de korte-duurreiniging (ongeveer 5 min), vereist 

voor FCP herstel, is misleidend omdat het geen rekening houdt met de aanwezige biomassa op 

het membraanoppervlak. De informatie door de MTC-bepaling gaf een betere indicatie over 

de biologische vervuilingslaagjes welke direct aanwezig waren op het membraanoppervlak, 

waardoor het meer inzicht in de werkelijke verwijderingssnelheden verstrekte. 

In hoofdstuk 5, wordt het potentieel van reiniging met tweefasenstroming om biologische 

vervuiling te beheersen getest met behulp van gemodificeerde voedingsspacers. PolyHEMA-

co-PEG10MA (neutraal), polyDMAEMA (kationisch) en polySPMA (anionisch) werden met 

succes aangebracht op PP-voedingsspacer oppervlakken via plasma gemedieerde UV-

polymerisatie. Deze coatings zijn chemisch stabiel gedurende tenminste 7 dagen 

onderdompeling in neutrale, zure en basische omgeving. Alle hydrogel-gecoate PP monsters 

vertoonden goede anti-biologische vervuilingseigenschappen tijdens bacteriële-

hechtingstesten. Tijdens filtratietests, laat polyDMAEMA lage anti-biologische 

vervuilingseigenschappen zien door hydrofobe interacties. PolyHEMA-co-PEG10MA 

presteert vrij goed. Daarentegen, polySPMA-gecoate PP-voedingsspacers toonden significante 
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anti-biologische vervuilingseigenschappen. Het gebruik van deze zeer hydrofiele 

oppervlakken tijdens het verwijderen van biologische vervuiling door reiniging met 

tweefasenstroming verhoogt de reinigingsefficiëntie, drukval over het voedingskanaal en 

herstel van de flux. 

Een meer gedetailleerde studie naar het effect van de verschillende parameters op het 

rendement van reiniging met tweefasenstroming werd gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 6. Een 

Taguchi methode met L-25 orthogonale reeksen werd gebruikt voor optimalisatie van 

parameters en liet zien dat het type voeding de belangrijkste factor voor het herstel van de 

drukval over het voedingskanaal is, hoewel ook de andere parameters een (zij het minder 

belangrijke) rol spelen. Tenslotte, Hoofdstuk 7 besluit het proefschrift en stelt studies voor 

toekomstig onderzoek voor om de prestaties van reiniging met tweefasenstroming in 

membraanprocessen te verbeteren. 
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